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This issue -launches the early childhood special education news-
letter'thaf will be published quarterly by Project Sunrise Outreach, an
affiliate of Eastern Montana College, for distribution in Montana,
Wyoming, and Idaho. In addition to indepth feature articles, each
issue will regularly include sections entitled Current Early Childhood
Programs, Viewpoints from the States, Comments from Colleagues,
Research in Fo'cus, Resources in.-Perspective, looking for Fun,
Publications Reviewrand Previews. The aim of VIEWS is to promote a
wide "spectrum ,approach to the issues currently confronts "g early
childhobd special education that will encourage more extensive and
expansive services for all exceptional young children.

,

Comments, suggestioni and contributions for consideration- of
publication are welcome and should be submitted to Nancy Yonkee,
Project Sunrise Outreach, InstItute for Habilitative Services, Eastern
Montana College, Billings, MT 59101. Phone (406) 657-2250. Articles
must be received no later than October 31, 1980 to be considered
for inclusion in the Winter issue.

The Editors

A RATIONALE
for _EARLY INTERVENTION

Condensed from _the Froject Sunrise- Model
i(ay Walker, Coordinator
Project SuOse Outreach

It is now widely recognized that the first few years of a child's life are
instrumental in helping a child reach his potential. A number of
researchers now believe that is' much as 80 per cent of the intellect
is formed' before a child goes to school (Bell, 1972; Bloom, 1964;
Schaefer, 1970; White, 1975).

A major 'question of public policy makers is, "are the early
childhood programs productive?" The final chapter has not yet been
written in answer to this-question,hOW-01-0,-based on the most cur-
rent studies available, the-arisWer iss, "Yds, good early childhood pro -
grams are effective."

In an intensive analysis of 14 early childhood programs implement-
ed in the in the 1960's arid early 1970's, a study sponsored by the

'Education Commission of the States and the Office of Human
Development:Servicei of the Department of Health, Education and
Welfare found that:

1) Early education significantly reduced the number of children
assigned to special education classes.

2) Early education reduced the number of students held back one
or more grades, and

3)'The children from all three types of programs (home-based,
center-based, and combination home-center-based) surpass
their controls for up to three years after the end of the pio-
gram on the.StanfordBinet. This significant difference appears
to last through the primary grade (Lazar, et al., 1977, p. 13).

The_ fact,that.early-education significantly reduced-the-numb-0 of`
children'aisigned to special education classes has important impli-
cations in terms of reduced educational costs..Of course, criteria for
'special education placement varies froin school to school. However
four -out five programs, which compared program children to
closelY Matched controlchildren, found significantly fewer special
educatiortplacements among the program children. The indication is
:t4t,picig acP effects improved school perforinanCe.,If early educa- 4

tion programs can prevent the necessity of special education place-
ment for a substantial number of children, those efforts may pay for
themselves in the eyes of the taxpayer to say nothing of the
advantages to the child and his or herfamily in terms of avoiding the
stigmatism and labeling process so often associated with special
education:

.Early education-was also found to reduce the_nimilier of students-
retained in one or more grades. Once again, it must be realized that
criteria for retention vary widely from teacher to teacher. The trend
across all prcigrams, however, indicated five of seven were able to
reduce the number 'of children retained. Of particular significance
was a program reported by Moore (1978) which included an
especially high percentage of high risk, Spanish surnamed-children.,
These program, children were compared with randomly selected
sample of Spanish surnamed children in the general school popula-
tion. Only 32.8 per cent of the program children were retained as
opposed to 62.9 per cent of the general population-for Spanish sur-
named children.

For every additional year a child spends within the public school
system, that is an additional year of schooling for which the taxpayer
must pay. Reducing the number of years it takes for a child to com-
plete the educational process results' in cost benefits. It would be dif-
ficult, if impossible, to place a price tag upon individual benefits
incurred from preventing school failuje and grade retention. Cer-
tainly, however, in many cases it is difficult for a child to maintain his
dignity and to- believe in his own potential after experiencing
repeated failure.

Athough the value of intelligence tests is certainly open to ques-
tion, the fact that children enrolled in early childhood programs
made substantial gains which were maintained, even as long as five
years after the termination of the intervention, is significant (Lazar,
1977). Although intelligence tests, such as Stanford-Binet, are not
designed to be a measure of school success nor of-productivity in
adulthood, it would seem, that the better equipped children come to
the eduCational experience. the more they would hpnefit from it. If



the educational experience in turn is meaningful, children should be
better able to approach theresponsibilities of adulthood. If this is, in
fact, the case and those children are then able to make significant

/ contributions to their w4rid (even if that is only Measured by
employment vs. unemployment), the extra effort invested in early
childhood educaticip could be thought to produce benefits through
society as a whole.'

In addition to the measures of school success, the Development
Continuity. Corisortium conducted parent and youth interviews with
programs and controls during 1976-77 when the subjects were nine
to 18 years of age. When asked, "What is the worst trouble you've
beervinr Twenty per cent of the controls and 14.9 per cent of the
program children mentioned police related incidents, drugs, thefts or
being expelled or suspended. If early intervention programs are
found in subsequent follow-up studies to reduce juvenile crime by
approximately five per cent, that would also represent a substantial
savings to the public. During theinterview children were also found
to have higher job aspirationS. They were, also less likely to drop out
of school, and'when they did drop out, it was at a later age. They
also rated _how they were doing in school as higher than control
children. Parent interviews revealed that parents in all programs
were highly satisfied with the experiences and opportunities which
the early childhOod programs had afforded their children.

For the child who has a handicapping condition or is at risk for
developmental disabilities, early infant intervention becomes infin-
itely more crucial. Hayden and McCinnes (1977) have elucidated the
reason for early intervention with the handicapped child as follows.

1) Early intervention does have an influence and, that influence
affects all areas of functioning.

2) Research has shown that there may be critical periods for the
development of certain skills and that most of these periods
may occur during the first three years-of life.

3) Failure to provide a stimulating early environment leads not
only to a continuation of the developmental status quo, but to
actual atrophy of sensory abilities and to developmental
regression.

4) All systems of an organism are interrelated in a dynamic way;
. failure to remediate one handicap may multiply its effects in

other developmental areas, and may produce other handicaps
(particularly social and emotional ones) that are secondary to
the initial insult.

5) With the delay in remediating an intellectual or cognitive
handicap,. there is a cumulative achievement decrement even
within a single area of functioning, apart from the danger of
secondary emotional or social handicaps, that is, the condition
is progressive the child's development status inevitably
becomes worse with respect to other children as he grows
older.

6) Early intervention has been shown to help, it can work to
reduce the effects of:a handicapping condition and can do so
more Surely and rapidly than later intervention:

7)-The cost-benefit ratio of early intervention usually makes it
more economical than later intervention.

8) Parents need support during the early weeks and months
before-patterns of parenting have become established.

9) Parents need models of good parenting be9avior with a handi-
capped child and specific instructions for working with the
child (pp. 153.54).

Some of these points may become clearer Yilith further explanation.
Early intervention has the advantage of exploiting critical periods for
learning. A "critical period" refers to a relOtively brief span of time
when a child most easily learns certain s1911s. At no other timein a
child's life will be as sensitive to those /actors in his environment

which produce that particular skill. It is believed that if the child
passes through the Critical period without having achieved skill
development, special intervention will be required in order to over-
come the deficit.

Which skills have a critical period? At exactly what stage of a child's
development doss the critical period for a specific skill occur?
Researchers do not -yet know the answers to these questions. It is
believed, however, that most of these critical periods may occur dur-
ing the first three years of the child's life (Hayden and McGirinei,
1977). For this reason, it is important that intervention with a handi-
capped child begin early. Because of the child's handicap, it is con-
ceivable that he could pass through a critical period having never
experienced the environmental stimuli which would' permit skill
development in that area. For example, a child must hear language
before he can learn to speak. Even a deaf baby will cry, coo and bab-
ble the same as a hearing child until approximately six months of age.
At this point his vocal experimentation begins to deviate from the
norm due to the fact that he not only does not hear other's yokes
but also does no hear his own voice.

It would appear, however, that the early childhood years are a
critical period for learning language patterns since children
worldwide generally accomplish this somewhat remarkable feat
before school entry. Regardless of the language spoken, most basic
language structures are mastered and only refinements are left to be
learned by about age five. It would seem, then, that to provide the
deaf child with a manual language system in the early monthswhen
hearing children developing oral language would allow the child to
capitalize on the critical period kir language development.

A delay in one area may produce additional handicaps. One Widely
cited example of the phenomena comes from a study conducted
with parents of Down's syndrome children. Bruium, Rynders and
Turnure (1974) found that the language input used by the mothers of
DoWn's syndrome children differed in quantity- and quality from that
used by mothers of "normal" children. It.appears that, in addition to
the disorder itself, the patterns of interaction used by the primary
caregiver would handicap a child further by altering the normal
languageiXperiences that contribute to linguistic development. This
would suggest that parents of handicapped infants need special help
to assure that they respond to their child in natural and stimulating

ways.

The rapidity with which our technology is advancing makes coping
even for the non-handicapped person, an arduous task. As Alvin
Toffler (1970) said in Future Shock:

Unless we capture- control of the accelerative thrust
and there are a few signs that we will tomorrow's individual
will have to cope with even more hectic changes than we
do today. For education the lesson is dear: it's,prime objective
must be to increase the individual's "cope ability" the
speed and economy with which he can adapt to continual
change (p. 403).

The burden placed upon or educational system to produce
individuals capable of coping with a rapidly changing world is heavy
We cannot afford failures.

sunrise
Adapted from the Project Sunrise Model
Ronald P. Sexton, Ph.D., Kayi Walker, M.S., Rena Wheeler, M.S.,
and Janet Lyon, B.A.



STAFF. DEVELOPMENT
NEEDS

David Munson, Education Spec'
Montana Center for Handicapped Children

Billings, Montana

Staff development and in-service training have often been referred
to as necessary evils, part Of the job, waste of time, review of college
Courses, bureaucracy, at work, etc... Complaints and skepticism
associated with staff development should not be overlooked but
rather examined closely as to their merit. Staff members might be
quite justified in their attitudes and reactions indicatinga need for a
more meaningful' and -effective staff developMent training process.
The intent herein is not directed toward 'Members of a professional
.andanCillarystaff as recipients of knowlege but as active contributing
participants cooperating with the staff development coordinator.

Professionals involved in educating and training preschool handi-
capped children have tyPically, been educated and trained to teach
children. They have been instructed to screen, assess and evaluate,
identify individual needs, determine priorities, set goals, promote
cooperation, iniplerrient programming, eValuate,, progress, etc...
Traininadults through staff development and in-service training can
be paralleled to the training of young children. Screening and assess-
ment must be performed to determine individuil specific needs of
each staff member. These needi are then prioritized and goals are
Set to.give,direction to the efforts. As with planhing young handi-
Capped children's programs, many, other components are necessary

staff development programs such as cooperation, staff implement-
tion, evaluation, adjustments, etc...

The first,step in arranging an effective staff development training
program is the_definition and articulation roles. The policy-making

ard principal, staff development coordinator, resource personnel,
edutatOrs and the support staff all must be made aware of their own
specific roles and job descriptions as well as familiarity with each
other. An analysiS of each role will yield skills necessary to be aware
of, to have a working knowledge of, or.to exhibit expertise in. The
staff development coordinator might then develop a training com-
petency grid crossing minimum training competency with personnel
and identifying the level of knoWledge necessary to hipl each
specific competency:For example,,the director of special eduction
would' need only an awareness of task analysis-or adaptation of
materials but Would,need expertise in rules and regulations and case
Management. A teacher aide might need completely the opposite
with regard to level of knowledge. An. evaluation (self and adminis-
trative) of each perion's, performance might then be compared.with
the necessary minimum competency. The comparison of levels,of
knowledge Would then yield areas of concern for further staff
development training.

When appraising staff-needs, the staff development coordinator
must be aware of 'agency goals, previdus training, opposition (admin-
istrative and stiff), support (administrative and staff), priorities,
resources,, time and money available, and whether or not new pro-
blerni willsesult. In examining thesecomponents, the staff develop-
ment coordinator's role often becomes that of a negotiator. He/she
must manipulate eadvof these components to facilitate as many of
the agency and, staff members' needs as is possible. Too often only'
the agencies' needs are :considered and they dictate in-service train-

It is'no wonder then, that many tirles:Complaintsor disiatisfac-
tion exist. When staff members are cognizant of the: fact that their
OWn'indiVidtial needs are beingionsidered and meta much-more

.ppiitive,itafrcliniate will ensue.

A

Care must be taken at this point to consider that just as not all
methods and materials are appropriate for all children, training,
methods are- not appropriate for all staff members. Once made
aware of the specific needs of a staff; many options exist for meeting
those needs such as use of in:house peronnel, resource consultants,
pre-service training, in-service training, workshops, university
cooperation, etc... The itaftneeds must be matched with training
procedures specifically designed to meet those individual needs. A
comprehensive examination of all methods and materials used in
staff development training would be quite cumbersome as would_ a
comprehensive examination of all methods and. materials used in
training and educating preschool handicapped children. Many
resources exist from which to draw training procedures appropriate
to staff needs. It is imperative then that needs be identified and pin-
pointed before any staff development training can take place.

SOURCES CONSULTED

Davis, Larry Nolan; Planning, Conducting, Evaluating Workshops
1974 Learning Concepts, Austin, TX

Decker, Cecelia Anita, Decker, John R.; Planning and Administering
Early-Childhood Programs, 1976. Merrill Publishing Company,
Columbus, 'Ohio

Illinois State,Board, of Eduction; Early Childhood Education for the
Handicapped. Recommended Procedures and Practices Manual
1979. Illinois State Board of Education, Springfield, IL

May, Marcia J.; Evaluating Handicapped Children's Early Education
Programs, 1980, Office of Special Education, Washington, D.C.

Parker, Clyde A. Psychological Consultation. Helping Teachers Meet
Special Needs, 1975 Leadership Training Institute/Special
Education, University of Minnesota, Minneapolis, MN

Wilson, Gary; Assessing Staff Development Needs, 1973 Humanics
Library of Congress #77-84935



Scott Lane, Coinator
Early Childhood Education
Office of Public Instruction

Early childhood education for handicapped children in Montana is
basically sound and growing. ,Presthool special education has
undergone legiilative change (making service to handicapped
preschoolers a district option) and fiscal cut backs with relatively little
harm. Most progrmas in place before these changes are still function-
ing (with possibly some modifications). There are, in fact, indications
that service to this population is gaining momentum on several
fronts. The first of these is within the Office of Public InStruction,-

Unit. Jo.

The Office of PUblic Instruction has recently received notification
that its' State IMPlement Grant -(SIG)' has received funding in the
amount of $66,944. The primary purpose of this giant is for the
Montana state education agdncy to develop a long range plan for
service-delivery to preschool handicapped children: This is the first
year Montana has had a SIG but hopefully not the last. The Office of
Public Instruction has also been recently notified regarding approval
of Montana's Preschool Incentive Grant (PIG) which, amounts to
$97,711. This level of funding represents a 60 per cent increase in
federal support of- preschool, special education. These funds aee
being awarded to LEAs on the basis of $70 per preschool handi-
capped child counted on the December 1, 1978 count. The deadline
for LEAs to apply for these funds is September 30, 1980.

-Another area to be optimistic about is the effort LEAs are exerting
to find handicapped, children ,between birth and five years of age.
School districts are conducting mass screening clinics annually and
are- screening. hearing, vision, soeed and language as well as
developmental milestones. During the last school year (1979.80)
LEAs reported screening 12,485 preschool children for handicaps. Of
this number 552 were reported as handicapped and were placed in
programs to receive special help. This does not include the 1,071

-preichoOl 'children already identified and receiving service in
tvtantana's school system. Much of the success of this screening pro-
gram can be credited to interagency cooperation and ccordination
that has been established at the local level. School districts are cur-
rently gearing up for another school year and another_ successful_
.child find'campaign.

The /continuing success of early childhood education for handi-
capped children in Montana will depend, to a large degree, on inter-
agency cooperation and coordination. Only through working in con-
cert will we be able to identify and serve all preschool handicapped
chidren needibg special- education and related services. lay way of
support for this concept the Office of Public Instruction, Special
Education Unit, has earmarked $45,000 of EHAB setaside funds to

.assist school districts start new early childhood programs for handi-
capped children. This money will support three new programs at ap-
proximately "$15,000 each. The selection criteria includes the follow
ing: 1) the program must be rural, 2) the program must be based on
arOnteragency model, and 3) the program must be supported the
second year.with at least 50 per cent from state or local funds. Con-
tact Scott Lane or Paul Spoor at the Office of.Public Instruction, for
further information (449.5669).

We at the Office, of Public Instruction, Special Ehocation Unit look 7.
..for.mani gOod_things.to happen this school. year for eFily childhood._

education for handicapped children. With a legislative session
coming up proponents will have the opportunity to support
preschool special education. It is important to let our individual
legislative representatives know of this support and the benefits of
finding and serving handicapped children at the earliest age possible.
Through this kind of effortWe will be able to maintain and increase .
the momentum of the program throughout the state serving
preschool handicapped children:,

VIEWPOINTS:
from the
STATES ,

WYOMING'S PROGRAM FOR
DEVELOPMENTALLY DISABLED

PRESCHOOLERS
Ken B. Heinlein, DeyelopmentalbilabifitieS Consultant

Department of Education
State of Wyoming .

After a year of intensive study planning and lobbying, the
Community Human Services Act (Enrolled Act 92) was passed by the
Wyoming Legislature. The Act established the funding formula and
service priorities within the zero through six population for
community-based 'services.

Enrolled Act 92, effective July 1, 1979, established twelve catch-
ment regions in the State, and provided funding to enable a com-
munity programs to Contract to serve the region:Each region is com-
posed of not less than ohe county nor more than four counties. The
regional populations vary between 14 and 74 thousand.

The funding for each region- derives from several sources; the
Division of Community Programs' Office of Developmental,
Disabilities, Title I, federal and local monies. The state dollars, ad-
ministered through the Office of Developmental Disabilities, pay for
basic administration costs, education services, auxiliary services and,
in some cases, outreach 'Services, depending on population size and
density within the region. Title I funds also flow through the Office of
Developmental Disabilities and are based on the annual service
count. Federal development disabilities dollars, based on the State
Plan, go for infant stimulation to each region.

Each region is required to provide a 10 per cent match of State's
money. The match can be hard (actual dollars) or soft (inkind
match). The amount of local dollars used for preschool services
varies greatly acrois the State. The 10 per cent match is the required
minimum.

Service priorities are determined by severity of disability, the most
severely disabled receiving the highest priority The State's definition
of a developmental disability is a 25 per cent or mord' delay, as
measured on a standardized assessment instrument, in two or more
of the following developmental areas:
1) gross motor; 2) fineinotor; 3) conceptual, 4) socialization skills;
5) self-help; 6) receptive language; and, 7) expressive language.
Services to less sever,ely disabled are provided through either Title I
or local monies. /

Children come io the preschools through a nurnbei of refeiral
channels; public health, Public Assistance and Social Services, regular
preschools Wyoming Infant Stimulation Program Jyy,y),Wyorning_



Child Find screenings are held in every region and within regions in
several towns. In many regions, the local school districts contract
with the developmental disabilities preschools to do the screening.
Children meeting the developmental responsibility of the
developmental disabilities' preschools.

Quality of service is assured through personnel certification and
annual on-site program reviews, both of which are conducted by the
Office ofDevelopmenta! Disabilities.

Each region is given considerable latitude in service delivery
methods. Some regions are primarily center-based, some depend on
satellite services, others favor home-based services. All regions,
regardless of service delivery model, report individual client
developmental_ progress, direct service hours, and other information
to the Office of Developniental Disabilities lot planning and technical
assistance .purposes.

The system works. Services are being provided where none were
previously available. Where services wereavailable, there has been
an increase in the quality of services. Statewide planning and indivi-
dual program flexibility have been successfully integrated.

SERVICES FOR HANDICAPPED PRESCHOOL
CHILDREN IN IDAHO

Betty 10 Eh1ert, Ph.D, Special Education Consultant
Department of Education

State of Idaho

Handicapped preschool children in Idaho are served by several
agenCies through interagency agreements with the Department of
Education. Idaho state law precludes the use of state revenue by
local school districts for serving children below the age of five years.
In order to comply with P.O. 94-142 regulations, the Department of
Education awards Titie VIB incentive funds to Child Development
Centers (Department of Health, and Welfare) and to Head Start
Programs. These grants ''are awarded annually on an application
basis.

In addition to CDC and Head Start Programs, the State School for
the Deaf and Blind has Satellite Preschool Programs located in the
five regions of the state to provide services for hearing impaired and
visually impaired chjldren. local ,schoOl ditricts have shown an
increased interest in serving handicapped preschoolers, with five
districts currently receiving VI-B funds to operate preschool
programs.

Idaho children from ages birth -to -two years-are not receiving full
services at present. The Department of Health and Wedare does
have infant stimultion programs in two of the five regions in the state,
and the State Sch6a for the Deaf and Blind attempts early interven-
tion with visually and hearing impaired children when they can be
located through Child Find Procedures. Inmany areas, agencies work
together to avoid duplication of efforts and to promote the most effi-
cient use of facilities and personnel. Although state law does place
state funding 'constraints on services for preschool handicapped
youngsters, the cooperative efforts of several agencies have resulted
in appropriate; good quality services to young children. 8

r

SERVING HANDICAPPED CHILDREN ON
THE NORTHERN CHEYENNE 'RESERVATION

Mary Ellen (Mickey) Pierce, Handicap Health Coordinator
Speech/Language Pathologist

.Plorthern Cheyenne Head Start
Lame Deer, Montana

Living and working in a rural area, such as the Northern Cheyenne
Indian Reservation located in Southeastem Montana, presents
special difficulties in complying with the Federal Mandatory legisla-
tion, (tleadstart Performance Standards, Isl. 94-142). Most special
service providers live in more heavily populated areas. luckily these
providers and their superiors have recognized the need to provide
services to rural populations and have developed outreach pro-
grams. However, services provided through outreach are often °f an
ir consistent nature, 'not the ongoing comprehensive contacts
preschool children need for maximum benefits.

What causes these services to be inconsistent even at their best?
First, geographic location. The distance between service points is so
extreme (often over 100 miles one way) that visits cannot be of a
daily nature. Another factor is weather. Montana winter's are severe
and regardless how dedicated we may be to our professions, Mother
Nature does set limits. Inflation has also hit the service professions.
All programs musfidnere toiunding budgets and energy costs have
forced service providers to cut back on tile one reason for their exist-
ence providing services. It's circular in that it costs too much for the
gas to drive the distance to proliide the service to make the money
to buy the gas. Where will it all #nd? Is it as glum a picture as,
'presented?

I feel the overall picture is not unduly glum, even though the end is
not clearly defined. It seems that the outreach service provider is still
the answer to our prayers, yet the effectiveness of this type of service
must improve. Perhaps the first change would be in the primary role
of the outreach provider. Instead of the main goal being providing
direct services emphasis could be changed to training local proles-
sisfin''al Or lay persons (parents) to provide the direct service on the
daily basis needed. Monitoring of this service could then be carried
out by the outreach proVider. This would allow for professional
expertise in specific disciplines to be offered on a more comprehen-
sive basis. How far from the present service provision in Eastern Mon-
tana is this conception?

The available resources in rural Eastern Montana are striving
toward,the needed teamwork to make the local traiTyng concept an
efficient, 'effective reality. Areas of expertise are shar0 and passed
from provider to parent in a chain of information. Resource persons
in my immediate resource area (Billings, Miles City, Rardin, Broadus),
share information, make suggestions and compare notes to help me
and other service providers living here expand the actual services
provided. Despite the fact that resource persons within the.com-
munity are cooperating, all agencies involved are tied into the rules
and regulations of their particular affiliation. Each federal (and I

would assume private) agency has its own set of guidelines as to how
services should be provided and to whom. These guidelines, usually,
written in Washington, D.C., do not necessarily adapt for effective
utilization on an Indian Reservidtion or in a rural community.



Therefore whe i an individual comes to this type of setting to work,
the first several months are spent trying to create a working network
of resource persons. The success of this often frustrating experience
depends entirely on the individual involved and his/her ability to gain
assistance and cooperation available from resource persons. This
foundation building is totally necessary for effective service delivery
in a rural area, .yet is very time' consuming and drastically reduces
direct child contact during its genesis.

The frustration that is generated during the support system building
tends to discourage the service. provider due to the lack, of direct
child.contact. Hence when the-resource person network is finally at
its-full_pdtential, the job is often vacated and the protess begins
again, extending the period when children are also left with only
token service due to'the state and federal strings tied to various pro-
grams, while others receive an abundance. Someone, federal or
state 'level, sh6uld. closely evaluate the service system on its
availability to ALL groups to insure that each child has services
available to him within his/her specific community.

To increase the effectiveness of the existing network of service pro-
Niders, each agency and' individual within the chain must be flexible,
willing to compromise-rules to provide more service, and allow for,
modifications toward, more complete compliance with ,mandator
legislation. Individuals providing services should be able to provide a
positive experience both for themselves and the persons. being
served. Qualities making this easier for the service provider include:
1) Flexibility - the willingness to do various duties other than those
dictated by a specific discipline, 2) Patience although time lines are
of the necessity for efficient service delivery, in a rural area, distances
may cause some activities to take longer than in a populated areas;
and 3) Sensitivity - sensitivity. tb the needs of the community' nd in-
dividuals being served :will improve the quality of the interaction.

SCREENING IN MISSOULA

Richard Moe, Self-Contained Program
Supervisor - Missoula Elementary
School District #1, Missoula, MT

In April of this year, The Missoula Elementary Schools conducted its
third preschool screening. Since its inception in January 1978, the
`number of children screened. each year has increased. Parents of
preshcool children have developed a much greater awareness that
the screening is being conducted annually and begin calling for
appointments months before the screening is scheduled to take
place.

The Or (Comprehensive Identification Process) developed by R
Reid Zehrbach is the instrument used in the screening program. The
CIP screens hearing, vision, fine motor, gross motor, cognitive
verbal, speech and language areas. It includes a thorough parent
interview form. In addition to the procedures recommended in the
CIP manual, an impedence test is also conducted. 1 he screening of
each child varies from forty-five minutes to one hour.

In 1978e 131 children ages three, four and five were screened
Thirteen ,children were identified as requiring more complete

1

evaluations.

In 1979,'the five year olds were no longer included in preschool
screening and a total of 88 three and four -year olds were screened
and ten were referred for evaluation.

This past spring, 129Three and four year olds were screened and 19
children were referred for evaluation. The preschool screening was
expanded through a contract' with the ComprehensiVe Develop-
mental Center in Missoula. They screened thzero through two.year
old population, At that screening; 52 children ,were screened and
four were identified as being "at risk." The two days originally
scheduled for the screening was not sufficient to screen all the
children- referred ancl'a third day of screening was scheduled. It
appears likely that as parents become more aware of the preschool

-

screening program, it will continue to grow. The screening which ,

have been conducted over a two day span in Missoula will probably .
be increased to three days this year.

The importance of the preschool screening is that it not only assists .
in the early identification .of handicapped preschool children, but it
also helps establish a contact between parents of young children and
the local school district: This contact enables communication in
which parents have an opportunity to express their concerns for their
child and the school district-staff has an opportunity to explain the
kinds .of services and programs that are available to the parents.

THE ROLE:OF EARLY CHILDHOOD
EDUCATORS

Mary Ann McGee, M.S. Special Education
Mufti- Handicapped Self Contained Classroom Teacher

Livingston Elementary School, Cody, WY

What does a maintenance specialist, a safety engineer, a
scavenger, a buyer, a community organizer and a manager have,in
common? They are all encompassed into the role of 'an early
Childhood educator. Not only do these teachers need to be
somewhat knowledgable in every conceivable content area taught in
the elementary and secondary schools, they also need to be en-
vironmental design engineers, managers and child development
specialist. Quite a tall order! But one, we, as Early Childhood
Educators, fulfill without a second thought

The essence of early education begins with young children and un-
awareness of their development and their ever-changing needs.
Children need both stimulation and some semblance of sequence
and order. In order to foster a healthy self-image, children must have
love and .security. Children 'also needs a balance between freedom
and guidance, inactive and active experience, group and individual

.activities. i
/

/ 1
One activity, which is favor ed by my children and which ex-

emplifies the above balance, lis a sand table activity. I use a variety
of materials in the Sand table,-macaroni, oatmeal, rice, beans. For this
particular example let's use oatmeal and cylinders by arying
heights but the same volume. By manipulating the mated IsIs and
through guiding questions from the teacher, the child is me suring
and getting a fii m foundation for later math skills,

Another favored activity is cooking. A recipe perfect for fall units
applesauce: The teacher should pare, core and cut apples in
advance. Put the apples, water and sugar in a saucepan and cook on
a stove, electric skillet or hot plate. The children help with measur-
ing, stirring and mashing. A dash of ginger, cinnamon or nutmeg may
be added. Serve warm or cool with a cookie or cracker. Have whole
apples available and talk about diftences in size, texture and
appearance.

I .

(Early childhood education provides a chance for each child to
experience the growing and continually developing adventures that
apse around him/her. The child's horizons grow from the family to
new, broader experience: outside the family. How this transition,
fr6m family to society, takes piace is of profound importance to early
childhood educators.

4/11



HANDICAPPED
EARLY CHILDHOOD- PROGRAM

N. Dale Gentry, Ph.D.
Chairman, Special Education

University of Iloilo, Moscow, IA

The early childhobd program for handicapped- and non-
handicapped children is designed to provide learning opportunities
forinfants and yOung children and their families through the use of
systematic instructional- procedures. The project is made possible
thrOugh a grant from the United States Department of Edutation,
Officelof_SpecialEd ucation.

The program consists of two major components: 1) a classroom-
based program for children eighteen months through 5 years of age
and 2) a borne-based program for .infants, or families of older
children who wish.to initiate home programs, or, who wish to co-
Ordinate,school and iiiime.activities.

During 1980-81, the program it staffed by a classr000m co-
ordinator (Mary Bostick, M.S.), family coordinator (Jennifer Olson,
Ph.D: Candidate), graduate and undergraduate--interns from the
College of Education, 3 or 4 work-study support-staff, a physical
therapist (Carla Jones, CDS) and a project Manager (Corrine
McGuigan, Ph.D.). Drs.. Dale Gentry and Maynard Yutsy direct the
project, as they have done since its inception in 1978.

The, heart of the program consists in the systematic application of
events which have been demonstrated to help learners gain skills in
tiiCh areas as language, motor development, Compliance,, social
interactions with peer% preacademics and academics. Systematic in-
struction attends closely to the relationship between initial assess-
ment activities, the establishment of individual goals, the de ineation
of daily and weekly teaching objectives,,selection of curricu um, and
the use of measurement procedures to monitor child prog ess on a
daily basis.

I
hi home or family directed activities, systematic instruct, nal pro-

cedures are used to help parents (or other family members) efficient-
ly build solid programs in such areas as behavior manag ment or
parent-child interactions. The same procedures can be used to assist
in the, development or refinement of skills which must be fostered in
hdric as well as in school settings.

Classroom teaching activities des:gn0._ to meet individual _child
goals and the social development goals of a group of children, are
carried out in a "Mainstreamed" or integrated classroom. This class is
composed of both handicapped and non-handicapped children
valuable life experience in understanding and working with handi-
capped individuals. In the classroom, adherence to the systematic
application of teaching, events makes it possible for: both handi-
capped and non-handicapped children to progress on individual and
group goals effectively and efficiently.

For more information, contact the project office at the University of
Idaho, Department of Special_ Education, 885-6150.
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CURRENT
EARLY CHILDHOOD
PROGRAMS

CREATIVE CHILDREN'S SERVICES, INC.

Linda Shaw, M.A.
Executive Director

Creative Children's Services
P.O. lox 593-

Lander, WY 82520

Creative Childrens Services, Inc. is a non-profit organization pro-
viding special education services to Fremont -County's develop-
mentally delayed preschool children birth to school age.

Among the many services offered by Creative Childrens Services,
Inc. are special education for the children with leaming and behavior-
difficulties; physical and a :cipational therapy for children_WhO are
having difficulty developir &large and small muscle skills, such as
walking, throwing, catchi1ig, eating, dressing and writing; speech and
language therapy for children with delayed language skills Of
children who have difficulty speaking clearly. In addition, we offer an
infant stimulation program which provides developmental activities'
and materials to high risk babies. We also offer Frnily Training pro-
grams designed to help the families of handicapped children cope
with the problems their children face and to aid families in working
with their child more effectively.,

Our services are divided into two main categories - centered-based
and hombased. Center-based services are designed to serve
children three to six years of age in a group setting. The center pro-
gram featurei the opportunity for developmentally delayed children
to receive specialized programming within a preschool setting.
Home-based services are provided through weekly, visits o the
child's home by trained home teachers. These home teachers, under
the direction of our professional staff, offer individualized instruction
to the child as well as providing follow-up activities for use by the
parents between visits.

Creative Childrens Services, Inc. has been awarded a Title VI-8
Preschool Incentive Grant by the Wyoming State Department of
Education. This project is designed to develop a model for training
non-professionals (i.e. day care providers, preschool teachers,
parents, etc.) to provide direct services to developmentally delayed
preschool children three to five years. 'The project will service three
major areas 1) development of services in energy impact areas,
2) development of services Of the Wind River Indian Reservation arid'

3)coordination of services with the Wyoming State Training School
to provide deinstitutionalization of three to five year, moderately to
severely retarded youngsters. The outcome of the project will be the
development of a model program that can.be duplicated by other

-rural preschool programs.

If you havefurther questions regarding the programs offered by
Creative Childrens Services, Inc. please contact Linda Shaw,
ExecbtiVe Director at (307) 332-5508.



EARLY INTERVENTION PROGRAM

Hazel Bauman, Consulting Teacher in Special Services and
Coordinator of the Early Invervention Program

Coeur d'Alene School District #217, Coeur d'Alene,' Idaho 83814

The .-Coeur d'Alene School District is serving preschool handi-
Capped children in a number of ways. A preschool handicapped pro-
ject was initiated two ,years ago and has expanded this year to the
extent that now .three to five year olds and up with various,
disabilities are served by three separate programs. A severe pro-
found self-contained classroom, a hearing impaired program, and the
original-Early-Intervention:Program (EIP) are,staffedwith certified ex
pert personnel in those particular fields; Each is in a location where
regular students, grades K-6, are present to facilitate the mainstream-
ing process ever important everf"A this early age.

The EIP Program takes all three to five year old handicapped
children who are not severely involved or hearingimpaired as these
are serviced by the other programs. Consequently, the grOup is not
homogeneous and programming is of a highly individualized 'nature.
The one-half day program is supplemented by an intensive parent
training component which centers largely on behavior management
and self-concept techniques. The classroom teacher, Joanne
Germon, hts utilized videotapes of her dassroom in session and
home visits to accomplish the parent training.

.--
Academic readinessself-help, socialization, fine and gross motor

are all program skills taught, but by far the most pervasive curriculum
component is language development. This is on-going throughout all
other areas As well> as warranting special group and. individualkl

lessons. A pragmatic approach has been adopted wi effective com-
munication being the number one goal for all students. This, too, is
.continued in the parent training where parents are 'encouraged to
talk to and with their child and listen to him/her as often as possible.

We feel positive about the results of this program. Most of our past
graduates have entered the mainstream of regular claSsrooms with
backup help from Special Services in some cases. For the more
severely, involved students, a more self-contained environment is
necessary; however, if we can encourage the growth started in the
preschool; movement from special to regular education may
become a reality for these children too.

BIG SKY EARLY, EDUCATION PROJECT

James Pezzmo, Ph.D.
University of Montana

Missoula, Montana

The staff of the Big Sky Early Education Project takes this.oppor-
tunity to thank the following agencies who have been supportive of
this project and who are important contributors to the education of .

the young handicapped children and their families: The Special
Education Department of the Office of Public Instruction, The
Western Montana Comprehensive Development Center, Missoula
School District No. 1, Missoula Head Start and the University of
Montana.

For addithmal information about this project, contact Dr. James
Pezzino, Montan4 IJAP, 401 Social Science Bldg., University of
Montana, Missoula.

The Federal Office of Special Education, formerly the Bureau of
Education for the Handicapped of DHEW, Division of Innovation and
Development, has recently awarded three year grant to the Montana
University Affiliated Program for developing and demonstrating a
new model of education services for handicapped preschool
children (birth through 5 years). The model will be demonstrated in
close association with several/existing community agencies and it
expected that these agencies' will utilize the project to enhance and
further validate their service' delivery_techniques.

Each of the project's components will be marked a,high degree
of parental involvement. for example, the hOmbased component
of the model will rely heavily,on parents and families as the primary
trainers of their children. In addition to the home-based component,
services will be delivered through a demonstration classroom
.(located on the University of Montana campus) as well as through
other community intervention sites. The university-based deinonstra-
tion site will make efficient die of many resources available on
University of Montana's campus and.will provide a highly accessible
training site for. University students from several fields of study.

The Issues of Mainstreaming: Its Efficacy in the Preschool; Kaplan-
Sanoff, Margot, paper presented at annual meeting of American
Psychological Association in New York, Sept. 1979. (ERIC Document
Reproduction Service No. ED .182 055).

.

Findings from a study compared the effects of segregated versus
mainstreamed preschool settings on. handicapped and non-
handicapped children strongly suggest that mainstreaming is .the
preferable alternative for all types of handicapped preschool'
children. Initially, handicapped children in both segregated and
mainstreamed settings were found to be restless and hyperactive,
defiant and aggresSive, Extremely egocentric, both socially, and
cognitively, they were unable to give and take, adhere to rules of the
game, or play freely and successfully with their peers. They were for
the most part silent, linguistically passive children with poor, often in-
coherent speech. 9ver the course of the school year, the handi-
capped children in ;the mainstreamed setting changed dramatically,
becoming more. like their normal peers and behaving in socially
appropriate ways. ;the handicapped children in the segregated set-
ting exhibited Very ilittle change over time. The behavior of the non-
handicapped children in the two settings remained similar
throughout the study. Individual events from children's case histories
support the claim that normal peers constitute models from which
the handicapped can learn. First, the normal children, proVided
patterns of spontaneous speech in natural learning situations rather
than the stilted language of formal one-to-one training program's.
Second, the normal children served as role models for advanced play
behavior. Finally, the normal children had A poweiful -reinforcing
influence -which , enabled them to induce their handicapped
classmates to engage in classroom activities where teachers efforts
had failed.

/1/.



DETECTING INFANT DEAFNESS

If parerits were aware that their infant was born with a heanng
problem, they could find way to communicate without speaking.
They could also take advantage of alternative methodsto teach their
children to talk during the optimal language-learning period, which is
between the ages of three. months and three years. But usually
,hearing difficulties are not detected until after the child crib-o-gram
has been developed that can spot a hearing problem as early as the
first day of life. For information, contact F. Blair Simmons, M.P., Chief
of Otolaryngology at Stanford in Palo

ainess is extremely rare in normal, healthy babies - about one in
a thousand. Yet one in every 50 infants treated in neonatal, intensi,ve
care Units turn out to have a major hearing loss, which could be due
to oxygen starvation-during "lab& and -delivery. The doctor re-
commends that these high-risk babies be given a crib-o-gram, which
measures slight changes in movement, heartbeat and breathing
before and after test sounds are ,emitted from a microphone placed
in the crib.

Reprinted from Developmental Disabilities Task Force "Information
Exchange as printed in THE EARLY NEWS Vol. 3 No. 4.

*RESOURCES
IN

PEiSPFCTIVE

SCREENING

Screening is a process whereby POTENTIAL deficits are identified.
The,CIP and are examples of instruments currently available for
conducting screenings.

1

The Comprehensive Identification Process (CIP) developed k y Reid
Zehrbach, Ph.D-includes a process for locating all 2'h to 5'h yt ar old
children in the community, a device for screening them,a means of
referring children for further specialized 'assessments, and of
providing preliminarAnformation for' further diagnostic evaluations.
A child is screened in theareas of cognition, gross motor, fine motor,
speech /language, social/affective, hearing, vision and medical/
developmental history. The entire process takes approximately 30
minutes and may be administered in the home, classroom, a central,
location or other designated site by professionals and/or trained
paraprofessionals. "The complete, OP kit which includes everything
necessary'for screening 35 children except paper and pencils may be
ordered from:

Scholastic Testing Services, Inc.
480 Meyer Road
Bensonville, IL 60106
(312) 766-7150
Cost: 575.00

The Developmental Activities Screening Inventory (DASI) by
Rebecca F. DuBose and Mary Beth Langley is an informal, non-Verbal
screening measure for children functioning between the ages of six
months and 60 months. Adaptations are also included for
administering DASI to visually impaired children. The 55 test items
include fine-motor coordination, cause-effect and means-end Mal

tionships, aisoc` iation, number concepts, size descrimiation ano-
seriation. The test is designed to be administered by classroom
teachers with a minimum of testing experience. The manual also in
cludes suggestiont for teaching the concepts assessed, in DASI may
be used in the interim period that frequently occurs between the
screening process and the comprehensive diagnostic assessment and
remediation.'

The necessary materials are included in the kit with the exception
of easily obtainable common objects such as cups, balls, and toys.

_The complete DASI,screening kit for 50 children is available from.

Teaching. Resources-Cooperatto
-50 Pond Park Road
Hingham, M02043
(617) 749.9461

- Cost $69.00
Nancy Yonkee, VIEWS Editor

ASSESSMENT

Assessment is the identification of the child's functioning level. Two
currently available assessment tools appropnate for early childhood
are the Brigance Diagnostic inventory of Early Development and the
Uniform Performance Assessment System4UPAS).

T tie Brigance -inventory of Early Development, written and
developed by Albert H. Brigance and published in 1978, was design.
ed to be used in programS for infants and children from birth through

'the develpment age of six years. The Inventory serves several
Purposes. As an assessment instrument it determines the
developmental dr performance level of the child, identifies strehgths,
and weaknesses, identifies instructional objectives at tie child's level
of development whiCh are needed to guide the growth of the child,
and'also obtains assessment data which can be used with other data
to support a referral or diagnosis. Since the objectirs are clearly
stated in functional and measureable terms, the Inventory serves as
an excellent instructional guide. Furthermore, it utilizes a record=
keeping tracking System which is on-going, specific; graphic, and
easily interpreted. Finally, it is an extrethonly useful tool in develop-
ing an ;EP which best meets the need of tie child.

The Brigance Inventory of Early Development is comprehensive. It
includes' 98 skill sequences from birth through the developmental
age of six years for the following areas: psychomotor, self-help,
speech and language, general knowledge and comprehension, and
early academic skills. This well researched Inventory is criterion-
referenced as well as normative-referenced. The easy-to-follow
format, which does not require specialized training or materials,
makes it an invaluable assessment tool both in the classroom and on
home visits.

The Brigance Inventory of Early Development consists of the inven;
tory itself, development record books, and a group development
record book. Also aveable from the name author is the Brigance
Diagnostic Inventory of Basic Skills, designed for use with students
whosihievement is between the kindergarten and six grade lelvel.

Available, from:
Currithlum Associates, inc.
8 Henihaw Street
Woburh;,MA 01801
549.95 (Includes 10 developmental

record books).

The Uniform Performance Assessment System (UPAS) was
developed at the Experimental-Education Unit in cooperation -with

.the Areas of Special Education Unit in cooperation with the Areas_of
Special Education at the University of Washington. It was edited by
Margaret Bendersky and published by the University of Washington
in 1978.

UPAS is a curriculum-referenced assessment device- that was
1 `originally developed to include all the major developmental

,



Milestones normally attained during the firstsix years of life. There
are two scales currently in.use with UPAS. The first of. these encom-
passes. the skills children 'normally acquire' between' birth and six
years of age. It iSleferred to@s the 0 - 6 scale. The developmental
milestones children normally aNiii during the next six years of life
are included, in the 6-12 years of age scale. At the present time, a-,
third scale is being developed for young adults in preVocational train-
ing-programs. Because. the scales deal' with children.who are func-
tioning within a specifiC age range, UPAS may be usedwith a wide
variety and ability leveli of handicapped children.

4
Each scale of UPAS consists of separate curriculum areas which are

`broken down in task analysis fashion. into skill sequences. The skill
sequences are Ordered according to the degree of difficulty. Both the
0.6 and 6-12 scales consist of five major curriculum areas. They are:
pre- academic and fine-motor, communication,:tsocial and self-helpr

, gross motor and an inappropriate behavior checklist.

In administering the UPAS, One uses the set of criterion tes6that
makes up the assessment device and data recording sheets which
present all of the 'items on the scale in a checklist form. There is a
criterion test 'corresponding to every- item on the record 'sheets
except for the specific inappropriate. behaviors. Each criterion:test
contains an exPanded skill description, a testing or Observation
procedure, a list bf.equipment and materials necessary, and criteria

/for the child'"" passing the Item. The scoring_ procedure is also
specified.

' A rather unique aspect of UPAS is its linkage di a computer analysis
system. A computer analysis of UPAS data Provides results in Several
different formats. Thereis -an individUal pupil summary showing in
afaph-like fOrmat the progress of the child over time in term's of
/overall Performance and percentage of items in each area of UPAS.
Another alternative analysis option 'divides the-pre-academic area
into fine motor skills and. cognithte/interactive skills and would in-
dicate progreis- in theSe areas ieparately. Likewise, in: the com-
munication area, it is possible-tp_show progress in recepthie and ex-

. presiive skills separately(A.third:4Soisibility, of computer analysis is-
,the group statistical suinn*ri.Wiiich comparei the results.Ota'grbup,
such as a class, over two itimMaryis
also graph-like in- format and "Zowi.complete ranges for:the group
for two quarters., A chart-like fOrmat"shoWs,hoW each ;child in the .

class performed :n every UPAS item for the reteht'asseisnient:There
is also an error summary41rOvided that indicatesrecording errors fo
theetesters.

N.

Carolina Curriculum for l-fandkapped Infants (birth to 12 months
developmental level) Field Test Edition by Nancy M. Johnson, Ken G.
Jens, and Susan Attermeier. Frank Porter Graham Child Development
Center, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill, NC

The CCHI was designed to provide curricular intervention strategies.,
for use by any program involved in providing direct services to handi-
capped children functioning in'the birth to 12 month developmental
age and to their families. The format is easy to use and includes all
the materials necessary for teaching, teaching strategies and criterion
measures for evaluating performance, and special notes and
Cautions. The following characteristics are incorporated into the
CCHI: ti

1. It istIsedon-normal sequences of development but does not
have an underlying assumption`of relatively even development
across all spheres. The curriculum can be used with both the

-mildly delayed child who is developing slowly but in a normal
pattern, and with the multiply handicapped child whose
patterns of development are markedly atypical.

2. It is based on logical teaching sequences-of how skills should
ebe taught, not by the mean age levels at which normal child_ ren
learn a skill.

3. It is based on recognition that the most seriously handicapped
infants will never be normal and that non-normal but highly'
adaptive skills must be taught to replace normal skills when
necessary:

Since the birth to 12-month developmental period has -been the
one least adequately dealt with in the existing curricula for handi-
capped youngsters, the'CCHI provides a valuable and much needed
contribution to the field of early childhood special education.

The data provided by UPAS computer-analysis reports can be
ed in different ways. The initial administration of y1365 can provide
information for making decisions about program and classroom
-placement. It can also help in determining IEP objectives for a`child.
Another use of UPAS results is its indication of the child's progress.
After it has been administered Several-times,- the teacher will know
/whether the daily programs are having the desired effect on the
child'sprogress toward the mastery Of IEP goals.

Available from:
College of Education
Experimental Education Unit
Child Development:and

'Mental Retardaisn' Center
Uni'versity of Washington
Seattle, Washington,

Cost:
0-6 scale 15.00' plus postage
6-12 scale $12.50 plus postage
Additional pupil record

sheets .50 per child.

Lynn'Klabet; Project Sunrise

Nancy Yonkee
Editor, VIEWS

YUMMY DRAWING

Arrange raisin, M & M's, nuts or other small edibles in a pattern on
paper. Have child draw with a crayon between them or follow a path
from one to another. Eating is the reward for successful drawing.

Reprinted from THE

Barbie Ganulin
STEP PROGRAM
Billings, Montana

ONE COOKIE

RLY NEWS, Vol. 3 No. 4

tbsp. Len'egg (the fun for the
1/4 op. vanilla

er is in measuring this)



2 tsp.-brown sugar
1/8 tsp. baking powder
pinch of Cinnamon
2 tlisp. rolled oats (quick or regular)
pinch of salt

. 1 ibip. of flour
1/2 tbsp. applesauce

Each 'child can mix their cookie in their own bowl. Spoon onto a
greased 'cookie sheet, deCoraW.-wi Itaraisin face. Bake at 350
degreei for 10 minutes.

HALLOWEEN MAKEUP--
With the Halloween season arriving soon will come the barrage of
face masks, which are not always very safe. Her'elsan easy to make,
inexpensive, and a safer alternative: (the kids also have a lot of fun
making themselves upl)

'Basic formula:

2 tsp white shortening
5 tsp. cornstarch
1 tsp. white flour
glycerin (purchased at a drug store)
food coloring

Blend the-.first 3 ingredients into a paste. Add enough glycerin to
make a gobd creamy consistency. Add/rood coloring. Use your
fingers to apply, stroking in oneidirection.

A brown makeup can be made with 1 tsp. white shortening, VA tsp.
of unsugared cocoa, and glycerin.

Use lipstick and eyebrow pencil to draw highlights and lines.

Last, but not least, remove with shortening, cold cream or baby oil.

Lynn Klaber
Project Sunrise

. GET ACQUAINTED GAME
(Sung to the tune of the "Muffin Man")

'Children join hands to form a circle, one child in the middle.
1

Sing: Do you know some friends we have?
Some friends we have,
Some friends we have,
Oh, do you know some friends we have
In our room today?

Center childrchooses child from circle. Chosen child tells his name
and goes to center of circle. Children continue going in circle singing:

(Nam e) is friend we have
a friend we have,
a friend we have,

(Name) a friend we'have today.

Repeat until all children are chbsen. This is a good activity for the
new school year or when a new student comeslin the class. Also a1
handy way for new staff,to learn the children's names.

Lynn Kalber
_Project Sunrise

ART ACTIVITY
(Bread Sculpture(

p

Tear crusts off bread slices - feed crusts to birds..Give each child one
slice oftyead - have them tear it up into little bits, a`dd 1 tbs glue and
a'lew dropsof-witer. Knead it and work with it it gets shiny and
pliable. Children from it into a shape - will dry overnight into very

t
hard sculpture. Chris Bakun

Eastern Montana C Ilege
Preschool

I 1
MEASURING CONCEPTS

-/
The object of this activity is to utilize various objects (spoon, c7(
pail) to teach basic amount concepts.

Activity: A-chart-displaying the object a"nd'theamount inset up for
the children. Together the teacher and the children "reed" the chart
and follow the directions.

Example: To make soup - one blue Cup full of carrots, one red cup full
of celery, one yellow cup full of onions, one blue cup full of corn,
one pan of water, 4 spoonsful of beef boullion, one spoonful of salt:
The children cook it and eat it later in the day.

Barbara Stillwell
AnokaHennepin School District
Coon Rapids, MN

PUBLICATIONS //
REVIEW

Breaking the Cycle of Child Abuse, Comstock Herbruck, Christine,
Winston Press, Mpls., MN 1979

Breaking the Cycle of Child Abuse is a fast reading and compelling
book about child abuse arid neglect and Parents Anonymous. It was
written for "people who were abused themselves as children, people
who are abusing their children now, people who work with child
abusers, and,people who care about other people." Ms. Herbruck,
Coordinator of Parents Anonymous, in Northeastern Ohio, Inc.,
points out in her sensitive narrative that once we learn to understand
the reasons behind child abuSe, we may be able to accept abusers,
to understand them and to help them become the kinds of parents
they want to be.

In thetfirst section of the books, Ms. Herbruck defines the types of
abuse and neglect, discusses the cycle of abuse, and identifies signs
of overWhelmirfg stress and high-risk indicators of troubled
parenting. In addition, she discusses some alternatives to abuse.

- The organization and functioning of Parenf Anonymous group are
describd in ihe second half of-the book. Learning to accept oneself
and learning:_ofindividital feelings are themes expressed in this
section.

Available from:
Winston Press, Inc.
430 Oak Grove
Minneapolis, MN 55403
Cost: 54.95

-

Perspectives on Gifted and Talented Education is a series of six
baum, Director, Elizabeth Neuman, Editor, Gifted 'and Talented Pro-
ject, Teacher's College, Columbia University.

Perspective on Gifted and Talented Education is a series of six
original monographs. They are:

4 1.Elementary and Secondary Level Programs for the Gifted
and Talented



'2.Gifted'Young Children
3.Identification Of the Gifted'
4.Reaching Out: Advocacy for the Gifted and Talented
5.Somewhere to Turn: Strategies for Parents or Gifted and

Talented Children
6.Training Teachers of the Gifted and Talented

Gifted young Children reviews the literature and synthesizes most
of what is known about the intellectual abilities and social develop-
nient of gifted preschool and primary grade children. The nature of
giftedness, the physical, social, emotional, and cognitive
characteristics of such young children are explored. Processes and
problems of identifying gifted youngsters through their performance
on 'standard 'tests and from informatiop.provided by parents and
teachers are examined and illustrated irl considerable detail. Basic
principles in planning' programs for gifted young children are
presented as are descriptions of actual On-going programs, evalua-
tion procedures, and a discussion of ihe pros and cons of early
entrance of regular school. 1'

The titles of the texts in the remainder of the 'series are -self-
explanatory.

AVailable, from:
Teacher's College Press
Teacher's College
1234 Amsterdam Avenue
Columbia University
New York, NY 10027

-Cost: $33.50

Comprehensive Developmental Screening Recommendations: A
Response to'Frequently A'Sked Question, Kay Walker, M.S.

This-publication addresses a variety of questions raised by both
professional and nonprofessional audiences. The booklet provides a
broad overview of comprehensive screening procedures and is
intended as a,resource guide for the development of community
based scrednings.

Available from:
Project Sunrise
Eastern Montana College

MT 59101

Cost: $2.00

The Project Sunrise Model, Ronald P. Sexton,, Ph.D., Kay Walker,
MS., Rena Wheeler, MS., Janet Lyon, B.A. I .

Project Sunrise is a' home.based preschool handicapped children,
birth to six years, living in rural areas of Montana. This publication
contains'a comprehensive paraprofessional training program and is
behaviorally oriented. Educational activities are implemented daily '
by the parents who are trained in behavior modification techniques
by a-paraprofessional home visitor. The home visitors, in turn, are
trained and supervised by early childhood special edu'Cation
specialists.

Also included in The Project Sunnse Model- is comprehensive
research concerning the rationale for early intervention and parental
involvement in early education. Other chapters describe the model
overview, and the -role of the parents. Screening; identification,
assessment and diagnostic evaluation, program planning, imple-
mentation and reassessment, and the curriculum for preschoolers
and all discussed in a chapter entitled "The Child". The responsiblities
and expected competencies of the home visitor and center staff are
examined in separate chapters. The appendices -include useful
resource materials concerning Montana Rules and Regulations for
Special Education, published materials used in developing the model,
and the home visitor program.

Available from:
Project Sunrise
Eastern Montana College
Billings, MT 59101

Cost: $10.50

Lynn Klaber
Project Sunrise
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Sept.,29,30 :Montana Indian Education Conference

Oct..1 $16,17 Fall Conferent'e on Exceptionalities--
1.Ooking TowardAhe'FOture"

Oct: 15 -16 -17 khOOI AdministratorS Of-Mb-Mafia (SAM) and Montana
Council of.AdrniniStrators (CASE)

_

Oct, 30,31, Nov. 1 AsSOciatiorrio*(Secietely HandicapPed-Conference
-"Goals -and:5trategieSior the

'Ramada
Billings, MT

-
Colonial Inn
Helena;-MT

:Northern Hotel"
Billings; MT

Bona Venture Hotel
t:os Angeles; +CA

ct-30.--31-, Nov. 1. The Second AnnuarConferenCe-of the Council-for Exceptional The D_ enVer:Hilton
--;<-----"-- ' Children,'DiviSion-8 , 1550 Court-Place

"learning_ for, Children .with Learhing,Disabilities" Denver ,C0 _N
-A .1- 1-2,3 1981 Second Annual Montana 'Symposium onarly-Education Northern' Hotel'.

,and the Exceptional Child- - Billings; MT

_April.12-17; 1981 59th Council for -Exceptional Children Annual International NeW York, NY
Convention,Convention,' -,_- .. .

.i.

13.roject.:SunriSe has the following .ptiblibiltiOns' aVailable:forthe cost of reproductiOn. To order-Indicate.the number of
copies requested and mail to Project.5unrise-Outreach,TIfiStitute_for Habilitative Sei-vies, Eastern Montana College/Billing:5,

'iv1I59101'..Pur-chase orders will be accepted fronflocal'education agencies. Individuals should include a check or money
, older (of. the eequestecl- publication(s). , i-
The Project Sbrinse Model.,A homOased parent teaching program deSigned to serve to.._ . ...
six. living in-rural areas olMontaria..5,10.50 7,----

I

C" omprehensiyeDeveloprnental Scfeening,Retommendations. A Response to-Frequently Asked -Questions,. A publication
addressing a-variety of qUestions' raised' by both, professional and lion -professional audiences. $2.00. , , - . .. .

,ORDER FORM

Project Sunrise Model @ $10.50

Compreheniiii\e-Developmen($cree,ning: @ $ 2.00
.Recommendations: A.RespOnse to Frequently
Asked,_Qu0096s-

Total--Arnourit- EnClosed -$

-(Ad'dres's:

:State 40'
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With the pUblication of this second issue of: VIEWS, we feel that our
goal of presenting ea wide' spectrUM' approach to issues confronting
.early childhood specialeducationtis definitely being4Chieved. The
ever present. issue of funding-iv addressed in thislissue in a -manner
,that marvery well be indicative Of ifuture trend.

We sincerely.appreciatethe enthusiasm with which the Fall issue
has been received and kope,this and the-future issues will,be equally
well received: To attain this desired level of quality, however, your
continued input is-,necessary, -in the form of comments, suggestions
ai`nd :t'ontdbUtions/for consideration of publication. These may be
submitted,to Nancy Yohkee, Project Sunrise Outreach, Institute for
>1,-.labilitative Services; Eastern Montana College, Billings, Montana
59i01. Phone (406) 657-2250.,' FebrUary 1 and April 10 are the
deadlinedates for-the Spring and Summer-i+ues.

THE

EDITORS

VIEWS

PR1VA E SECTOR FUNDING
Arthur 1. Moreab

President, Division of Innovation & DeifelopMent
Continuing Education Programs of-America

We have entered a time period when it h become necessary to
develop diveriity in the funding of educational, and rehabilitative

.programs.
This past year we have observed the highest inflation rate since

World- War H. There, has never been a time when- the skills of
administrators have, been more taxed to secure the'neCessary dollars
to adequitelY finance their educational programs.-Administratoriare
.realizinglhat tax luPport alone is nolongeradequate to Maintain
their programs. We are also observing an increasing movement
across the country that is eroding many tax bases/which is in part due
to the *king in population age; Many senior citizens no longer have
children in school and'Consequently do not feel an obligation to be
taxed for edUcational services.

,/
It seems only apparent that it is necessary to diversify one's funding

bases 'and certainly the'private sector needsito -receive every con-
sideration in the financing of a-total Farman service program.

Let's take a look at what happened in the prKate sector during
1979. (See exhibit#1). The'rtation's citizens business organizations,
and foundations contributed a record $43.3 billion to philanthropic
causes, in1979, an increase. of 9,3 percent from year-earlier levels.
,Although these figures did' not 'keep up /with inflation (2.5%), it
appears to have out-paced theihcreasedifunding levels from many
taxing bodies. I think one could make some interesting assumptions
about distribution of these funclii. One observation might be that a
'Religious-bised Hospital operating an early, childhood education pro-
gram might have a pretty good chance at getting a generous share of
the private dollar.

For those operating programs from a pure educational base, they
may want to examine the possibility of some sort of cooperative
effort with other 'Organizations that may have religious and /or health
care affiliitioni.

Individuals, hard hit by the rise in their own cost of living, gave an
aitOunding$36.54 billion, or 84.4 percent of the total. That was in
increase of 11.4 percent from the amount donated to various causes
in 1978, and as a portion of the nation's personal income, it equalled
1.90 percent. I think it is Important to remember these statistics
because as a ihdiVidual pursuing private funds, I might spend more of
my.eime in actively pursuing the largest giving portion of the total pic-
lure.... individuals. The IRS makes it quite attractive for individuals
to contribute to charatible causes, in that a 50 percent allowance
from gross income is allowed. Note that this is not from Net Income,
but Grois Income._:: an important distinction-to remember. This
should also tiP'you to be aware of those who have the potential to
contribOte to. your program. You can identify potential giving
individuals from. your parent rosters, country club members; civic
dub members and; if you want to, you can purchase lists of high in-

,

come people that live in your city, country or state. Timing is quite
important to approaching individuals in that in many instances these

of the year, after the
as been for the total
of November and

als through the
d you can learn

larger-Contributions,are obtained at the do
persOn knows what hislher financial conditio
year. You will note that dUring the month
December you receive the largest number of a
mail ... ;these people know what they are doinga
from them.

The solicitation of individuals can take many, different forms, Le.,
direct mail,itelephone solicitation, etc:,' but pers6nalsontactis,the
best for the Obtaining,of meaningful contribtitions. A suggestion on
Where to start... look over your client records... get to.know who
your Parents are, where_they work, and MI6 their relatives are and
who they know. The best person .to do this is someone who has
direct contact with the family on an ongoing basis. This requires'skill
in articulating your needs so that you can Secure their interest and
help. I thinkjt is importantto discuss with parents the cost involved
in providing services to their child, so that if your program is funded
on the short term, they will be aware of the expense and will feel a
greater Obligation to help you in the future, Should private funding
be needed. This could be the subject of a'book all by itself... my
purpose here is to stimulate your thinking and let you create your
own approaches. Another suggestion might be to obtain a roster. of
local country club members, those active in civic affairs and see who
knows:Whom... this should be the joint responsibility of the board
of directbrs.and the staff. Determine who knows whom and make a
roster... use the apprOach of their investing in your work... -be
businesslike and present your case in layman's language... not
technical jardOn.

Beq ests or deferred giving represented 5.1 percent of all giving for
a total f $2:23 billion. Obtaining support from this source is usually a
long tom kind of program. You have to cultivate relationships with
peonle, such as , grateful parents, grandparents, etc., who haVi
receive a direct benefit from your program. It is best to have some
printed i formation on this... your national organizations such as
Cancer S iety,-Heart Fund, etc., can be used for examples.

Deferred giving should be an ongoing Part of every private funding
program but in many instances, little effort,is put forth in this direc-
tion. The tenancy is that board members, and agen,, leaders prefer
to talk about this lasti If you have one board !nor who will pro-
vide leadership here... maybe naming your program in his /her will
themselves can be Of significant help in getting this started. Setting an
example from the leadership of any, ,organization is always-good
business. I can assure yo .that when you and your board member
are discussing such,a topic with a prospective contributor... it is not
uncommon for the potential contributor to ask your board member,

19



Jack... how much did you give or identify in you will( If the
answer believe me... you.are finished.

So many. seem to be hesitant-to develop this deffered giving pro
gram and the potential is so great, let me give one simple illustration
of the potential merit Seattle Times, May 18, 1980, 'Big Gift to Small
College Sets U.S, Record"... which stated that an $18 million (gar
gift had been received by Buena Vista College, in Storm Lake, Iowa.
fro(n a secret donor... youlust never knqw what your efforts will
bear.

The country's business corporations, which have increased their
share of giving each year for-which there is any kind of documenta-
tion,'reacheda new high level of $2.30 billion in contributions. I think
it's important for you to realize that corporations can give a max
'mum' of 5 percent of their net profits to a tax exempt (501C3)
organization and have the amount be fully deductable ofr their cor-
poratetaxes..During this past year the majority of major energy corn-
panieCincreased their giving significantly as they had some public
image building to do. I forcasted that this would happen and those
who followed up... hit the jackpot.

The place to start is.with the companies that employ your parents,
both large and small. Don't overlook small businesses, especially
ranchers,. etc., if that is the predominant industry in you area. Most
large companies have direct corporate grant programs, employee
matching gift programs, etc. and your parents who are employed
there can_tell you who is in charge and what their past history has
been. It is most important to have your parents be active in ap
proaching corporations. to support your work. You know which
parents you will want to use... they should be able to articulate the
help you have given them and why the company's financial support
is needed. This kind of involvement is looked upon very favorably_ by
corporations ... they like to see their employees benefit and in-
volvement... makes giving to you alot easier. If the ;company is a
national concern with offices and/or plants all over the country you
will have to approach the local plant- manager or whoever is in
charge first to determine their policies and procedures. Again, here is
where your parents and or board members can be'of great value to
you. Let therri make the inroads in terms of application procedures,
etc. Usually you will have to visit with a repreSentative from the com-
pany and when that happens, it is important that you have your
..parent ;employed -there with you..and-perhaps one board
member piesent during the interview: Never as a paid staff person
should you go to an initial interview' of this- type by yourself...
why.... because you have a vested interest in that yob are being
paid... the others are volunteers... very important to keep this
point in ,mind! One other suggestion... it is relatively easy to find
out whether or not a cornpany is profitable... if they're in a down
year.... you might want to wait with that company until they are
profitable. If the company is listed on the stock exchanges... you
can_obtain their current financial picture along with the names of
their key personnel from your local stock broker... absolutely free.
One other, point about solicitations of this kind ... if there is more
than one company in town of simtliar size... be prepared to deal
with the question of "how much did they giver... you better be
prepared to answer and hopefully you will have selected as your first
contact the firm where you have had alot of help from your parents
and board members so that you have a firm commitment prior to
calling on others. If the question does come up, and more than likely
it twill, (how much someone else gave) and you have to answer
negatively or that you do not have a firm commitment... your
chances for success will be greatly diminished! Actually these ap
profches should be considered for all business concerns ... even
smaller local busineises Will be curious as to what their competitor
or neighbor gave to you... this is especially true in smaller cities.

Fodedation-giving, which is tabulated to be 52.24 billion in 1979,
repreents 5.2 percent of all philanthropy. There is alai uf misunder
standir?gs about foundations in that grant seekers ha-v e a tendancy to
lump all private foundations in one category. Not only do private
foundations differ from public funding bodies, but there is a wide
diversity among foundations themselves. What may be appropriate
to the. Li Foundation may be totally inappropriate to the San Fran -
sisco Four\dation. These are five (5) types of foundations existing to
day. You can study the differences between these various types of
foundations\ as well as research any specific foundation that makes
awards al the amount of 55,000.00 annually in the Foundation Direc
tory. I believe this to be one of the best compilations of information

on Foundations in existance. It is printed by the fuundatiun Centel,.
888 7th Avenue, New York, New York 10019, telephone
212-975-1120. This Directory profiles foundations, lists their pur
poses, officers, application procedures, gives a summary of their
financial activities for the past year and identifies their IRS 1.D.
Number. This publication is available in Regional Centers across the
country... check your local or University Library.

There is abt of competition for foundation funds. Inflation has not-
been kind to the assets of these organizations but many have now re-
invested their assets in higher yielding instruments allowing them to
keep up or out step inflation. Insider contact is really important ...
check with your board members, people whO they know etc., to see
if they have any direct of indirect contact with key board members,
etc... anything to give you added insight as to what is their current
area of interest and what their funding levels will be for the time
period you are interested in. Those foundations that are controlled
by family members and serve specified geographical areas are
especially responsive to insider contact ... Good luck!

The above sources of funds are lumped into major categories. I
think that many other special programs can be developed for local
situations. Civic groups like to be involved with programs that have
alot of public appeal... they like the publicity, etc... I really cannot
think of a broader appeal than that of helping children. Civic groups
sometimes need encouragement and direction or a creative idea to
get the ball rolling. Again, here is where,your parents can be of help
to you... find out who belongs to what... Rotary, Junior League,
etc... your important contacts are probably right there waiting to
be asked for help. I do think it is important that when you plan a pro-
ject that it is just as easy to plan something that will bring in
$10,000.00 as it is to plan an event that brings in $500.00. Creativity
is very important in this and your limitations will be based upon your
own ability to come up with the winning idea!

I would like to offer a suggestion that can be of value to you in all of
your development work is the creation of a "Prospectus". Whenever
you as an individual contact any for profit organizations about invest-
ing in their company, you receive a Prospectus. This document usual-
ly.highlights the organization and tells about its Over-all mission, who
its leaders are, its financial condition, etc. Your Prospectus should be
prepared in a similiar format. Include a description of your services,
the number,of clients served, their ages, a list of board members, a
list of businesses that employ your parents, along with any letters of
commendation from outside officials. Some basic financial informa-
tion should be included, but I would.not insert detailed information
outlining every nickel received and expended, rather something
more general just to present a picture of your financial situation. This
document need not be expensive to develop... I recommend that
it should be prepared and duplicated on ffigh quality paper,
preferably buff in color, and bound in a business like folder that can
be added to as your situation changes. In developing this Prospectus,
stay away from techniCal terminology ... use layman% language;
Thjs document can be used_ as a tool in discussing your programs
with potential investors who. know absolutely nothing about your
program.

Never underestimate the power of the media... when you are
planning your activities, it is really helpful if you have a local news-
paper or T.V. station doing a .feature story on your work... really is
a good idea to have people representing various media involved
with your board etc. The ideal situation is to have your publicity
going at the same time you are making -your- local' contacts...
obviously this will not be as beneficial for contacts that you will be
making on a National basis... I am thinking here of primarily Na
tional Foundations.

Always thank your investors for their investment in your work. Try
. to personalize your thank-yous as much as you can... if it is in writ
ten form mention again what you originally asked support for and.
advise that this is what you will be using their funds kn. Also if you
have a newsletter, put 41 of your investors on the mailing list ... sir
that they hear from you more than once a year. That will pay
dividends in the lung run and will make uming back a lut easier next
time.

It was nut my intention ift this article to make seasoned develop
meet officers out uf you but rather tu give yuu sume added insight in
tu the realm of private giving. Muse whu decade to pursue these
avenues will definitely be rewarded if there is.

A vital need

2 G
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A sufficient allocation of time
' A creative approach

A strong desire to succeed.
About the author... Arthur J. Moreau, President, Division of

Innovation & Development, Continuing Education Programs. of
'America, Box 52, Peoria, Illinois 61650. Mr. Moreau is a seasoned
administrator who has been highly successful in obtaining funds from
the private sector. He has authored numerous articles on this subject
and leCtures nationally on Alternative Funding Strategies .. . A Guide
to the Private Sector.
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EXHIBIT #1
PHILANTHROPY'

1979

TOTAL GIVING 1979 $43.31. Billion

1979 Contributions (in billions)

Individuals

Bequests

Corporations --...

/

.$36.54

/ $ 2.23

$ 2.30

Foundations ,/ /
, $ 2.24/

Contributions as Percent Total,

Individuals 84.4%

Bequests
h 5 1%

Corporations 5.3%

Found atiohs 5.2%

1979 Distribution (in billions)

Religion fJ $20.14

Education $ 5.99

Health & Hospitals r $ 5.95

Social Welfare $ 4.35

Arts & Humanities $ 2.70

Civic & Public $ 1.24

Other

bistribution as Percent of Total

$ 2.94

Religion 46.5%

Education 13.8%

Healtb &Hospitals 13.7%

Social Welfare 10.0%

Arts & Humanities 6 2%
.

Civic & Public 2.9%

Othei 6 9%

SERVICES FOR LEARNING

THERE'S DISTANCE TO TRAVEL
AND. A SYSTEM TO CHANGE'

John Dodd
Professor, Institute for Habilitative Services, E.M.C.

Special Education Heads Up and Out
Since its inception, Special Education has maintained' a steady

course in one direction. That direction hisbeen toward the proviiion
of ah appropriate educational program for.youngsters who had beep
previously excluded.

The trend has been toward integration. It has been up from the
baiement or out of the annex toward the main floor of the regulai

school building.
Institutions have Oen way, to special education centersor schools.

Centers have given way to special classes in regular school buildings.
Now special classes have given way to resource rooms.

The general direction has been toward providing services for lower
and lower_functioning children until today zero reject education is
reality. Public Law 94-142 is in place and it's mandates are beginning'
to' be met.-:

Enter Learning Disabilities: An Exception
There has been one exception to the direction suggested above: In

the early 1960's special education -also expanded to include higher
functioning youngsters as well as to include increasingly lower func-
tioning youngsterS. The.field of special education moved to include
children who were already in regular classrooms. The field opened
its umbrella enough to include children who are called learning
disabled. They are'youngsterS who function at an average or higher
level in many areas, hut who are deficient in just some areas - often
in reading.

I believe that difference in direction the field of.special education
made was appropriate. It.moved to, provide educational services for
childfen "who were beinc inappropriately and poorly served. It called
attention., to youngsters who have been described as shadow
children because they were not identified as readily as some more
distinct and obvious conditions.

Delivery System -
Often, at fiat; 'special education servites for learning disabled

children were_provided in a self contained classroom. However, it
became readily, apparent that for most children with learning
disabilities the self contained classroom was unnecessary' and in-
deedfinappropriate. That error has been rectified. Nearly all children
with learning disablities are provided services in resource rooms and
most attend the resource room considerably less than half a day.
Perhaps most youngsters.with learning disabilities are afforded some
special education services.

No Time to Reston laurels
When one looks back for a moment it becomes apparent that

tremendous gains were made for children with learning disabilities
during the 1970s. However,-this is not time.to dwelLon_past accom-
plishments. Provisions of special services is just not enough:Since it--
was important enough to require a change in the direction special
education has typically made, it is essential that the job is done right.

If it is' appropriate for children with learning, disabilities to spend-
most.of their day within the regular classroom; then it is appropriate
that the time should be spent with teachers who are.knowledgable
about learning disabilities and about:Ways to deal with the learning
problems. No longer should learning disabled youngsters be sub-
jected to teachers who are convinced that they "just won't learn
because after all they have a fine speaking.yocabularr,nor should
they receive less than full credit for correctly spelled words just
because some of the letters were formed wrong. If they know all the
answers in science they should be given a chance to demonstrate



liiis.knoWledge even if they have-tcrdo that without being able to
read. Certainly they deserve tb be taught the basics with whatever
technology:.and special materials are appropriate.

Important of General Educators
My intention is not to impugn regular teachers- who deserve

tremendous support. I believe many persons have often been too
quick to criticize regular teachers and too slow to recognize the
heavy responsibilities the regular classroom teachers carry out well.
All too frequently good regular education teachers say "oh--:I'm only
a regular teacher," when the chances are good that that regular
teacher was already having the greatest impact on the child with
learning disabilities who was sitting, perhaps unidentified, in the
second seat of the middle row of her classroom. Regular educators
are very important and they deserve to know that.

The System Needs Change
The system, however, has not been fair to regular- education.

Nobody would expect a teacher who has studied mathematics but
not French to be able to teach French. However; we vigorously
criticize teachers whose teacher education program did not prepare
them to teach children with learning disabilities because they do not
do an adequate job of teaching children with learning disabilities.

InService Urgently Needed
Certainly in-service training needs to be provided until every prin-

cipal at every level in every school in every school system knows
about children with learning disabilities and reasonable:provisions for
the learning disabled.' All teachers need to be provided training until
they understand the problems and know about appropriate
miterials :,nd teaching techniques even though their heavy schedule
often rnaks it necessary for some of the individualiied teaching to
take place in a resource room.

t

Early Identification and Intervention
EVery early childhood educator needs to be prepared to help iden-

tify children with learning disabilities as early as possible. They need
to know exactly when perceptual, discrimination, eye-hand coor-
dination, and other pre-academic skills are expected to emerge.

Their training must emphasize observation and assessment skills
even if only so'they quickly and knowledgably refer to assessment
specialists. -

As -soon as identification of learning disablities or identification of
children who are "at risk" takes place, early intervention should begin
at once. Clearly that calls for mandatory pre-school programs for
more children then just obviously and severaly handicapped pre-
schail children.

Of course, this is a call for additional pre-school programs.
Hoy,,ever, there is reason to believe that direct intervention during
the very early years of a child's life may be much more effective than
later attempts after development.has lagged still farther.

That .wisdom has been popularly fecognized for years. It has been
expressed by adages such 'as "a stitch in time saves nine", and "an
ounce of prevention is worth a pound of cure." Lees use the wisdom
we haveaccumulated to initiate and fully use pre-schooLaducation
programs.

Teacher Education Needs and Infusion
If appropriate services are to be provided in the future, it makes

_serge to get at the source of the problem. I believe no elementary
teachers should be permitted to enter the field who are not a least
Minimally proficient in teaching children with learning disabilities.
Additionally, no new administrator should be credentialed without
adequate,pieparation in learning disabilities.

Secondary teachers, too, need preparation for dealing with learn-
ing disabilities. Since one of the easy, but not always workable "solu-
tions" is to teach children with learning disabilities to type, there is
every reason to prepare typing teachers to deal with learning
disabilities. The ever present language .probletns of the learning
disabled clearly call for understanding and knowledgable English
teachers. Ceoinetry teachers need preparation. The importance of
appropriate. physical education provided by an understanding and
proficient physical educator is inestimable. The list goes right on and

____ _through the entire curriculum.

PostSecondary Nucation, Too
There is a need Ao be sure post-secondary school opportunities are

developed and Made readily available for the learning disabled.
There is ample /evidence that earning disabled adults can serve in
nearly every prpfession. They deserve opportunities to afford 'entry
to a wide an ay of occupational choices. No bachelors, masters, or
doctoral 'deg e in education should be granted without sonic train-
ing an com etency in dealing with learning disabilities.

Let's Get the Job Done
The gains made in the 1970s were indeed impressive. However,

the challenges remaining for the 1980's may be even greater than the
challenges met in the 1970s. But these tasks remain to be accom-
plished to provide adequate services for the learning disabled.

We took the job in the 1960s, let's accomplish On the 1980s.

FROM
COLLEAGUES

COMMENTS

IN SUPPORT OF THE FAMILY

by Rena Wheeler
Director, Special Training for Exceptional Children (DEP)

In the past few months considerable attention has been spotlighted
on the American family and its demise. The recent White House
Conference on Families has focused considirible attention on con7
temporary stresses which families today must face. I.

Few families,hOwever, face the degree of ongoinOtress which
daily must be confronted by those with a handicapped child. That
stress is compounded in a. state like Montana where the nearest
neighbor may be several miles away, and the closest,medical facility
may be a drive of several hours. During many months each year
those distances must be traveled over poor roads during severe
weather.

To whom can the parent of a handicapped chilaliving.in a remote
rural area of Montana turn for help? A network ofprivate, non-profit
corporations scattered throughout the five human services regions
provide assistance for these families and children.'

Children who are birth to five y6rs of age/land are "at risk"
diagnosed risk, biological risk (delays evident without a diagnosis), or
environmental risk may receive help. In addition children who are
birth to eighteen years of age and developmentally disabled are also
eligible.' The emphasis of these organizations, is upon early interven-
tion to help prevent or minimize the effects Of the handicapping con-
dition.

The Family and Children Services networR is comprised of six cor-
porations, each delivering home-based serrices to a designated area.
Each home teacher ortrainer travels to the homes of twelve to fiteen
children monthly clocking as many as 1500 miles per month. The
home teacher visits each assigned. family weekly, bi-weekly or
slightly less frequently as the need forservices diminishes.

The needs of each child and family are carefully assessed. Coor-
dinating services with other agencieS is a major role of the home
teacher. Numerous hours may be spent indentifying an appropriate.
evaluation agency and making arrangements for that evaluation. The
parents may need relief from the responsibility of their handicapped
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child. The honie teacher might then help identify a respite care pro-
vider to -permit the parents some necessary freedom from the

intense demands presented by the child.
Families may alsO need help during crisis periods ranging from the

loss of a trusted babysitter to major surgery for their handicapped
child. The home teacher h ableto serve as a resource for information
and to give support to the faMily.

The ultimate objective.of R..;nily and-Children Services is to help
parents learn to be nurturing! and effective teachers of their own,
children. If parents can develop The 'necessary teaching skills, a con-
cerned, loving adult has been trained to support their child through
the critical childhood and adolescent years. The parents are then in a
position io positively impact that child for years or even decades.
They are in a position to advocate for appropriate services for their

I child as the child passes through the educational systeM and into the
work world:

A final role of the home teacher is to provide information to new
.Pnilies-seeking services. If appropriate, referral may be made to
another agency which can better meet the needs of the child and
family. Also parents who have previously been served and have

;already learned the skills needed to parent and teach their child will
Contact the agency-again to obtain help in dealing with a new pro-
blem or crisis. The trometeachers are available to help meet these
needs.

The family is a pervasive influence in every child's "life. With the
help of a home teacher, family memberscan be helped to effectively
teach, support and sustain their own handicapped child.

A primary concern of thche involved with Family and Children Ser-
vices is to support the child within that family unit. Its purpose is, in
part, to help nurture and encourage the development of the child
while strengthening fathily ties. It is designed to help reduce the
stress felt by the family in regardto their handicapped child.-With the
support of the home teachers in the Montana Family and Children
Services network, hopefully fewer children will be institutionalized
and fewer 'families will disintegrate. The child's disabilities can be bet
ter understood by the family and family members in turn are able to

-help the child reach the highest level of independence and produc-
tiveness possible.

For further information, contact the nearest nonprofit corporation:

DevelopmentallEducational Assistance Program (DEAP)
P.O. Box 986
Miles City, Montana 59301

Hi line Home Programs, Inc.
110 Fifth Street South,. Room 105
GlasgOw, Montana 59230

-,::Region II Child and Family Services
1323 Ninth Ave. South-.
P.O. Box 6087
Great Falls, Montana 59403

Special Training for Exceptional People (STEP)
1739*Grand-Ave:------ _

Billings, Montana 59102

Family Outreach, Inc.
825 Helena Ave.
Helena, Montana 59601

Comprehensive Development Center (CDC)
402 South Fourth West
Missoula, Montana 59801

'These projects are funded (in part) undertan agreement with-the
Montana Department of Social and Rehabilitation Services, but any
statements contained herein do not necessarily reflect the opinion of
the department.
?Montana law defines .developmental disabilities as "disabilities

attributable to mental retardation, cerebral palsy, epilepsy, autism,
or any other neurological handicapping conditions closely related to
mental retardation ..."

PARAPROFESSIONAL CERTIFICATION FOR
TEACHER OF HANDICAPPED

PRESCHOOLERS
Ken Heinlein

Developmental Disabilities Consultant

Certification of Wyoming's preschool teachers is essential if supple-
mental Title I handicapped funds are to continue. That in itself does
not present a problem, since the solution is to hire teachers certified
by the State Department of Education in early childhood education.
But, in a rural state, handicapped preschool programs rely heavilyon
paraprofessionals, who cannot receive Department of Education cer-
tification. The problem is clear: Either paraprofessionals must
become certified or Title I handicapped funds'become unavailable.
Wyoming, through the Division of Community Programs, certifies
qualified paraprofessionals to work in developmental preschools,
rather than risk the loss, of Title I handicapped funds.

Wyoming's preichool certification system covers four positions:
-Executive Director, Program Director, Teacher, and Ancillary Person-
nel. Each position has certain educational or experiential require-
ments for each of several competency areas. The competency areas
for teachers are: 1) curriculum planning skills, 2) Prescriptive plann-
ing, 3) DeliVery of instruction,.4) Family involvement, 5) a. Handi-
capping conditions, b. Normal child development, c. Abuse report-
ing procedures, 6) Communication skills.

The requirements in each competency area can be met by preser-
vice training, inservice training, experience, orsome combination of
the three. The incorporation of experience into the certification pro-
cedures is what allows the paraprofessional, without college course
work, to become a certified teacher of handicapped preschoolers.
The process it not automatic, however, the applicant must have
'enough experience in each competency area to meet the require-
mentS. This process assuies that paraprofessionals have well
rounded experience, prior to becoming certified; it does not, how-
ever, assure the quality of that experience.

Due to the subjective nature of experience in the current certifica-
tion system, the system is being modified to assure more objective
and specific criteria of evaluation. The proposed certification system
will lean' more heavily upon specific preservice educational require-
ments for initial certification, and inservice training requirements for
certificate renewal. It is one thing to decide what is necessary or
desirable training for preschool handicapped programs, andanether
thing, to assure quality teachers.

Wyoming's.Handicapped Preschool Education Program (HPEP), run
through the University of Wyoming Department of Speech
Pathology/Audiology,-has done an excellent job of providing inser-
vice training to teachers, administrators, ancillary personnel, and
other program staff. Regardless of quality of the programs offered by
HPEP, as a single agency, it cannot offer the quantity of courses
necessary to bring a person from no.college course work to certified
preschool teacher. lnservice training is essential for maintenance or
upgrading of skills, but cannot be expected to be the sole source of
training. The focus for preparation of teachers must be preservice
training; skill maintenance needs to be done by inservice training.
_Eresenrice training can be accomplished at either the'University of

Wyciming or the trommunity-colleges_in each area. Tbe community
colleges offer the best alternative,ifor preserviceliaining since their-
schedules are flexible and they caret° community needs. The com-
munity colleges could offer an Associates degree in preschbol educa-
tion (handicapped and normal), that would provide a good base of
preservice training, with those wishing to continue their education
beyend that going to the University.

Since the deVelopMental preschool rely heavily on paraprofes-
sionals, alternatives need to be provided to assure quality
paraprofessional teachers. Certification of teachers working with
handicapped plaschoolers is essential, Preservice and inservice train-
ing are the keys to quality training, and therefore, to certification. The
whole system is intended to make use of available resources, and to

ovide paraprofessionals the opportunity and incentive to develop2g



their skills. This benefits the paraprofessionals by providing educa-
tional,opportunities, the preschool centers by Arnpro'ved staff and
mostly the children who are taught by qualified paraprofessionals.

WYOMING CHILD FIND

COMMUNITY,- BASED PUBLIC AWARENESS
by Ili Steere

In Mirth of 1979, the Wyoming State Department of Education
awarded- a ten-month Child Find project to tire Wyoming Associa-
tion for Retarded Citizens (WARC). The purpose of the project was
to develop a stateWide media campaign on Child 'Find and to
mobilize community support for the project. During the remainder
of 1979' nd throughout 1980 the WARC-syntehsiied these two pur-
poses to provide Child Find with a strong public awareness program
derived from direct community involvement.
During the spring.of each project. year, the WyOming Girl Scouts

were mobilized in nearly all Wyoming communities. April and May
Saw the Girl Scouts distributing brochures to local grocery stores,
businesses, banks and often to private homes. Special groups of the

outs.displayed.posters in prominentlocationsin their home towns.
The Child Find Volunteer Supervisor trained Girl Scout leaders on a
regional basis_before their 'Child Find activities began. A series of
news articles relating to joint Girl Stout and Child Find activities were

- sentto newspapers throughout Wyoming. In several locations the
Girl Scouts themselves -read and recorded prepared Public Service
AnnoUncernents U6r local radioistationi. To each Girl Scout who
completed A handicapped' awareness program and participated in
the public awareness campaign, a special Child Find patch, created

. by the Wyoming Girl Scout Council and endorsed by the National
Girl Scotif CoUncil, was presented.

In the. summer of each project year, all of the banks in Wyoming
werecontacted to help further Child Find community involvement.
The-banks-were-asked-to-insert=child-Findlinformation-with-their
monthly statements in late summer and early fall. Each bank was
sent a letter of 'request, a sample of the insert and a stamped reply
postcard. The banks that volunteered to send out the inserts mailed
out over 220,000 inserts, which will reach nearly one-half of
'Wyoming's population.

Each fall, the University-of Wyoming Cowboy Football team has
volunteered to support Child Find. Their support of the project has
lead to team and individual publicity picturei with Charlie Childfind,
the Wyoming Child Find "symbol and a short series of news articles
with the team "kicking-off' Child Find Week, "blocking" barriers to
handicapped education and not leaving handicapped children :on'
the bench." A set of radio .Public Service Announcements were
recorded by the team's coach and various team members who
residein Wyoming. The Cowboy news articles were published more
often than any other Child Find articles and the P.S.A.'s received
large amount of air time in the communities where team member
resided.

The regular methods of publicity were also used tqpromote C ild
Find; videoltaped Public Service Announcements were Sen to
Wyoming's television stations and recorcedP.S.A_ messages were
sent to all radio stations. An on-going effort was made to release at

___least -one' monthly Child _Finp_newsarticle_to_all_Wypming
newspapers. Using these proven methods of communication along
with community -involved public awareness activities, the project
staff feels it has achieved a community commitment to Child Find
that will endure when th project grant is over.

CURRENT
EARLY CHILDHOOD

PROGRAMS

THE LEARNING CENTER
Mary Ann Hanson, Director

P.O. Box 2220
Jackson, Wyoming 83001

Goals _

The Learning Center is a private non-profit preschool program.
which provides_service5 to developMentalliidisibled and handicap-
ped infants and young children ages birth to five, and their families.
The Center currently serves Region IV, which includes Teton and
SubletteCounties.

The goals of the Center are:
To identify infants and young children who are developmentally
disabled and handicapped and are at risk for future learning,
social; and self-support problems.
To intervene as early as possible inorder to prevent children's
problems from continuing, or to nl:nimize their risk status, to
increase their learning potential, and therefore increase their
potential as self-fulfilled, contributing citizens.
To provide support services to their families.

Servlces
The Center works toward the achievement of these goals through

the provisidn of the following services:
1. Evaluation and Diagnosis
2. Special Education
3. Speech & Language Therapy
4. Occupational Therapy
5. infant Edutation
6. Referral and Follow-Up
7. Family participation
8. Therapeutic Swirn,Program
9. Screening (vision, hearing,- speech, language, &

developmental)
10. Outreach services

Service Delivery Alternatives
The Learning Center offers a variety of service delivery alternatives

to children and their families. Center-based services are ay.:iable in
two communities in the region. Home-based services areavailable
throughout the Region. The Center also contracts with an 'existing
preschool to provide services in one community.

One local school district contracts with the Center to serve certain
.Kindergarten age children who have been determined to continue to
need a preschool level program. These children are carefully Iran.*

-tioned"-into kindergarten by the end of the school year.
InfantsInfantS are seen at home andfor at the Center. They generally make'

a transition into a Center-based program between 18 and 24months.
Families are included as an integral part of each infant or child's pro-'

gram. Family participation is individualized according to each
families' need and ability to participate.

Special Projects
This year The Learning Center is replicating the CoMmunication

,Program, which is a nationally validated'preschool for children with
"communication disorders. It part of the Experimental Education

o47#
Unit, Child Development and Mental Retardation Center, University
of: Washington. It is directed by Jane Rieke; she and her staff have



developed special strategies and teaming approaches for helpihg
children develop communication andlanguage skills. The Learning

,Center is in the process of implementing- these strategies and
- approaches.

Two swirl; instructors who have been with the Center for several
years, received a-Titie--VI-B grantlo develop a model-for:teaching
swimming to handicapped children. They will be conducting training
at various sites in Wyoming this year.

EARLY CHILDHOOD INTERVENTION
'PROGRAM = BIWNGS PUBLIC SCHOOLS

Wilma Nickoloff

School District #2, Billings, Montana; recognizes that early inden-
tification and entry into a prograin designed to assist parents of
handicapped children is vital in establishing an .effective manner in
dealing with their child during the Crucial stages of development,

Recent ,research has indicated that early experience and oppor-
tunitiesare iiiiportant for all children born with handicaps or
develiimental delays.

TtigEailY Childhood Intervention Program began in Scher)! District
: #2 in June of 1973, and is;currently funded through a contract with

:2_...tthe:.Department,of.Developmental-Disabilities-andserves -thus
children who-exhibit developmental delays between the ages of
birth and three years.

Children may be referred by physicians, public health nurses,
parents, case workers or other agencies.,A Denver Developmental

'Screening Test is administered by an assigned public health nurse to
identify specific delays in one of more of the following areas: speech
and language, cognitive, fine motor, gross motor and social -self help
skillS. Assessthent and design of an individual program isaCcomplish-
ed by a certified teacher; Parents, and other professionals such as
Occupational Therapist, Physichl Therapist; Speech Therapist,.
Audiologist and/or Psychologist, based upon the child's individual
needs.

The focus is on the development of emotionally stable, confident,
and comPetentiamilies wile can provide a supportive learning envi-
ronment for the very young- child in his home. The parent is the
primary dispenser of the program with the home intervention
teacher acting as .a consultant, providing suggestions, encourage-
ment,. materials and equipment. A sustained program of parent-
guidance and eduction is an integral component of: each family-
oriented education model whiCh addresses to all facets of child
growth and development through parent-teacher cooperation.

Keeping in mind the emotional stress that parents of handicapped
children live with, it is Our philosophy that:

1. Parents should be educated about the nature of their child's
disability. A- great ,deal of time should be spent in helping
parents to understand the medical, psychological and educa-
tional implications of the disability. If parents have a complete,
objective picture of the problem and what it means', they
should be able to approach educational,goals for their child in
an objectivemanner.

2. Parents should first be approached with thepositive a pects of
their child's development. The successes and abilities of the
child, no matter how small the increment should be called to
the parent's attention and .ways in which these skills_ean be
utilized should be enikhasized..Once a parent begins to see his
child and-his capabilities; a more positive approach can be
taken in parent-child inferrection and edUcationif cirry-over.

3. Parents need to be taught what to observe and what con-
stitutes success with each deOelopmental task. It is extremely
important that any observable tasks and improvements are
recorded; therefore, these should be written out simply so
parents can know what to look for and chart.

4. Parents can betrained to'be effective change-agents for their
child's behaviostitilizing the follovging'steps:
a. Teacher model task with the child
b. Parent perform task With the child
c. Teacher and parent discuss activity
d. Parent repeat the task With the child.

It is extremely important for the teacher to ask the parent for
his reactions and' give positive reinforcement rather than

Criticism.
5. It isttimportant that parents understand why each task is being

taught and why a particular task is a prerequisite to the next
stage of development.

6. The teacher should understand the family structure and
routine in order to be fully cognizant of how to guide parent in-
volvement_Some families find it very difficult to set aside a
specific work time. Therefore, it would be Wise if the teacher
were to guide the parents in ways to stimulate their child dur-
ing the regular family routine.

As a child nears three years of age, he attends the pre-school pro-
gram at McKinley School regularly On'Fridays. This gradual phasing
out of the ECI program and into pre-school helps the child and his
parents become comfortable with the new setting and personnel.

RESEARCH
-IN-

-FOCUS

Roke, Edward J. and Marcus, Robert F., "Parent Variables in Voting
Children's Cooperative Behavior", paper presented at the Biennial
Southeastern Conference on Human-Development, Alexandria,. VA,
April 1980:

ERIC Document #ED 184722
In this study it was hypothesized thathoth.parental affection and

the-emphasizing ofthe Feelings, thoughts, and intentions of others in
discipline techniques are related to young children's cooperative.
ness. The researchers measured the a cooperative behavior ,..of 31
young children (mean age of 5 years) by.both naturalistic observation
and behavior ratings. In addition, parents were interviewed and
responded to five childrearing Situations and a- uestionnaire. Results
of the study indicate that while mothers' discipline was unrelated to
observed or rated cooperation, fathers' discipline tended. to be

_positively related to daughters' cooperativeness and -negatively
related to sons'. Additionally, fathers' affection tended to be related
to sons'. cooperativeness and mothers' affection to daughters'
cooperatiyeness. in analyzing the data, researchers discussed the
possibility that simply giving-a child warmth, support and affection,
even in fairly large amounts does not necessarily ensure that the
child will become cooperative. A study.by Mussen and Eisenberg-
Berg in 1977 suggests that nurturance is most effective when, it is part
of a pattern of child-rearing that prominantly features`the modeling
of prosocial acts.

0.

Abdin,_ R.R. the Parenting- Stress -Index-Clinical trials," paper
fireiented at the Annual Meeting of the American Psychological
Association, New York, Sept. 1979.
__ERIC.Document-#ED-185093-

The Parenting Stress Index (PSI) is a clinical and research self-report
instrument designed to identify mother-child symptoms which are
under stress and to indicate the sources of stress. Three major source
domains of stressors are identified as: 1) child characteristics 2)
mother characteristics and 3) situational/demographic characteristics.
The staff of the Parent Research Project of the University of Virginia
has been working on the PSI for 3 years, but recognizes that she
instrument is still in a development phase. However, the PSI shows
strong potential as both a screening and diagnoStic instrument. It is
based-on the research literature in child development, parent func-
tioning, and stress.-The normative sample for the PSI consisted of 470
mothers withat least one child under the age of three. Norms and
factor analysis for this sample are reported. Reliability coefficients
and some preliminary findings on the PSI's validity are reported.



Pcissible problems withthe PSI are discussed and clinical benefit: are
suggested.

One of the benefits of the PSI is that it enables a home visitor to
discuss the profiletof the PSI with mothers and thereby cue mothers
in as to the sources of stress in their relationship with their children.
For example, if a high score is earned because of a number of items

-checked in the Child Domain, then the home visitor is alertedto the
need to focus on mother's management and perception of the-child
as a starting point. The authors noted'that their clinical experiences
do indicate the existence of "Super Moms" and 1Fragile Moms.'

Educators Newslerreix October, 1980
Special Education expert Dr. Stanley ,Sherry doesn't think children

who need special education should be labeled. He feels it, may do
them more harm than good.

Since 1975, the federal government has required public schools to
meet the needs of all kinds of handicapped children so they are
diagnosed, labeled and giveo special attention in regular classrooms
or special classes. But childrenwho fall into the mildly handicapped
range such as the learning disabled, educably retarded and emotion-
ally disturbed could be exposed to special teaching withouthaving
to bear harmful labels.

To,test his theory,'Sherry began a year-long study of fifth-graders.
The study being paid for by a $102,000 National Institute of Educa-
tion grant. He will be determining if there are differences in behavior,
academic achievement, learning styles, personality and IQ among

hildrerThvho.fallwithin the three mildly handicapped gioups. Then
he will compare them to normal children who are not meeting their
potential.

AUDIO VISUAL
Project Sunrise Outreach will have the following materials available

On loan after January 15, 1981.
1) "Scoring of HOME Inventory" is a 30 minute
videotape of a simulated home visit conducted by a Pro-
ject Sunrise staff member. ThepUipose of this filth is to
demonstrate questioning and observation techniques
for home visitors and/or others using the Home Obser-
vation.-for.Measurement of the Erniironment (HOME).
(See Screening kir a description of HOME.)
2) "Starting at the Beginning" is a slide/tape program pro-
duced by WESTAR and TADS that provides an update
on,. and support for, early educate yourig.excep-
tional children and their_families. This informative pro-
gram would be valuable for state legislatorS, state
agency personnel (education, mental health, D.D., etc.)
and community leaders. concerned' with services for
young children. Project Sunrise will provide a loan copy
of this program, or it may be ordered directly from Han-
dicapped Learners Materials Distribution Center, In-
diana University, Audio Visual Center, Bloomington, IN
47405 (812) 337-1511. There is no rental fee from either

agency.
For4urther information regarding these materials,please feel free

to .contact Project Sunrise Outreach, Eastern Montana College,
&Rings, Montana 59101 (406) 657-250.

SCREENING'

Home Observation for Measurement of the Environment
by Bettye Caldwell

University of Arkansas, Little Rock, 1978

The HOME Inventory (Home Observation for Measurement of the
Environment) is a standardized screening Instrument designed to
measure a child's early developmental enviroment.' The following-
environmental factors have proven to be vital in a child's behavioral
development and are inch led in the HOME Inventory frequency
and stability of adult contact, amount of developmental and vocal
stimulationAneed gratification, emotional climate, avoidance of
restriction on motor and exploratory behavior, available play
materials, and home characteristics indicative of parental concern
with achievement. An assessment of these factors will expedite early
identification of children at risk for later school problems.

The HOME Inventory has two forms; the Infant and Toddler version
(Birth to 3 years) which contains 45 items, and the Preschool Inver]
tory with 55 items. Both are administered in the child's home and
require approximately one hour to complete.

Included in the manual are general instructions for the interviewer,
_.a_detailed discussion of each individual inventory item, anti sup/

portive data for the inventory.
'Based on items that represent summation and support fur a child ratite. than muney.
social status. or education.

Available, from:
Child Development Research Unit
University of-Arkansas at Little Rock
33rd and Univ&sity Avenue
little Rock, Arkansas 72204 (S01) 569.3115
Price: $12.00
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TRAINING PROGRAMS FOR
HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICE PROVIDERS>,-

Video Instruction Program (VIP), John F. Kennedy Chad Development
Center, University of Colorado Health Sciences Center

The JFK Center under the direction of William K. Frankenburg, M.D.
has developed a series of comprehensive-training programs com-
posed of lessons, texts, manuals and tutored videotapes which are
designed to aug lent the knowledge and skills of professionals who
directly serve yi ung handicapped children and their` families. The
goals of these p. )grarris, minimizing and /or preventing developmen
cal delays and helping handicapped children reach their full potential,
are'to be achieved by:

Helping health care providers identify children likely to have
delays

. Enabling physicians to diagnb -se handicaps in children under
:age six
1 eaching psychologist techniques for assessing these young
children
Training speech and language pathologists to evalute special
children and-provide needed therapy
Helping social workers and other human service workers
improve family functioning
Assisting human service professionals in recruiting and training
foster and adoptive parents
Teaching nondental professionals basic dental screening and
referral skills

These VIP 'training lesso ns have been extensively field tested,
evaluated, and successfully used throughout the United States insro-
grams such as Child Find, MCH-Crippled Childre. , -PSDT, Head Start,
State Departments of Education, and others.

A catalogue describing the content of individual lessons and the
printed manuals and texts which accompany them, running times for
video-tapes, films, and slide-tapes; the audience for whom they are
useful, and how they can be obtained is availabletfor 52.00 postage
and handling fee. Questions and/or inquiries regarding VIP- are
welcome and may be made to the VIP Coordinator. A catalogue
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de§cribi Scree-rib* Skiffs ,maybe obtained at notharge born: Video
instiuctiOn:PrOgrains-,;jFK-Child bevelOPthent- center, University of
'COldradO; tlealtb:kierices-Ceriter;-'4200 E:kirith Ave., C234; Denver,
CO, 86262.*Phone:(303)494-8251.

.NancyYonkee I

CURRICULUM

The following'setOf three books concerned with nutrition and .the
..,,,,prescbooter is available from:

Mailing4ROomg, Research' Park
Cornell.University

14853
price:, $20.00

-Nutrition Activities: Preschoolers and Parerits by,Jill Rangel, -and
-ChristineOlion .

This,aetivify*book contains ditto masters orinGniation sheets,
recipes, and activity sheets tcrbe given to parents of. preschool
children. This book was- devetoped as a component of another
bOOIC; "Educatoi's Guide: Food ExperienCe§ for Young Children,"
.t o bring dleilclgitoorn-pcp-eriences into the home. luis intended

some background, information on-theWhy and
---2-r--TIC)w or developing good eatinghabits and 'to foster interaction

'between -;parents and children.. The ditto masters can be
.dupliceied aridsent holme with the children or they can be used
as, haricidt.its during parent workshops.

2. 'Early 'Childhood Educator's Nutrition Handbook by Christine
Olson and 'others

This nutrition handbook is designed to provide nough informa-
tion on nutrition' and food habit§. to enable .early childhood
educator's to- add a nutrition dimension, to, children's learning
activities: Topics covered are the role of nutrition in growth during
the prescOol years; 'nutrients and their iunCtions; selecting a
healthy diet; conimon.nuiritional problerni of. yOungi chilren;
prevention of atherosclerosis and hypertension- through good
nutritien; 'food:faits and fallacieS; influences on foOd ,habits; the
eating behavior of preschciol children; the educatOr's role, in
develoPing -good food lhabits; nutrition, education in pre
school centers. Included_ in the appendiCesare national health
.statistics on growth standards, a list of the sources and function's of
important nutrients, and 'recpmmended dietary allowance's of the
Majoi_nutrients.

3.:Educatois, Guide: Food experience for Young Children, by Jill
RandellAnd 'other*

The pUrpbse of the materials-and experienceS' presented in this
guide is io,hell6 preschool-aged children develop healthful food
haliitS through food and nutrition activities. Manyof the materials
may be familiar, but some original suggestions have been
developed in: response' to- 6ntempotary nutritionalissues, par-
ticularly television advertising and sugar. A wide variety of exper-
iences hmie been ipcluded so teachers cakselect those,most ap-
proPriate.for children three and four years ofd. The guide contains
many ideas for involving parents. Activities are presented in four
sections: Delicious Discoveries; Food fOr a Healthy You; Sweets
Can Turn You Sour"; 'and Television ,Tells It like It Isn't. Each section
represents one or more nutritional goals considered important by
nutritionists, teachers, day care providers, and *parents. Each sec-,
tioh contains an overview folloWed by a statement of nutritional
goals, a child-oriented planning chart, activities, and ideas for
evaluation. The nutritional goals willnot all apply to all children at
any one time. The planning chartallows the teacher to select units
in terms of several learner characteristics. SuggeStions for involv-
ing parents is the last component within each of the activity sec-

lions. The-evaluation section contains suggested techniques for
assessing the nutrition outcome. Additional sections list some
nutritious- recipes hilt] snack ideas, resources, songs, puppet
Shows, and stories. SaMple forms for planning additional activities
and'evaluation are included in the appendix.

,,r
CURRICULUM

Small Wonder,- Merle -B- Karnes, Ed.D., Institute for Child Behavior
and Development, University-of- Illinois

-

a

The old adage that large things often cofne in smallackages cer-
tainly holds true for Small,Wonder. The entire program of over 300
activities and materials designed to encourage physical, intellectual,_,
and emotional- growth as well as ,lenguage development during a
baby's first 18'rnanths is conveniently arranged in 6"x10"x8" box. The
format, whicbis*both functional and attractive, includeS 150 activity
cards,-an individual activity diary, 64 picture cards with stories and
ideas, a versatile look Book, hand puppet, and user's guide.

Small Wonder, which emphaSizes,quality:rather than quantity of
time spent with the baby, is desigried for use by parents, caregivers,
'teachers, and therapistsin a variety of settings:

)

daycare centers and nursery-SchOols
parent- infant programs
high-school and college child deyelopment classes
special programs for handicapped children

. Even thokh:Sniail Wonder is specifically designed for,use during a
baby's first 18 Moriths,it may be successfully usecrupto three,years,
of age,,or:in some cases longer, for handicapped and development-
ally delayed children. The user's guide.nat only explains the use of,..-
SMall Wonders materials, but serves as an excellent resourceby pro-
viding information- and/or suggestions regarding infant safety- and
nutrition, ways to play with and teach a hatiy,, how babies. learn to
comprehend and speak- words, special advice to professional
caregivers-arid to parents of children with Special needs, and normal
stages of infant development with guidelines for each stage. Appen-
dixes include a list of aspects of infant development covered by the

-program, anindex of activities,, and a-helpftil bibliography.
This reviewer feels that Dr. Karnes has made a significant contribu-

tion to -the fieldor infant education and development with Small
Wonder.
Available from: American Guidance Service Cost: $65.00

Circle Pines, MN 55014

SYMPOSIUM

The Second Annual Montana SyMposiuni-dn Early Education and the
Exceptional Child, sponsored by Project,Sunrise Outreach and the
Eastern Montana School- of Extended Studies and Community
Service, is,scheduled for April. 1-3, 1981 at the Northern Hotel, Bilk
ings, Montana.

Three -nationally recognized leaders in the 'field of early/special
education, Merle karnes, Bud Fredericks and Norris -Haring, will
keynote an agenda geared toward accomplishment of the following
goals:

1 To increase participants knowledge of intervention strategies
with young handicappeeebildren (birth-8.years).

2. To stimulate interest and support for early intervention.
3. To provide participants the opportunity to share resources and

-ideas with other professionals in the field.
Dr. Norris Haring, University of Washington, noted authority on the

Severely/Profoundly Handicapped, will deliver a keynote address
"How to Tell Who You are Teaching without a Label" and a sectional,
entitled "Teaching Stiategies for the Behaviorly Disordered," Di.
Merle Karnes, University of Illinois, a leader in infant'education and
language development wil! address the subject of "Successful
Program Planning: Child Assessment, (.:rent Involvement and
Educational Strategies" -.in her keynote presentation. Dr. Bud
Fredericks,:AssoCiate,Director of Teaching Research, Monmouth, OR
and a renowned authority concerning severely and profoundly
handicapped children will Present two keynote addresses "Early
Childhood: The Yellow Brick Road-Does It Lead to Oz or Abyss?" and
"The Country Child: Who-Serves Them and How His sectional
presentation will be entitled "The Differences in Silk ..ess and Failure
with the Severely Handicapped:.

In addition to-the keynote speaker's presentations, the symposium
will include,a variety of concurrent sectionals, films, a noon luncheon
with Paul Crellin, M.D., Billings, MT, as.the featured Speaker, and
other resources of interest to all persons concerned with
early/special education. Also included will be a Proceedings- _

t,
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l lo-wing_the syipOrium.
:One ci

\to
either,- ,graduate :level - or undergraduate 'leve l, .is

available fOr 'additional $20,00 credit feethrOifgh the_InStitute-for
Haiiilitatiye 'Se i -Eastern:-MOntaha .CollegerAppliCahig .must
meet. adrniSSiOn cji.iiiernents-oflaitern-Montana College. For fur-
,therinfOrMation,:coritaCt,Kay Walker, Project Sunrise:Oiitreach, In-
stitute for Habilitative Services,. Eastern- Montana College, Billings,
Montana 59101 (406) 657 -2250:

COURSE OFFERINGS

The following courses will be offered by Eastern Montana College
via the E.T.S. (Edutation Telecommunication System)iiinter quarter,
981; For,further information, please-contact: Schoorof Extended
Studies, McMullen 'Hall, Room 208, Eastern, Montana College,
Billings, MT, 59101,(406) 657-2287'. Please indicate in your letter or
,phone call that yOu are interested in an 'U.S. class.

HaSv 453, (c) Preschool'Education for = Handicapped,
3'credits,.11siructor, Kay P.-Walker.

Course Description: Thii coursa_is-designed to orient
studenti to the unique needs. ofyoung:handicapped
children (3-5 yearS): The class will ;include the velop-

-6-lent Of ..a personal ratioriale/philcisophy fo early,

intervention, development of 'specific teaching techni-,
r---7-quei, program planning techniques, identificatio they

eiceptional, child, and- promote-an tihderStanClingOf
current state and federa(mandates regulating prdschool
education. Itis offered for graduate credit also.

ED-492'(G), Education for the Gifted Child, 3-credits,
InstruCtor, Bey Cuthbertson, Ed. D.

CoUrse,Description: This course Will explore the con-
cept of gifted, talented;and creative within an'historical-
perSpettive. It will- focus on the deVelopmert of
teaching strategies for a varietyof curriculum programs.

PROJECT-SUNRISE,
Contractu0I-Setviceg

The following services are offered through PROJECT SUNRISE on a
;contractual basis:

1. Technical assistance in-the development and implementation
Or early childhood specialsedkation programs.

2. Workshops designed to meet the needs' of .educators,shlead
Sliatt-staff, and others working with young handicapped
childien. and theirlamilies.

3. Training,districucooperative screening teams to implement a
comprehensive community. .screening using the-Comprehen-
sive Identification Process (CIP) for children 2% yeari- 51/4 years
and the-Denyer Deyelopmental Screening Test for children age,
birth - 2Y2 years.

For further information contact Project Sunrise at (406) 657-2250 or
write:

'Project-Sunrise
Institute:for Habilitative Services
Eastern Mentana College
Billings, Montana 59101,

WANTED: A cost effective, field-zeSted 'early intervention program
for. Kiting (0-6 years) handicapped children and their families design-
ed-especially for rural.areas.

If-any, or all;,of the above criteria deicribed your. district's/agency's
needs = replication of the Project Sunrise Model may very well be
your solution. Model replication utilizes existing staff expertise and .
support services currently in place to provide delivery of home-
based services. A-Competency based staff-training program is an
integialpart of replication and of:the Sunrise Model.

Technital assistance is provided arid, limited amounts of financial'
assistance may be available for replication activities and are
negotiated indeparidently with each replication site: For further infor-
mation, contact: Kay Walker;COOrdinator, Project SuririSe Outreach,
Eastern Montana College, Billings, Montana 59101.

Here is a song that has two purposes to both relax and learn body

Parts.

Relax& Song (to tune:of 'Mary Had a Little Lamb")
We atouch-Ottr head,and`then our toes,
Touch our head and.then our toes.
We touch our head and then burioes,
Our hands-go clap, clap, clap!
We touch ournose and then our toes,
Touch our-nose and then our toes,
We touch our nose and then our toes,
Our feet go stamystamrifimp!
We touch our ears and then our toes"
Touch-our ears and "hen our toes,
Then turwaround and come righi back!

Lynn,Klaber .

No Bake Cookie's'

Ingredients: Vi cup Karo Syrup
%cup Peanut' Butter
3-cups Rice Krispies

Method: Mix ingredients in bowl. Drop onto wax paper by'
spoonfuls aid allow to set. (will set" ooner if refrigerated.)

Lynn Klaber
, .

The Sniell.lt-What-IS-fti Game

Materials: An assortment of fooditems with distinctive odors which
children will find familiar,, such as:
PepermintS Mustard Chocolate
White Bread Pepper Catsup
Cinnamon Bologna,

Blindfolds-for Everyone

Method: Pass one item at a time to blindfolded children asking them
to guasi its name. If this seems too difficult, let them look
over the items and smell them. Then use the blindfolds and
see how well they do.'

The Playgroup Handbook,: Laura Peabody, Broad and Nancy Towner
Butterworth

23;
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/BOLOGNA AM/CHEESE ANIMALS'

ingredients:'Shced, Bologna.
Sliced Arnerican Cheese

rDay old Bread

Method: -Give each child a:slice of bologna, cheese and bread. Set
out Okla!' cookie cutters. AlloW -Children to choose shape
and cut our. their own 'sandwich:' Serve for snack or lunch.

'Lynn' Idabel

SILLY PUTTY

2. cups glue
T cup liquidstarch
Food' coloring

Mix all ingredients up in a bowl. Squeeze and knead with hands until
Mixture* longer 'stiacS to fingers. If too sticky, add mere liquid

, starch. Store in covered, air -tight containers. Lasts'2-3 weeks

Mary Trosper

A FUNNY LITTLE SNOWMAN

A funny little snowman
Hada carrot nose (right fist over nose)
Along came a bunny (hop 2 fingers)
And what do you suppose?!? (shrug shoulders)
The hUngry.little bunny (rub tummy)-
Looking for his lunch (hand over eyes, searching);
Ate thaflittle snowman's nose (pretend to take carrot of nose)
Nibble, nibble, crunthl (clap on words),

Alary:Tro*r

PUBLICATIONS
REVIEW

Working with Parents of Handicapped Children,-by William Heward,
Jill Dardig, and 'Allison Rossett, !Charles E. Merrill Publishing
Company, A Bell and Howell Company, Columbus, OH 1979

Working with Parents of Handicapped Children is an informative
text for professionals. and parents like. The authors show how
teachers and parents can form a pa &Ship and cooperate. to help
the handicapped child. The text is wided into seven parts, each
dealing with different facets of-helping parents.

Pan one established a- parent-professional partnership that
becomes- the. underlying philosophy, of the 'book. Parts two, three,
and four deal with -the behavior of the child, the.-principles of
behavior change, observing behavior, and behavior management
systems for the hoMe. Examples are given with explicit how-to in-
structions. Part five describes various opportunities parents of excep
tional children have to' practice the procedures mentioned earlier in
the text. This section discusses some of the issues that permeate the
Vies of families with handicapped children, such as how to deal-with
gthndparents and Strangers staring at the- 'handicapped child in

-.public. Partisix'is concerned with parent edutation. There are some
-excellent suggestions' given for conducting parent training program.
IriCludedin this section is an interesting chapter addresSing questions

/ -

-I

parents often ask about behaviarial strategies. The final 'section of the .

book is a resource directory with references designed to refer'profes
sionals and parents to' a wide range of- literature, instructional
materials, and organiiitions which can provide informatation, ser-
vices, and/or training to parents of handicapped children.

'Working with Pam.* of Handicapped Children does a good job of
addressing- the issues and problems faced by such parents.
Moreover,dt offers helpful and practical solutions.

Lynn Klaber

Learning Activities for the Young PreschooLChild, by Rita Watrin and
Paul Hanly furfeyi D. Van Nostrand Company, Regional Offices,,New
York and Cincinnati, 1978.

Learning Activities for the Young Preschool Child is an informative,
practical hoivto book that provides teachers with structured play
activities'in teaching toddlers from-the ages of one through three. It
utilizes sound teaching and learning principleS, appropriate and inex-
pensive materials, and a variety of teaching strategies which encour-
age specific kinds of- learning by children at different develoPmental
levels. Alsa,discussed in the book are guidelines for developing and
maintaining an emotional climate that frees the child for learning and
enjoying each new experienie. Additionally, recipes and directions
for Making siinPle.teaching materials are included.

7he book is organized in-a practical and easy to use manner. The
first three sections seive,as a foundation fOr the 170 model activities
that constitute the remainder of the book. These introductory sec-
tions contain general printiples of child development in early years,
appropriate teaching principles and gUildelines, and an explanation
o_ f the boOk's structure and.use.

Following the introduction are eleven broad learning areas: sensory,
skills, motor skills; -art,...muSic, .books, 'dramatic Play/and: games,
pUzileS;-sorting and ordering, mathematics, science, and trips. Each
learning area is,preceeded by an explanation Of the nature and pur-
pose of the learning activities within the section, as well as important
teaching gUidelines, procedures, and learning materials.

There is a common forrriat-for each of'the activities consisting of
objectives, materials needed, the lesson itself, additional information
on inexpensive materials-and specific teaching tips, -and suggeited.
fallowup activities f6r repeating, reinforcing and extending the learn-
ing. The leSSons are classified according to the developmental levels
of young chifren (as:defined in the first chapter) ind are ordered
from less difficult to more difficult.

Lynn Klaber

Harris, Larry E., Lobbying and You: Tools and Techniques to Help..You
Become -a More Effective Citizen and Lobbyist, Another Opinion;
1978.

Lobbying and You is a short booklet that was written in the hope it
will help those who are interested in change in our country to do a
more effective job as citizensand lobbyists. A basic premise of the
booklet is that action by a group or association is more productive
and effective than individual action.

Chapters in Lobbying and You include informaticon who lobbies
whom, the legislative process, how to get information to your
legislator, a resource notebook, local units of government, political
activity, and rules and regulations: This informative booklet is a great
place to start with the how-tos of influencing the legislature.

Available from: Another Opinion, Inc.
3311 Garfield.Str., N.E.
Minneapolis, MN 55418

Price: 52.50 Individual
$1.50 Groups and organizations

Lynn Klaber
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Dec. 12-13

Jan. 9

Jan 19-23

-Jan. 23

Jan. 23;24

Feb. 18-21

. r-

March 10-12

Apr. 1-3

Apr. 7-9

Apr. 12-17

May 8-9

-

SeminarJointly Sponsored by University of Montana and
Eastern Montana College, "Development and Breakdown of

'Fluency Skills in Children". Dr. R. Boehmler, University of
Montana

SeminarJointly Sponsored by University of Montana and
Eastern Montana College "The Language Aequisition_P-rocess:
The Roots of Literatureand Reading", Dr. Sandra Rietz,
Eastern Montana College

Grantsmanship Center Workshop.-
(Must be pre-registered)

SeminarContinuation of "Development and Breakdown of
Fluency Skills in Children" with Dr. R. Boehmler

Proposal Writing,Workshop
Jon Guthrie

18th Annual Association of Children with Learning Disabilities
National Convention, "Coming of Age"

(d ( _-/
Dr. William Cruickshank-Keynote Speaker (For fath r details:
ACLD 1981 Conference Suite G-14, 2779 Clairmon Rd., N.E.
Atlanta, Ga. 30329)

JKF Child Development Center Workshop "Psychological
Aisessment of-Infants and Young Children" (Limited
Registration, for further details: Kent Heinlein, Hathaway Bldg;
Cheyenne, Wyoming (307) 777 -7116\

Second Annual Montana Symposium on Early Education and
the Exceptional Child

JKF"C, hild Development,Center Workshop "Psychological
Assessment of Infants of Young Children" (Limited Registration
forfurther details: Ken Heinlein, Hathaway Bldg, Cheyenne,
Wyoming (307) 777-7116

59th Annual Council for Exceptional ChildrenInternational
. Convention

SeminarJointly Sponsored by Univesity of Montana and
Eastern Montana College-Language 'Assessment and
Intervention With,Older Children", Dr. Lynda Miller,
University of Montana

12 30

Eastern Montana College
Spec. Ed. 209

Eastern Montana College
Spec. Ed. 209

Eastern Montana College
Petro West

Eastern Montana Colle se
Spec Ed. 209 I

Location tube Anounced'
For information call.
Grants Assistance Office_
(406) 657-2337. 1

1

Atlanta Hilton .1
Atlanta, Georgia

Casper Hilton
Casper, Wyoming

Northern Ho el
Billings, Mon ana

Sheridan Center Inn
Sheridan,,Wroming

New York,iNew York

Eastern Montana College.
Spec. Ed. 209
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Once upon a time, a student trudged into her classroom
an hour late. "Where have you been?" asked the teacher.
"I've. been On my way to school," replied the student
"Well; then," the teacher Said,,"WhY are you late?" "The
wind was so strong that each time I took one step forward;.
it blew me back tiiteteps," the student answered. "How,
then, did you .ever get here" demanded, the teacher.
"Simple;" smiled the student, "I jUst turned around and .
went backwards."

This simplistic explanation of how to get ahead despite
overwhelming setbacks should hold a message for those ,

of us concerned with earlychildhood special education.

Though "set-backs" have been the rule rather than the
exception, steady progress continues to be made in the
field of pre-school education for special children. This
progress, though rewarding, is demanding and frustrating
for the individuals involved. so much so, that stress and
burn-out are not uncommon. Because of the prevalence of
this phenomena, sPeciatattention needs to be directed
to the problem. In .this issue-Ot Views, two articles speC-
ifically address stress and burn-Out. Hopefully,. this
emphasis.will, enable you to establish personal priorities
to' deal with ,stress-and- burn-out- before it-forces yeti-to
take too many frustrating steps backwardand eventually
leave the teaching'Profession..

THE LONG RANGE EFFECTS OF
EARL_ Y CHILDHOOD EDUCATION ON. A

DEVELOPMENTALLYIDISABLED POPULATION
Dr. Bud Fredericks, Research Professor, Teaching Research

Monmouth, Oregon

introduction
eThe Teaching Research infantand Child ertraiiiitly

completed a study to determine the lona range effects of
early childhood education'an a develOOMentally disabled
population. The results of part of that atOdYare reported

'herein -.the. part that focusedon this questicin:,,To what
extent are the benefits of a preschobl ejiperiencerikain-
tained One or more years following that preschool exper:,_
fence? The 'ideal approach to provide an answer to that -'-
question'is through experimental research design.-Hovi
ever the use .experimental designs, to obtain longi-
tudinal data for the analysis of prodramimpact is costly in
both time and financial reaources: A viable alternatlye to
long 'term costs involved with the- More, controlled re
search designs is the useof ix poet facto research. This is
the approach used in-this study.

`Methods
Beginning in Spring, 1974 and continuing throughto the

present time, all preschool and ached age children in
'Oregon who were -in trainable .mentally retarded "(TMR)
programs funded by

-in"

Health Division
`had been ,given, on- a -pretest-posffeet-basis, a criterion
referenced inventory of skill development:Data which had
:been' Collected as- it iesult- of administering that ,instru-
mint over the, yeara'had'beep CoMputerized at:the-Uni.!

-IiieraltY of -OreOn:Cornputation center. That instrurneot
the Student, iedra* Record (SPFt), is composed of ceg
:80fes(ii: receptive lergiage, expressive language, motor

?skills, social skills, reading, writing, number concepts,
money, time, eating, dressing, personal hygiene, and
phyilcal fitness. Annual data were reported for each child
in eachTMR claSsroom in Oregon on each of the 13 sub-,
tests. Inter: rater and test-retest- reliability data on the-
SPR have been collected over the years using the Oregon
State Mentetlealth Divisionetaff for obtaining reliability
coefficients with the individual classroom teachers across

state. Overaffeliabilities consistently remained above
909bd ing the years for both, inter-rater and test-retest
coinpariso

Oregon, thus, _has had-continuous data to track TMR,
children across at least three successive years. Data
Were, thus, available for children who had Completeda
preschool exOerienee, as well as for those whO had not-
enrolled in:a preschool program. Children chosen for the
study were diiiided into three-groups:1j those who had no
preschool,. 2) those who had one year of preschool, and
3) those who-had two or more years of preschool.

A totaltif 1276 children enrolled in TMR classrooms in
the.state of Oregop_were administeredthe SPR. Of these
1276, a total of 151 children betweeb90 and 145.months
of age-had been administered the SPQR over three cori-
seeutive-Springs and thus. became theeubjects for the
post hoc analysis of skill acquisition over that three year
period. Table t shows distribution of children.

_



Table-1

Distribution of Sample Children Across Years
of Preschool and Age Groups

Age Group
_ (in months)

Years of Preschool

0- 1 2 Total
90.109 22 li 19 52

110 - 127 21 12 17 50
128. 145 . 25 12 12 49

TOTALS 88. 35 48' 151

The level of each child's handicapping condition was
indicated by -the child's current teacher, -.based upon
forme! diagnostic results-and/or general-level of behav-
ioral functioning:-Thel our areas of handicapping condi-
tions. include:1%161/a or degree of: mental retardation,
motordyskraCtion, hearing impairment, and visual impair--

Tient. The scale On which the teacher rated the children
for ,degree of -retardation was similar to the ciassifitory
system._ used by the American Association of. ,Mental De-
ficiencY (Grossrnan,1 97-7): 6 = profound, 5 = severe,
4 = moderate, 3 = mild, 2 = border, line, and 1-= none.
For,the motor, hearing and visual areas the following
:kale ,was used for rating: 3 = severe, 2 = mild, and-1 =
none.

Table 2,reveals that most of the children were classified
as moderately to severelyretarded,with mild or no addi-
tional motor, hearing or visual impairment. The three age
groupswere not observed to be significantly different from
one another on any of the four handicapping conditions.

Table 2

Means and Standard Deviations of Chronological
Ages and Handicapping Condition for Age Groups

'Age Groups CA MR MD HI VI

9-Year-Olds (n=52) x 103.6 4.365 1.538 1.154 1.019
(Up to 109 mos.) SD 6.243 .658' . .609 .500 .370

10- Year -Olds (n=50) x 119.8 4.300 1.560 1.340 1.120
(110-127 mos.) SD 5.566 .931 .760 . .479 .328

11-Year-Olds (n=49) x -133.9 4.429 1.735 1.163 1.122
(128-145 mos.) SD 3.791 .816 .785 ..553 .484

Table 3,,presents similar chmnological age and handi-
capping condition data for the 151 children across the no-
one- and two - years -of - preschool groups. Again, no signi-
ficant differences were observed-across age or handi-
capping conditions fpr the 'three levels of the preschool
factor.

Table3

Means and Standard Deviations of Chronological.
Age and Handicapping.Coadltionsfor.,No- and

Pre-School Groups
CA MR MD HI VI

0 Years (n=68) x 120.5 4.338 1.809 1.221 1.118
SD 12.452 .908 .833 .542 .474

1 Years (n=35) x 118.5 4.543 1.486 1.086 1.029
SD 15.219 .701 .612 .445 /382

2 Years (N=48) x 11'6.5 4.271 1.417 1.313 .083
SD 13.618' .707 .539 Z12 .279

The 13 individually measured areas of the SPR were
consolidated into five composite areas by combining the :

13 specific areas into more traditional major canceler
areas for the TMR programs. The five canceler areas,
with subsumed composite areas, are as folloWs: social
(social); language-(receptive language and expressive
language); academics (number concepts, money, reading,
writing, and time); self,help (eating, dressingiand personal
hygiene);'motor (gross and fine). The results from the five-
major curricular, Areas were then available for analysis
across three successive years of SPR administration

.Spring, 1975, Spring 1976 and Spring 1977_(Ti, T2 and T3
respectively).

Results
Social. There were'no significant differences in social-

ization scores between ,nonpreschool and preschool
-groups. As measured by the SPR, then, whether a child
was enrolled in a _preschool program or` not, had little
measured effect on that child's level of socialization skills.

Figure 1 presents the plotted cell means far the social
scores over-the three Spring administrations (T1, T2 and`
T3) of the SPR. it is interesting to note that over the three-
consecutive years for which SPR data were available,,
there is a tendency although not significantlyso (p. = .07
for combined scores) for those children who *ere-enrolled
in a preschool prograM for two years or more to kb. it*
consistently. higher than both the 0- and 1-year-of-
preschool groups. Moreover, those differences tend to
increase the longer these children have been in school
age programs.
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Figure 1.
Mean social scores for preschool across time.
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Language. Measurement of language scores over time

indicated significant differences (P .02) between those
with two or mere years of preschool and those with no.
preschool The differences in fang) age scores were not
significant (p. = .09)-between the.,se with no preschool
and those with one year.of preschool. See Figure 2.
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Figure 2.
language Scores Over Tire*
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Aeadmiticsi Measurement- of academic skill scores
Over time, considering combined scores, Indicate differ-
0,0.8(.03) betWeen those With two years of preschool and
thoeii\vith'no. prelOhOol year. There were no significant
.differenCesbetvieeri those with one year of preschool and
!tikes. with' rio Years of preschool. See Figure p.---
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Figure 3.
Mean academic- SCoies for preschool and

.CA groups across time.

**Help. Measurement of self=help skills:over time,
.00nsidiniv-conibined scores,' indicate significant differ-
- ince. (.01) betvie-siti thoie with two years of preschool and
thole Wither. orn Yeart of preschook_There were no

flmcaflt neibtwe en those with one year of
41.100091 and *aid aithina areachaa-Saa:-90ara 4.
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Figure 4:
/: lett-help over time.

Motor. 4/ a s u r o q i e n t of motor skills. over itime, con.
sidering combined scores; indicate significant differences
(.03)- betiVeen those with two years of preschool- and

with o year of -Preschool and those with no. years of.
thOsOh ne'PreiChool. The difference betWein those

preschool is min-significant (p Irc .20) See Figure 5.
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Figure 5.
Mean motor scares for preschool and

CA groups across time.

Another *tor needs to be.considered when examiniril .

these date; a fadtor- that may indicate ;that the data an
conierVative. A sun/ y was conducted of every echos
district which, contained1MR daises. Eighty-eight 'pet
cent GI the- 'School diritrIctS containing, Stich, clasps:-
responded to a questionnaire:They were asked to losItif!
TMR children who, had been mired from TMS-claties
the past four-Years to other 'Pp:trains such is resbuter
centers, EMR class& or reg ulift-taises. They were furthe
asked teindicate,the,numberbf years of .Prelic1,001 ads
cation which the transferred eh ild had-One hundredth*
one children were ao dentlfied. An but 1 1_ had had at leas.
one year of preschool eiperience.-Ninety4oirr of 4111
children- hid two Cr more years of preichciol. Cores



-*fenny, the higher functioning children graduating-from,
preschool developmental disabilities protrama and into
less. restrictive environments- are likely removing the
higher -fUnctioning children .frdtn the preschool experi-
enced samples. Thus, the overall degree of- differential
performance of the children who have had the preschool,
Compared to those with no preschool experience, is surely
,reduced.-Had thechildren 'who had previously been'in a
-preschool program and then -placed in a less restrictive
educational environment, also been administered the
'SPR while in those leis restrictive environments, dif-
ferences -reported in the current .study may have been
more pronounced. This study suffers because of that lack
of data.

1

Taken collectively, the 'results for the five curricular.
areas (Social, language, academic,seff-help, and motor)
support ihe contention that a preschool experience does
influence skill development, and that the results of that.;
preschool=experience are maintained over time. Those I
children wild-had been enrolled in a preschool programkir '
two years performed significantly better thah children not.
enrolled in preschool in the academic areas of language,
academics, self-help, and motor. Although not significant
the-same trend was noted in the Social curricular area.
The same types of differences were not demonstrated
between those who attended preschool for one year and
those who did not attend preschool.

"BURNOUT"
TEACHERS AND PARENTS

be. Michael Hagen,
Eastern Montana College and

Montana University Associated Program
CoOrdinator,-Project Rural

Are you tired, exhausted, stressed, turned off, want to
call in sick, unmotivated ;bored, irritable, or unsociable?
If -so, you may belfabing a condition of "burnout'. This

. condition can affect teachers in any environment or be
caused by a classroom full of children. Recently burnout
has focused on, teachers of the handicapped and per-
sonnel working in rural and remote areas. A second group
of individuals, parents, are also affected by this condition.

The cause of burnout cannot be isolated into onefactor,
but IS multiple factors in combination that csusea person
to burnout or drop out Teachers are faced with a number of
challenges by parents, principals, superintendents, and
.boards of education to develop the minds and!bodies of
each child within the classroom. The blame for burnout
cannot be pointed in one direction but must be shared by a

number of facilities and personnel.

The initial questions to be asked by each- teacher- is
'MY- am I a teacher'? What do I expect from the education

--system? Is teaching my career? Given this informatibn
the stage is set to predict in some cases who will make
education a career and who Vill burnout. Statistics show
that fifty percent of the teachers drop out befOre 10 years,
of service. This may be due to other career choices or

-because of "burnout". Secondly, it has been found that
people who enter edUcation do so becausethey want to
teach -children, and don't drop out or burnout because
they didn't like teaching. It is the combination of a set of
factors that causes the teacher to-burnout.

Salary hatbeen said to cause teachers to drop out of
education; however, money, is found only to be a factor
for entry level teachers and not necessarily a factor over
time: Given the economic conditions, cutbacks on educa-
tional programs, -less increases in salary-coupled with
other variables can be found to cause stress, anxiety, and
bUrnout Attie, the teacher feels a respOnsibility to be

creative and develop programs for children, such as nem
trips, teaching handicapped Children to cross the street,
shop in stores, and be educated in the normal environ-
ment, but becomes hindered by the lack of understanding
by- the school district when trying to accomplish these,
tasks. Burnout results when the teacher feels she cannot
do the job she was hired to O. .

Another factor that is generally discussed is teacher
work load. A new teacher is given an equal work load,
number of children, etc. as a teacher who has been
working for three to five years. Even though the University
System graduates each student to .be a competent
teacher, the real world of work can be significantly dif-
ferent A new teacher needs to develop materials, review
programs, and organize lessons; however, the teacher
may not have been taught to effectively organize and a.

develop a learning environment for the children he/she
was hired to teach. Secondly, the time and energy needed
to accomplith this is enormous.

We as teacher trainers don't like to admit our program
may not provide appropriate knowledge skills and expec-
tations for new teachers, but the fact remains, we some-
times don't. The school district; however, expects a
competent teacher as good as or better than all other
teachers in a particular situation. Multiply thid situation
with the fact that teachers of the handicapped are usually
isolated with children all day, changing diapers, feeding,
etc. and have very little adult contact from day to day.
Teachers are usually isolated in their classrooms to de-
velop plans for children, curriculum strategies, and long
term planning with little contact or assist:me:from other
staff and teachers who are doing the same thing. If a
teacher has a free period, it may be taken up by lunch or
playground duty and if not, thirre is very little time for
constructive_ professional intenrctions.

7The environment in which &teacher is located has also



Identified as, a fiCtOr.vihictiCtin caiiiiibuiriout. if a
teaChetis isolated in a one icioni'lichool with seven
Children ranginglrem IC-8 then having one or two.ohildren
WIth fig conditions can cause frustration,
shessi-and-exhaustion, tituation.With no school
board bUt_the parents of the children-Within the

direCtionier lack of it, and no other professional
contact the teacher becornes it Potential "burnout". These
,veritibles combined with the lack of socialisation because
theacheol may balsolated fifty to sixty.milekfrom town
over -rough_ terrain may cause the teacher to question:

-,whyliM I aeacher?

'For personnel working in rural areas; Glen Caste from
Utah State University, has found that recruiting personnel

'with-qualifications and interests and attitudes consistent
With the rural lifestyles lessen the likelihoodof personnel
being disiatisfled and unsuccessful in their position. He
has identified seven areas that are critical in determining

-an employee's strength and needs:

1. acceptance of rural culture
2. rural interests .

3. socially appropriate behaviors
4. 'personnel satisfaction with rural

activities
5. knowledge of local history; geography

and politics
6. ability to adapt tenew, strange, and

.different conditions
7. local and Icing distance support systems

Castro has indicated by using these seven variables,
Candidates can be identified who will never be successful

in a particular teaching environment. Secondly, -the
'assessment can -also identify those individuals who are
"it Mile"; where additional support measures wirl need to
be developed. Seeing the need tc. train teachers to work, in

'.various rural situations, Western Montana Collegais now
deiieloping programs tetrain indiviuuals to work specif-' inMontana rur schdois.

In a study conducted in Tacoma, Washington, teachers
identified the following five variables causing the most
Stress in their profession:

1. managing disruptive behpvior
2. talking to parents,regarding their

problerrichildren
3. -maintaining classroom behavior

_ 4._,teaching children below average
5.- verbal abuse and attack

Parents and "burnout" have also drawn attention as
this society,prevides parents with the notion that children
-must be entertained and involved every` minute of the

paints out stress comes from having to
rconititie.to meet the needs of people requesting help, a

.process, which seems endless. And thaperson who basic,
:Provideihehelp feels drained, that there is no moreto give.
Ifilitlilba.handicapped: especially, there is a continual
need _to provide help and-assistance often from birth-to

, death. As one parent indicated about her son, "I am tired
-121 teething-him at horne,fired of fund raising, tired of the
,tOtalaUpport he needs every.time I turn around."

-Thcoppbrtunity:for a-child ,in- the 80's is tremendous
*Ith'11-qtie:Leagtie, bowling, tumbling, Girl-Scouts, BoY

Scouts, etc. However, often both patents work and yet
feel they must indulge their children in all activities if they
are to be "good, parents," when they cannot they feel
guilty and that they are failing as parents. In recent
research conducted on burned out parents, several corn-
Mon feelings surfaced:

1. that they are not able to be good parents
2. that children are demanding more than

the parents can give
3. that thirty.dislike their children, they'are

bothersome
4. guilt, which leads to defensiveness

which in turn leads to a variety of other
problems

5. physical exhaustion

Five stages of burnout have been identified that are
generalizable to parents and teachers alike. These five
stagers_are:

1. the psychological level when people begin to feel
tired, drained, and may develop physical ailments:

2. the social level when people become irritable, diffi-
cult to deal with. Atthis point individuals may-begin to
avoid peciple, not wanting social interaction.

* the Intellectual 1eirol when the burnout starts to
affect the mind, the person is tired of thinking, some-
times, it begins to show up in difficulty of concentra-
tion.

4. the psycho-emotional level where the person begins
to perceive himself/herself as always meeting some-
one else's need. Another symptom is a strong desire
to bealone.

5. the Introspective level where the person begins to
question his own value system. He or she becomes
less willing to contribute to others.

A solution that has been discussed centers arot:nd
setting specific priorities for one's self and each child. A
plan needs be developed by the parent and teacher
that allows-.enough time and energy to carry out the
establishedgoals. Secondly, an "energy audit" needs to
be conducted bythe parent and,teacher as each indi-
vidual has only so much energy.

Though this article deals with a bleaker side of edu-
cation today, success -for individuals in the education
system can be found. "A teacher and school must establish
priorities, select, and retain teachers appropriate for the
environment, help parents to understand their roles and
limits to teach in various areas, and provide a clear picture
describing their role and responsibilities. With these
soluticins and changes perhaps there would be greater
benefits to the children and less parent and feacher
burnout.

5
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THE ONSITE REVIEW:
A BLENDING OF COMPLIANCE

AND'CONSULTATION .

Ken e:.11.1nleln, ;

DeveloPmental Dieibilfflas Consultant
,Wyoming'Department of Health-1k Social Services

Wyoming statute-requires that the Office of Develop-
mental' qsabilitieti performssan annual on -site review of
each regional preschool program. The on -site review
Serves-two Ourposes: First-it assures thatthe programs

with state statutes, rules and regula-
lionti;isecond; the review also: provides the Opportunity
for tect?nical assistance and consultation. The successful
-blending of the two ostensibly contradictory roles makes
fora dynamic-and ea,:rciitional review. The danger is in
the Over emphasis ofsiiefuriction.to the detriment of the
other.

The developmental' disability preschool standards wore
adOpted'iii Decemberbf 1979. Full cOnipliance with the
standards is a requirement to receive .4 regional pre-
school contract Compliance assures that the quality of
services is in keeping with the intent of the law. The
standards coin* abroad array of issuesfrom qualifica-
tions of stafito requirement of the physical environment.
Some of the standards, Such as the temperature limit for
the hot water fatidets to preVent a child from scalding
himielf, are- quite speclfic;_ others, such as the appro-
priateness of the evaluation instruments, are subject to
the reviewers discretions.

The onsite review is-a fivepart process incorporating
both current compliance with-standards and planning for
program changes.

The first section of the 'review is-a systemmatic look at
the previduszyears review; especially in the areasthat
were not in compliance with the standards or that were
Within compliance with the standard', but not working
well in the program. This Section:, allowt the state to
continually monitor the progress `of the program and
provides directions for technical assistance throughout
-the year, especially if commonalities appear throughout
-the state

The second section of.thioriew deals with Individual.
Educational Plans (IEP) froncase filet. A sampling is
Made of no less:than five nor more thari ten case files,,
with particular attention being made to the development
of the IEP. The development of the IEP is looked at in its
entirety from initial assessment through annual goals,
instructional objectives, and progress notes. Attention is
paid to how the goals relate to the findings of the initial
assessments, and how the instructional objectives coin:,
cide with the annual goals. Time is also spent in the claw

- rooms to see if the IEP conforms to the classroom activity.
Assessing the activities assures that the IEP process is
more than surface oompliance but the dynamic useful
process it iintended to be. , -

. The third section of the review is concerned with per-
sonnel and-caseload .distribution. Each year's October
Title t=couint- produbet-a different picture of-the:distri-
bution of handicaps across the region:lly incorporating
the caseload distribution into thereview,-it is possible to,
assure that the program has-the-appropriate specialists,
at, p.t, speech therapist eta, on the stafforcolltracted to,
cover the -caseload The Title I information is _usedln,-
conjunction with the data reported On the State's Manage.;
ment Information Sittern to provide a fairly accurate view
of the caseload. This infcirmation can be accumu fated on a-
state-Wide balls to plan for needed technical assistance or
training' to several programs.at a time.

The final two Sections are related. Sectimfour is the
results of the-, program evaluation.,colifucted by each
progrein. The internal Evaluaticih Instrument was de-
veloped by the. Exceptional Child Center -in Utah. The
instrument -provides good information. for Management'
planning. Section five covers program goals and object
Lives derived from the whole review, and especially from=
section four.

These final two sections allow the state office to step out
of the role of compliance officer into a techniCal assist-
ance role. Programs needing-assistance in a,partfoular
area can -bring- this need to the attention of the-state
office. the accumulated, information can be= used on
state-wide basis for planning once all twelve reviews
have been completed.

The transition from compliance to consultation is easily
accomplished provided the reviewers never fully remove
themselves from the consultants' role. For every standard
with which a program Wit to comply, -alternativet,for
remediation- can be provided More importantly than
simply offering altematives.for compliance, the alterna-
tiVes must reflect theneedsand capabilities of the; indi-
viduaisprogram. Nothing is gained, and-much is lost, b)
attemptingitO coerce all programs into the-same format
for' operation: The best services are proVided when a
loceprogram, operating under local control, responds ta
local needs. The state's role in this is two-fold; first, to
assure compliance with Standards; and second, to offer
consultative services to assist tne program. Both goals can
be accomplished without stifling local initiative.
MINIM/
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P
A NOTE TO=OUR READERS

We hope`that you, have found our
first yeir's publication of VIEWS val-
uable and informative. During VIEWS
short period of existence, our circula-
tion has grown frorri 800 to over 2000
nationally-with daily requests for in-
clusion oh tour mailing list.

While o circulation continues -to
expand'rapickly, prod uctioh costs h ave
spiraled at ari\even greater rate._With
these ei(er-ir*reasing costs, it is
unlikely the pubkibation of VIEWS can
continue withoutfinanciat assistance
during the 1981-82 school year. We
are, thaefore, requesting that our
readers complete and return to our
office the following questionaire.

WOULD YOU, AS AN INDIVIDUAL, OR -YOUR AGENCY BE WILLING TO SUBSCRIBE TO
VIEWS FOR A NOMINAL $5.00 ANNUAL (4 ISSUES) SUBSCRIPTION FEE?

YES. NO

Note:` Your response to the above question will not obligate you in any way. Send
NO money now. A subscription.form will be distributed to our readership in
late summer.

TO MEET THE REQUIREMENTS OF OUR OUTREACH GRANT, WE ARE FIEQUESTINGeyOUR ASSISTANCE

WITH THE FOLLOWING INFORMATION. (YOUR IMMEDIATE REPLY WOVLD BE APPRECIATED.)
1. PLEASE ESTIMATEJHE NI MBER OF-CHILDREN RECEIVING NEW 0134,MPROVED SERVICES AS

A RESULT OF INFOgAATI&LIN VIEWS.

2. DO YOU FEEL THAT ARTICLES FOUND IN VIEWS ARE RELEVANT TO CURRENT ISSUES

CONFRONTINGIARLY CHILDHOOD SPECIAL EDUCATION? YES NO

PLEASE,FOLD, STAPLE AND RETURN TO ADDRESS ON REVERSE SIDE.
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VAHO(POBLIC.
-KINOORGARTENS OHALLENGED

,Marylou Kinney, L
Treasure ValleY-AesoCietlein for Education

-of Yoegiothildren
Eighie, Idaho,

Idaho was withbOt- Oubiic- kindergarten- class% until
--.-18:76 when e hard tatight bettlefiriallYwonstate funding-

,far. the progrern;-,E6.4 no,k,'InI98tiheldahe legislature,
4acing'state financial 'diffiCulties,,naa made up a "hit list"'
with -the-apprOxiMate kindergarten 'program
at the top. '

As early childhoodedvoCates; Vos.find That onceegain
we have tereeMPhasize kindergarten aethe foundation of
the edkational process,, not Wit a "Mir as'-many of our

Aegisiators view it. We again have to iobbyfor the positive
iffecteof kindergarten programs ,-7-:the social and read!

are 'necessary- steps to More-formai
Jeirhing. And 'again,we have to-eXPlain.-lhat 'it-would be
.unfair if sOrne children had opPortunity- to attend
private kindergartens while so many- children started
first grade under the handicap of lack of that experience.

Since young children do not have any political power,
in time of crisis their services are the filet to be cut. Early

.childhoOd.acrvocates are lobbying to,make sure priorities
for children in idaho,are- kept in the-forefront and our
eduCation does not=ice a giant step backimar s.

WHTINVOLVE PARENTS?

Parents are with their children more often and for longer
periods of time than anyone else. The help that you give a

' pareni now can have an effeCt throughout a child's grow-
ring Years. Secauie of tie-Yenta are your most valuable
.ipartners in ivorking:wittMilidren.

.

When a child is handicapped it is important to under-
, ostand some of the teen* or reactions ofparents in order
4o -work pith them. more effectively. The feelings and
iiftitudesof.parents, their acceptance of the child% con -
dition; -the way they act, and the things they say will.have

strOnciinfluenCe on the child.

Besides, considering the parents' 'feelings, try to- ro-
c "itrieMligir.thit they have other obligations and responsi-

bilities: If VOu 'feel that .they 'are ,neglecting, their handl-
caPcied child;, -in t to censider,the:,other, demands upon.
their time. Try to understand the parents'-eituition and be
accepting. .When prenti:reel' accepted, they are more
receptive to Counseling andadvice gbien by teachers and
c,aregiVere.*.

*When You Care fOr Handicapped Children
Texas bePartthent Oti-iuMan Resources

. .

SOUTHSIOE'SPECIALSERVICES
PRESCHOOL-PROGRAM

Marc C. 'Hamilton, Director
St.-Manse,' Idaho

The Early Chit-dhOod Program in St .Maries serves -

children- -and faMilies In.-,Benewah, Kootenai, and Sho-,
-shone counties: Previous to Augugit, 1380 the preschool
Was a satellite program of the Idaho Department of Health.
and Welfare, In-cooperation with the St Manes School
District. In August the school district assumed complete'
responsibility and extended speciatediication serviceito
three and four year old children.

The pre-school currently 'serves eight children during
two daily sessions. The children range in age front three to
six years old. 'The program emphasizes specialized..in-
struction.baied on developmental evaluation. The areas=
of instruct* include receptive and expressive laituage,
speick fine & gross Motor training, pre-academic skills,
and socialization.

The' Children 'enrolled-in the preschool cover the full '

range of handicapping conditions. The time they spend in
program is dependent on their age, the severity a, handl-
cap,and. in some cases,,the distance they must be trans-
ported. Currently the program length varies from aelaxi-
mum of two and one-half hours per day, four days e week,
toe minimum of two hours a week. In developing the pre-
school program special concern was placed,on insuring
flexibility in scheduling, based on student need..

In providing preschoolservices to a rural area the staff is
especially concern with Outreach and homebased.
programming. Thefescher spends one day perweekonl

'home visitations. This time Is spent providing direct tier-AI'
vices to children whoare unable to attend the preschooR
and developing home programs with' parents:;_.



Ind donsUl=
lat services.,from-;Sout hlake 'Special- Services. The
special :Services' staff includes .a consulting, ,teacher,

=communication -disOrders;apecialiet; two psychologists,
and physical and occupational, therapy services.

;Although- the' emphasis. on pie- school handicapped
children is somewhat neW,tO St. Maries; the support-for
-SUChserviCes has been excellent. It is an exciting 'program
thatiberiefiteboth children.and farnilles.

MONTESSORI AND
THE SPECIAL CHILD

. Marcia Delanolrfknecht, M.A.,
Multf-Cultzral_Educ.

Held` Montaisdfi , rectress
Adm. of New Child'MOntessort School,

Billings,-Montana

In 1896, when Maria Montessori received her degree in
medicine, she, was Italy's first woman physician. After
acheiving some remarkable results working with mentally,
retarded children, she was given the task of rehabilitating a

_group of "sium children in' a day care Center-serving a
housing development -in _a poor section of RoMe. For

;seven years Dr.. Montessori was, concerned with handi-
capped children beforwbildhg with "normal" children.

In search of an appropriate educational program to help
-these special children. in their distress, Montessori re-
discovered the'Workspflean Hard and EdWard Seguin,
both of whom had. worked extensively educating-.the
mentally retarded: According "to her blOgrapher, E.
Mortimer Standing, the writings of these men provided the
foundation for her new eduCational method.

In addition to studying the writingi of special educators,
she traveled widely -to study other methodologies -being
used -in -the teaching of deaf mutes Ind_ other special
childrekihroughout the_world. This experience enabled
her to, Observe first hand the effectiveness of.her Own
evolving methodology, It is-important to-emphasize the
connection between Dr. Montessori's educational method'

and those of We'd and Seguin. She combined the sensory
education of Hard and the motor training of his disciple
'Seguin -with e- recognition of the child's own creativity,
Spontaneity andedaptiveness._The program Montessori

,put,int&practIce' was based on the parallels she saw
betWeen the disabled Child, whose development is
'arrestedend the as yet undeveloped "normal" child.

Teachers dealing with young children with special
needs: often face what hat:been termed the "filtering

,dOWn syndrome ": An-exceptional child will- often have
more than onephysicil handicipping condition. Thechild
may, haVi speech and, hearing problems in addition. to
being Mentally retarded. Special educators and re-
Searchers are now beginning to recognizelhat the overall
needs of the special child are basically the same as those

.frrill Children. These children need, mental, and physical
,stimuli which will help them find an acceptable and some-
times contriWing place in the society they live.

Unlike Many educational philosophers, Montessori
*eloped an educational, method to implement, her phil- A

esophy:She was with the child's total develop-
ment and physical well being. She was interested in the
child's diet, exercise, and mental health as well as-his- -
cognitive and social development.

Dr. -Montessori.' was -very concerned with allowing,
children with special'needs the opportunity to reach their
potential by developing activities and materials that allow
the child to utilize all-of hiS senses. Her concept, of the
"prepared environment" is a' key component in her
method. This-environment serves as a nourishing place
for the child as it Is designed to meet his need for self-
Construction, tkieVeal'hi personality_ and growth- pat-

-terns-to the-teacher. This can-happen in-an-atmosphere,
of freedom. Freedom is an essential element of interest,.
ability, knowledge, and' the collectiVe interest of the
community in which the child functions., The MOntessori
environment offers the opportunity for movement, motor
training, and _the PrOvisioror order.<

The concept -of order I the Montesiokapproach is
particularly applicable to the education of the special
child. Each activity is made p of a gradedteries of move-
ments to, be perfOrmed in lo icaisequence (task analysis,
and aequential learning). ach stet, of an exercise is.
emphasized anddemonstr ted in a logical, orderly way;
The Child_ is being trained to focus his attention as well as
learning to develop efficient motor patterns and orderly
-movement.

Handicapped children enjoy repetition of activities:
Children:are allowed long periods of time to work with
the materials Ike Montessori-class. Such encouraged
repetition of the materials semi(' to give confidence and
heighten the self-esteem of the exceptional child._

The Montessori system stresses the-value of a multi-
sensory approaCh to learning. Within a single exercise the
`child may gairistiniulation in a visualjactile, and auditory
sense. The prepared environment emphasizes-learning
self-help skills and making one's own choices. Again,
these things serve to help the child to become-more self-
sufficient and to promote feelings of inner satisfaction that
he can care for himself. This can be one of the
important-lessons that any child can learn.

Dr. Montessori was-an advocate of early intervention. A
critical-key in understanding Montessori is her belief that
,young children 'pass throUgh critical learning periods
when -the heed to perform certain tasks is sreater than
other times. Today we know that her observations were
correct beCause a deaf, child who has been treated early
has a chance of learning_th speak normally, on the other
hand, the Child's deafness is irreversible if language
therapy.begins aft!' the Child is 4 years old. This suggests
that there is a "sensitive. period" in language' development
of children between 0-3 years.

Public Law 94-142 states' that all children with spedial
needs between the ages of 3.21 will be provided a free
education in the least restrictive setting. Integrating the
exceptional child into the regular classroom should appeal
to most 1Montessorians. The Philosophy speaks of the
values of each individual learning at his own pace.
Montessori tells us. to respect the uniqueness of every
soul and his right not to be categorized..The Montessori

, method is not a panacea.fOr meeting all the .develop-
mental needs of the exceptional, child and It may be



oecessary-to,change,the^presentations,-or find substi-
,Iqtee:for,sonikof the Montessori exerCitee; but the
"frsirrieWOrk,.1eMains,unaltered:WO.itikniu6t 'work to en->,.

::Courage'all children,to reach their full-potentials.

tCHOOLDISTRICTPRE-SCHOOL
FOR- HANDICAPPED CHILDREN

DianGalloway, .

Special EdziiatioiDireCtor,
-School' District *33, Flo Moeller, Idaho

The-Sear Lake-School District operatesa program for
;identified nandidapped Preschool Children. The program

funded tnroUgh TitleVI-B. A full-tiMe teacher and half=
.

serVenine center-based and three homebound

theRrcigrani!greC,v out of a need to provide better and
cOnsistentiervices to pre-schooj children. Our -county is
-very and;ineriy travel hours are involved to obtain
eervices;from -Ctilld^Developmerit-,Centers. The district

-:adMinistration and the Board of-Trustees support the
,concept of early identificatioh and programming for handl-
:Capped children.

`Children are located through the District's Idaho Child
Tind activities and ref errals from Social,Serviceses well as

) the public health nurse. The public health nurse works
-4Icisely with Child Study Teams and assists with medical/

therapy_recOmmendations. Physical therapy and
apeech therapy are provided on.an itinerant^ basis. We
have alsoused consultants for program development and
individual cases:

program is lively and colorful Our teacher Daleen
pughilfe, based the, curriculuni on the,- Minnesota Child

evelopment Invehtory and the Utah State University
AMS (Curriculum & Monitoring System)., She involves
rents extensively and has their enthusiastic. support.

he follows-a daily routine of free play, group structured
language and fine and gross motor activities. Each child
has individual time for specific work and 1EP goals.

Two sessions are in the center's program. Children with
mild retardation and severe language delays attend the

. session. Two severlyhandicapped and two DOwn's
-Syndrome MR children are in the second session. Three

7 Children are monitored with speech therapy services on a
hoMe-bound program.

Two children' entered kindergarten this year from the
:pkigram. The pre=schoOl teacher and public health nurse
Served as part' of a Child Study Team. The team agreed
that the children would have required almost full-time
special education if they had not been in the preschool
program. When special children are able to remain in
Kindergarten because of the gains made in preschool,
ihiecertainly proves we are meeting the intent of "Least
Reitrictive Environrnenr;
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AFFECTSTUDIED:AS MONITOR
OF COGNITIVE CHANGE

by Join Anderson, TADS

Folklore has it that a baby's amile means he or she Is
suffering from gastric diatressebut a growing body of liter-
ature indicates the sthilemareilect cognitive processing
of events in the baby's environment.

The Carolina-Institute for Research in Early.EduCation
of the Handicapped (CIREEH) is conducting a series of
studies to-document the relationship betWeerrpotitive,
affective responses (smiles and laughter) and' cognitive
development of multihandicapped Infants. The research-
ers' goal is to- establish affect as a monitor Of cognitive
change in handicapped infants.

Developmental changes in affective expression have
been-described-by several-authors.-Sroufe and Wunsch
(1972) devised eset of stimulus items divided into four
categories: auditory; tactile; social; and visual. They
reported that younger infants (4.6- months -old) were more
responsive to auditory and tactile stImuli 77.- repetitious

. noises, tickling, jiggling while. older infants (7-12 -
months -old) were mere responsive to social and -visual
stimuli tug of war,-mother with.a mask, Mother walking
like a duck. Further, the older infants smiled or laughed
more freqdently than the younger. Cicchetti and Sroufe
(1976) found the same-pattem of affective responses in a
group of.Down's syndrome infants.

The younger Down's syndrome infants first smiled or
laughed to the auditory and tactile stimuli and later,-with
increasing age, to the social and visual'stimuli. Although ,
this pattern of response was the same for both 'Downie
syndrome and nonhandicapped in a delay was-seen

in the age at which Down's syMrome bebtes responded
to the specific irotjoszf.etilnuli; this 'was consistent with
delays in cognitive development in these youngste

a

Interesting withln-grow noes were reported by
Cicchetti and Srouge (1978). Down's syndrome infants
who smiles and laughed least and laughed at a later age
also had lower Bayley Mental Scale scores than their
peers.,

The CIREEH studies, based on the above findings,
support the notion that affective expression to specific

43 stimuli is related 'to cognitive development
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!3allighies(197111 investigation of positive affect in 14
PhYlksilY-ffergliplOped -mentally nitarded -Infants of
-nibtectetiOlogy rieulted in findings similar to the, studies
of SOVnill syndrome ,bables.'When _the affeCive,
rieof two groups of infants (divided into "developmentally
Younger than 8 monthej_were compared, significant, ON-

Were foUnd. The devilopn*entally oloertinfants
:gyve signIficiiiitly more poefflie reipenese to the pre-
sented stimuli than did the -younger group. Significant
'pooltive ciVralatiOne we achieved between total smiling
moor*s and developmental age as determined by
Waimea°. on the Bayley.

A subsequent study by Anderson (1980) produced
*War .MeUltt. In a sample of 20 multihandicapped In-
fants, similar to thit studies. by Gallagher, significant
positive cOrmiations were found between tho number*
athnuli at `which Alm- infants . smiled: and their &weir*
.mental ages., With incrimiing cognitive maturity, the In
fortis s respondlo more of the stimuli, .inc{:edicig those'
which ins more cognitively demanding.

Determusepantsii affective expression/May include
tone atweliss cognitive maturity. acchotti and

SrOuge11978) found that the most hyOotonic Down's
syndrome Infants displayed Isis Intense affect than those
infants with more normal tone. Their skeitive responses
tended to be smiles rather than laughter.- Gallagher
11979) found. that- deviationi :from' normal tone, either -
ItypOtonia or hypertonia, resulted in loss Intense

The-Implications of these studies condom-the monitor-
- ing of developmental progress In handicapped infant&

Affective- moon..s to specific .stimuli may be Useful
developmental markers for handicapped-101AI unduly
',Penalised by an inability, lo-demonstrate cognitive func-
tioning through typical pointing-or manipulationtype
infant tests. However, the effect of muscle tone on the
'intensity of expressed -effect must be taken Into con

OdefatON

Emphasis
TADS
Chapel Hill, North Carolina

Teacher $ urnout In Special Education: The Person-
. sr al Perspective,* a Classroom Teacher, Ingram, Leslie

A, April, 1980, paper presented at the Annual interna-
tional Conirention of the Council, for Exceptional Children

Philidelphia, PA.) ERIC document Ed 187 073

/
in 'her paper preiented- at the Annual international

Convention of the Council for Exceptional Childrish,
Leslie Ingram disoussei teacher burnout in special edu-
cation from,her own perspective as a classroom teacher.
She describei the phenomenon as feeling locked Into a

/ routine which can result In physical, emotional, and el-
/ tudinal exhaustion. Comparing Kubler-Ross's five stages

%it individuals experience as a pia of death and dying to
burnout, she Identifies the following.stages:

1. Recognizing the problem - something is notworking;
ha to consciously ackowledge that something is

happening.,

2. Denial - this can't be happening tope.
3. Bargaining - starting to put *ratifications on situa-

tions to get through the worldno:day; If Joe Is not-
here, I know ru make it throUgh."1

4. Depression - point at which the problem begins to
internalize; really know Something is wrong.

5. Acceptance begin to start to 'try to work out the
problem.

8. "Now What" Stoop remediation techniques that
focui on ways to/seek change. yho author suggests

(Ingram,
thefollowingeifisIble remediation techniques(Ingram,

1. The first technique raVnt be to begin to keep a-
im 'oboist your feelings - both your joys
(wh we tend to lose sight of), and the areas of
st YoU can keep this in a log fashion, writing

the- events-of the dim this will document
dour oxperlences and you', can choose to look at
the iftuatinns a little more objectivity as Ys.(1Ptit
them on paper.

2. Create a support system at school Find someone
to eat lunch with each thy; someone you can really
share your fillings with. Concentrate on options
and solutlensr don't dwell on the negatives.

3.- Arrange to get away on a retreat with your peers -
you'll soon realize you're not alone in your con-
COM.

4. Try to get' involved In aI insetvia program that
interests you. One of the greatest -defenses
against burnout Is personal growth.

5. Change grade levels, new. grad* levels may pre-
sent a good challenge as well as trying new and-
different curriculum and Instructional materials.
If possible, try to change school sites; sometimes:.
the fact that you are with new professional peers
will be the stimuli you heed.

8. When you feel particularly depressed, take a day
or two off. Thies are referred to as " Mental Health-
Days* and Should be tried to pamper yourself. Too-
often-teachers are made to feel that they have to
lie by calling In sick rather than the legitimacy of a ;

. Mental Health Day. Stay at hoMe and enjoy the
quiet of your own home once your family leave. ;

Treat yourself to a fancy lunch; go, out on a ,

-shopping spree. Do whatever It takes to relax .
yourself.

7. if you're getting sick, or catching a cold, stay at
home. You don't hive to drag in - you don't do the
students any good, particularly those in Special
Educaffori. The greatest problem In Tischer
BOrnotit Is not, surprisingly enough, with the ,

teacher. It's what ,happens to the students. If a"
teacher "turns off/bumri out" and develops
don't care" attitude, the children will begin to
develop this same "I don't care" eppMach to their
learning and behavior.: (Bost, 1980)'

8. If you can afford it, take. semester off. Get another
job. You'll learn-a great deal and welcome the
return to the classroom. Don't be afraid to sly you
likeibmething better thin education - be willing =

to make the-change. 'k

9. Learn to decompress between school and home.
You'd be surprised at the amount of energy you
Consume In. rehashing your daily frustrations to
the people at home. Kelp home tplace to enjOy.
Share the good things that happen at school.

10.. Reflect on the idealogical reasons you wint,into
the teaching piofessiOn\ Remember the



-ditches you've picked up thibugh the years rio
Matter how handicapped, retarded, or bad a stu-

. dent is, yoU can find at least one good thing about
that student and build On it. Try and relate to
these *roosts for the future.

.11. Give ryourielflitne to do the things you enjoy
.Outside of schod 'skiing, cooking, golf, tennis,
etc.

'12. Finilly, concentrate on dealing with the specifics
\ that caOied yoUr bumout_remembering that there

are :certain things that cannot be changed and
Must be Olt in a workable perspective, such is the
Implications involitsd as a result Of the Passing of
Public Law f14-142. By confronting the specifics,
yoO are no longer in the position Of being helpless.
You -have now ,bcderne an active participant in
attemptinglo overcome the situation.

When You Care For Handicapped Children: Guide
for Working with Young Handicapped Chifdren is an
excellent resource book published by the Te),cae Depart-
ment of Human Resources, It was developed, t ha

Educational Development Laboratory ',under the
direction of Dr. Joyce Evans.

When You Care for Handicapped Children is a guide
designed to help caregivers in regular child care or educe-
tional settings work with handicapped children. It is appro.
Prieto for both home and center based facilities. Compiled
in a large 3-ring notebook, the guide is divided into six

-sections. The Introduction" spells out the overall plan of
the guide, defines frequently* used terms, and briefly
describes primary agencies responsible for serving
children.

Screening, -referral, individual assessment, and indi-
vidual planning for handicapped children are described
In the second section, Identifying Handicapped Chil-
dren".

Each of the major handicapping conditions is presented
in the third section "Understanding Handicapped Chil-
dren and Meeting Their Needs". Basic information about
the handicap as well as ways to meet the instructional
needsof the child are provided. A noteworthy inclusion
In each chapter of this section is a recommended prb-
oedure for referring a child with a particular handicap. 45

"Special Considerations for Assisting Handicapped
Children" Contains chapters on environmental adapta-
tions, parent involvement, managing behavior problems,
and the importance of self- concept.

"Infants in Child CareSettings", addressing the needs
of the handicapped infant, provides caregivers with ways
to take care of the infant's basic needs for nutrition and
physical care; play and Stimulation, and loving concern.

The final section of the ()tilde provides information on
basic resources, both written and institutional sources.

Throughout the guide, the individuality of children and
their unique needs are stressed. The importance of parent
involvement is stressed as well-as the power of keen
observation.. Drawings, photographs, charts, and helpful
hints abound in the guide.

Currently available for the mere price of duplication-,
When you Work with Handicapped Children is an
invaluable resource gUide, well worth the S11.00 invest-
ment it offers concise, relevant, and, indeed, useful infor-
mation in a practical and handy format.

Available from: Texas Department of Human Resources
Development Materials
Child Development Program, 510-A
P.O. Box 2960
Austin, TX 78769

Price: $11.00

BEING ME . . . .

can Edwards and Suzan Wapnick

Being MC. ... by Jean Edwards and Suzan Wapnick, is
a teacher guide and training curriculum concerning sex
education for the handicapped. the authors have taught
sex education for adolescents and handicapped adults as
well as trained special education professionals for the
past decade. Workshop information and consultation
services are offered in the development of Sex Education
programs.

Included in Being Me .... are instructions for teachers
using the curriculum, curriculum for the severely retarded,
trainable mentally retarded, and educable mentally
retarded and lesson plans.

Also available, and sold separatelyare 1) an assessment
packet consisting of 100 photos designed to assess
social sexual skills, 2) 60 sex education slidetthat may be
used to supplement the curriculum guide for mbderate and
trainable students, and 3) a parent book entitled. Sara
and Allen, an easy-to-read book to help parents of re-
tarded and severely handicapped, children.

The Montana Symposium on Early Education And the
Exceptiopal Child Is., pleased to include the authors of
Being Me .... as presenters at the Symposium April 1-3,
1981 in Billings, Montana.

Available from: Ednick Communications
Box 3612
Portland, Oregon 97208

ry
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March 10-12 JFK Child Development Center Workshop "Psychological Assess-
ment of infants-and Young. Children" (Limited Registration) for
further details: Ken4Heintein, Hathaway Bldg., Cheyenne, WY
(307) 777.7116'

March 16-20 Training and Supervisory Skills Workshop for educators. Forfurther
information, contact: Trainer Institute Coordinator, High/Scope,
600' North River Street, Ypsilanti, MT 48197. (313) 485-2000

Early Childhood Education Conference, "Discipline or Punish-
. -merit?" Keynote Speaker: Dr. Joel Macht, University of Denver.

Statewide meeting of Universitli Faculty of Early Childhood Educa-
tion to organize statewide Association for Education of Young
Children. For registration information, contact: School of_ Extended
Studies & Community Services, Eastern MontanaCollege, Billings,
MT 59101. (406) 657-2203

"Poky and ,Piactice: The State 'of the Art in 0-3 Service". The
sympotium is sponsored by Thig Illinois United Cerebral Palsy 0-3
Program. Contact Lynn Barnett, Peoria 0-3, 320 E. Armstrong,
Peoria, IL 61603. (309) 672.6358

April 1.3 The Second Annual Montana Symposium on Early Education and
the Exceptional Child. Sponsored by Project Sunrise Outreach,
the Eastern Montana School of Extended Studies and Community
.SerVice,-. and Office of 'Public Instruction, State of Montana. See
page 13 of VIEWS fOr full details regarding registration. For further
information, contact: Project Sunrise.Outreach, -(406) 657. 2250: .

April 3-4 'Conference on Autism: Today's .Knowledge, Tomorrov,es Answers
sponsored by the Moniana (Office of Public Instruction and the
Montana Society -of. .AUtistic Children. For additonal information
on the Autism Conference, contact Ron Lukenbill, Office of Public
Instruction, Helena, Montana 59601: Call 1-800-332-3402.

j, March 19-20

March 26-28

. Ap;115-8.

April 7.9 ,
\

April 1.2-17

June 14-19

Fifth National Conference on Child Abuse and Neglect. For further
information, contact Region V Child Abuse and Neglect Resource
Center, School .of Social -Welfare, The University of Wisconsin;
Milwaukee, P.O. Box 786, Milwaukee, WI 53201. (414) 963.4184

JFK Child Development Center Wolkshop "PsychOlogical Assess-
ment of Infants and Young Children" (Limited Registration) for
further details: Ken Heinlein, Hathaway Bldg., Cheyenne, WY
(307) 777-7716

59th Annual Council for Exceptional Children-International.
Contact: ConVention and Training Unit, CEC; 1920 Assobiation Dr.,
Reston, VA 22091.

international Symposium on Visually Handicapped Infants and.
Young Children: Birth to Seven. Ccinfact: Dr. E. Chigier, P.O. Box
394, Tel Aviv, Israel

e<

March-May The Impact of -.Current Legal Action on Educating Handicapped
Cffildren ilr, ienied by Reed Martin, J.D. and the Public Law
DiVisionesearch Press. One-day regional conference which
pro p Icil information about developing legal requirements
in pedal education. Contact? Carolyn Nnaway, Conference
AdmInistrator, 2612 N. Mattis, Champaign, IL 81820.
(21'4352-3273 el.

: v I "12 . -4 6 .

.

Casper Hilton
Casper, Wyoming

High/Scope Education
Research Foundation
Ypsilanti, MI

Eastern Montana
College
Billings, MT
Student Union Bldg.

Continental
Regency Hotel
Peoria, IL

Northern Hotel.:
Billings, MQ

Ramada Inn
Billings, MT

Milwaukee, WI

Sheridan Center inn
Sheridan, WY

New York, NY.

Tel Aviy,:lsrael

Various Regional
Locations
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THE SECOND ANNUAL MONTANA SYMPOSIUM ON
EARLY EDUCATION AND THE EXCEPTIONAL CHILD

The Second Annual Montana SymposiuM on Early Education and the Exceptional Child sponsored by
Project Sunrise Outreadh, the Eastern 'Mdritana School of Extended Studies and Community Service, and
Office of Public Instruction, State of Montana is scheduled forApril 1-3, 1981 at the Northern Hotel, Billings, MT

KEYNOTE SPEAKERS

BUD FREDERICKS, Assistant Director of Teaching Research, Monmouth, Oregon is widely
'recognized for his contributions in working with severely handicapped young children. -Dr.
Fredericks will present two keynote addresses. "Early Childhood: The Yellow Brick Road.
Does It Lead to Oz or Abyss?" and "The Country Child: Who Serves Them and How? ". "The
Difference in Success and Failurewith the Severely Handicapped" will be the focus of his
sectional presentation.

MERLE KARNES, of the University of Illinois, is a renowned leader in infant education and
language development. She will speak on the subject "Making Sure Your Program for Young-
Exceptional Children is Exemplary' in her keynote presentation. Dr. Karnes' sectional topic will
address "Infant Education".

NORRIS G. HARING, a noted authority-on the severely/profoundly handicapped-from the.
University of Washington, will deliver a keynote address "How to Tell Who You Are Teaching
Without a Label" and a sectional entitled "Teaching Strategies for the Behaviorly Disordered".

LUNCHEON. SPEAKER

PAUL CRELLIN, M.D. of the Children's Clinic, Billings; Morilana.
Topic: The Young Learning Disabled Child: A Physician's Viewpoint

tIn addition to the keynote speakers' presentations, the symposium will include a variety of concurrent sectionals, films,.and other--
resources of interest to all persons concerned with early/special education. The $30.00 registration fee will include 2 continental
breakfasts, noon luncheon with Paul Crellin, M.D. as the featured speaker, and a wine-cheese party (your opportunity to meet leading
authorities in the field). Specialists from Texas, Utah, Illinois, Montana, Washington, Minnesota, Oregon, Wyoming, and Mississippi will
be sharing their expertise in their sectional presentations. A Proceedings document will be published following the symposium for all
registered participants:

A Ik9ited amount of financial assistance is available from the State Office of Speci'41 Education, on a first come, first serve basis for
parents and Montana school district personnel. Contact Ron Lukenbill at 449-5660 for further information.

One credit, either graduate level or undergraduate level, is available for an additional $20.00 credit fee through the Institute {or
Habilitative Services at Eastern Montana College. Applicants must meet admission requirements of Eastern Montana College. For
further information, contact Project Sunrise Outreach, Eastern Montana College, Billings, Montana 59101, (406) 657-2250.

CONFERENCE ON AUTISM: Today's Knowledge, Tomoriow'sAnswers sponsored by the Montana Office of Public Instruction and
the Montana Society of AusW Children is scheduled April 3-4, 1981 at the Ramada Inn, Billings, MT. Cr. site registration for the Autism
Conference is $20 00 Participants attending the Symposium andAutism Conference save $10.00 by pre-registering for both programs.
Pre-registration, if attending both programs,-is $40.00. For additional information on the Autism Conference, contact Ron/Lukenbill,
Of ficeof Public Instruction,.Helena, MT. Ca111-8007332.:340.

SECOND ANNUAL MONTANA SYMPOSIUM ON EARLY EDUCATION AND THE EXCEPTIONAL CHILD
School of Extended Studies and Community Services, Box 80, Eastern Montana College, Billings] Montana 59101

PARTICIPANTS ARE RESPONSIBLE FOR THEIR OWN HOTEL ACCOMODATIONS.
ENCLOSED: PLEASE INDICATE:

$30.00 Symposium ONLY Preregistration non-credit registration
El $40,00 Symposium AND Autism Conference Pre idnregistrat' one undergraduate credit

$20.00 Additional Credit Fee if registering for SyMposium Credit 0 one graduate credit

Name Agency

Address
For additional Information. contact Project Sunrise Outreach (406) 657-2250.

13

Make checks payable to:
Eastern Montana College

Zip Phone
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"I will never play golf in the 60s, rarely in the-70s. To that
extent, compared, to Sam Snead, I am retarded,

Each of us, compared to others of us, is less agile, lesi
coordinated; less eloquent, less perceptive. One way .or
another, we are all retarded."

The preceding quote by Paul Harvey, the Well-known
commentator, succinctly indicates the folly of judging an
individual's capabilities, or incapabilities, by comparisons and
labeling. Those of us involved with early childhood education,
must realize we have the opportunity and responsibility to
thwart this judgemental labeling process and other equally
damaging concepts before an innocent child,is permanently-
victimized.

Early ,childhood education, as it presently exists, faces
finanCial difficulty at all levels of funding. If we are to maintain
and expand the present quality of early intervention, we, as
oncerned individuals, must react to and heed the challenges

t at Dale Gentry addresses in the article, Effectivehess,
Ef iency and Advocacy of Early Education Programs in Times
of Fi cal Restraint and Louise Phillips presents in her article,
Oil T t Squeaking Wheel!!!

OIL THAT SQUEAK' G WHEEL!!!
Louise Phillips, Chairperson, Task Force On Affectin

Box 428, Magnolia, Arkansas 71753..
Decision Makers,

.

In the days of budget cutting, we tend to forget that
somewhere, sometime, we have to pay the piper. If we fail to
prepare young handicapped children for participation in our
world, weewill have to meet the cost of our failure at a future
date at-a- higher rate.

The`prilne target to influence is, of necessity, legislators
State, and national: You have to sell your program to the

ones-who control the money.
Too often decision-makers hear only the squeaky wheels.lf

this-be so, then, let's squeak loud, long, and .hopefully in the
-right places.

If you accept the premise that early childhood education is
of critiCatimportance to children who are at-risk with hand-
icapping eolfditions, then you- must accept the obligation-to
work to secure the necessary firiandal, and program support. If
you are to securethe necessary financial and program,SUpport
for these children, -yaii must venture into -the world of
influencing,,poliCy makers and budget makers. To get.this
-support, yoU must meet the decision makers on _their own
grounds. We have good sound models developed with meth-
ods and techniques that work, but who knows about tQm? If
tremendous efforts can be made to prOtect the environment,
millions can be spent for clean air, and Congress can devote
major time to speed limits, why can we not mount a program
that speaks to the needs of handicapped children? This type of
program has started and has been effective for school age
children.. NoW, we need to squeak-the-wheel-f )r preschool
handicapped children!

`Nothing beats parent advocates! To get parents beating the
drUiris, you must have an eTiectfire program that really works.
Ginerate enthusiasm for your program by being thoroughly
knowledgeable. Know what you are doing, how you are doing
it and practice saying it. Do some practice sessions with your
own staff- in hoW best to say-it. Stop being reticent about
bragging on your work. Who elseknows what wonderful things
you are doing?- If you Want a future for young handicapped
children, stop applying oil and learn to squeak. No one else

knows as well as you what Le done. Don't be bashful!
Speak up and out!

Organize letter writing campaigns to your state legislators'
and to your congressional delegation. Grass roots opinions do
affect the legislators. In-these letters preach the doctrine of
"every child deserves a chance." Your best approach to the
decision makers or money-minders is by way of local voters.
Squeak that wheel! .

,Every person in every program should become a walking
encyclopedia of inforMation on the advantages of early
intervention for young handicapped children. Don't forget
that"all" of your staff "show case" your program. Be sure that
your volunteers, cooks, custodians, buss drivers, and secre-
taries know what the purpose of the program is and know
hOw to describe it to the communities. As practicing pro-
fessionals we must knoW the facts and make opportunities to
present them. Who will know of your deep concern for young

-handicapped children if you do not learn to speak effectively
to others? You not only have the right but the obligation to
speak.

All the techniques you have developed need to be, called
into play..I nvite influential citizens to visit your programs. Try
for spots in radio and TV programs. Speak to any club that
invites you. Use your affiliations to get invitations. Seek out
opportunities to speak to church groups. Work with your local
papers. Write letters to the editor. But above all, write letters,
millions of letters. Get them from all sorts of parents. lose the .

oil can and squeak loudly for the cause of children. Commun.-,
irate!

The imperative activity for 1981 must be to get the attention
of the budget cutters. There are hundreds of ways to sell your
program, but it is imperative that now- at this moment - you
get the word to legislators. Speak to them, write to them, or call
them but move out now. Yew voice added to the voices of
others cap make the difference. Build the sound of the
squeaky wheel to a rousing crescendo and fight for the needs
of young handicapped children.
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EFFECTIVENESS, EFFICIENCY, AND ADVOCACY
OF EARLY EDUCATION PROGRAMS

IN'TIMES OF FISCAL RESTRAINT
Dale Gentry, Chairperson, Special Education, University of Idaho

Moscow, Idaho

Early education for handicapped' children from birth to.
school age faces a challenge of larger magnitude in the United
States than has been faced in the past fifteen years. Since
1968, when the Handicapped Children's Early ,Education
Program was established through federal legislation, there has
been an almost continuous growth in early, educa:ion pro-
grams for the handicapped. This growth has been expressed in
increased advocacy, state level planning and legislation,
development of model service programs, personnel training,
research, parent involvement, and development,of curricular
and instructional technology. In spite of this growth, and the
involvement of an increasing number, of parents and pro-
essionals; there has never been a &road base of commitment
to early education programs by the public, by educators in
general, or even by special educators.

Now, in face of reduced federal-and state spending for
education and human services, many educators, special edu-
cators, district and state administrators, and legislators are

, supporting the reduction or elimination of funding for early
' education programs. They commonly give two major reasons
for this stance First, they assert that with reductions in fiscal
support they must reserve the limited funds available for more
basic program needs or needs of children already being served
in public education settings. Second;they indicate a concern
that promotion of early education programs will- resu;t in
reductions in public support for finanCing because of the lack
of interest in a population that is not yet in the domain of
public school programs. School boards, administrators, and

legislators are reluctant to spread already limited funds to
include yet another population. Regardless of the validity of
these arguments, it",is clear that.the majority of educators,
administrators, and legislators are not convinced that early
education for handicapped children is as essential or polit-
ically viable as other educational services.

Adequate support for early education programs can , be
generated by using at least two major approaches. People in
decision making roles from local- administrators to state
legislators must be convinced of the value of early education
and of the political necessity of funding early ed,ucation
programs. Bringing about such politicalchange could be the
topic of an entire discussion. This paper will be concerned
with another major approach that supports the first, that of
providing the most effective and cost-efficient early education

'.' program's possible. r
There is no doubt that there has been waste an inefficiency

in many early education programs. Such inefficiency y is fre-
quent when projects are in the developmental s ages. How-
ever, decisiOn makers will be reluctant to fund programs they
view as wasteful and'emphasis must be given to the design of
effective and efficient programs. In fact, programs are now in
existence which produce considerable benefits to children in
cost-effective ways. (

-thitainte Orientation. With many human service programs
it is often difficult to determine what activities are appropriate,
to what components resources should be allocated;and when
the program has been successful. Early intervention programs

have been no exception. One way, to address this issue is to
use an outcome oriented approach, Where accomplishments
are specified. In an educationally oriented program, we should
indicate the number of children to be served and the specific
educational gains we expect to make with them. All other
program decisions are then evaluated, in terms of their
probable contribution to these objectives. Such an orientation
may lead to the exclusion of;some services or activities that
might otherwise consume program resources. The implication
is not that other services may not be important, but that the
role of early education must be kept in focus.

Program Purpose. Besides using an outcome oriented ap-
proach, we must also narrowly define the purpose of our
programs. A great many possibilities exist for program em-
phasis for early childhood programs, including medical, health
and nutrition, social work, etc. Conditions in different areas
may lead to the need for defining a program purpose more
broadly to include an expanded program function. However,
in most cases it is advantageous to define program purposes as
narrowly as possible to enable a,carefully focused program of
services provided at reasonable cast. It important to note
that in an educationally focused program other needed
services should not be excluded, but they should be included
in relation to the primary emphasis of the program. It also is
probable that many services other than educational are
already provided within the scope of health and welfare
agencies. Collaboration with these agencies is essential and is
considered subiequently.

Curriculum Selection. If curriculum is appropriately de-
signed and/or selected, it can lead to efficiency in achieving
child gains. An appropriate curriculum should be compre-
hensive (i.e. cover all developmental domains considered im-
portant), contain carefully specified sequences of tasks, and
be .usable by the teacher to select teaching objectives.
Additionally, it should focus on skills that are functional to the
child (i.e. lead .to present and future success in their own
environments) and include a, mainstream orientation (i.e.
include social and otherskills that- will ,enable a child to
interact with regular populations). The most successful early
education projects have utilized specified curriculum (e.g. the
Portage, Marshaltown, and Teaching- Research .projects). A
specified curriculum enables carefully focused programming
for individuarchildren and efficiency of progression from one
learning task to the next. The advantages in child gains and
cost-efficiency are obvious.

Diagnosis and Assessment. Diagnostic and assessment in-
formation have often taken a disproportionate share of re-
sources without leading to service delivery. Obviously, certain
diagnostic data must be obtained to determine children's
eligibility for a program. Eligibility data should be collected as
economically and briefly as possible and still obtain the
necessary decision making information. Diagnostic data are
also needed to determine sensory and motor intactness, to
determine the physical/neurological status of an individual,
and., to assess special medical or physical needs. Other

__diagnostic and assessment data should be collected in relation
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to prOgram curriculum and to decisions that relate directly to
insbuciionai programming. where possible, assessment data
should be curriculum referenced, i.e. relate 'directly' to the
iurricular steps Selected for the program. In addition, where
possible, assessment data should be collected in childrens'
ongoing "natural"' environments, e.g. the classroom setting.
The narrowing of diagnostic and assessment data to program
relevant information is likely to lead to reduced costs bf
diagnostic services while maintaining or increasing the a-
mount of usable information for program decisions for ind-
ividual children.

Interiention. Too often in early education programs inter-
ven tiori has been unfocused and has consisted of a potpourri
of activities that do not lead to specified learning outcomes.
Intervention should be designed to directly teach selected
objectives for each child. It should be mastery based, in that a
child is instructed on a specific objective until he or she
reaches a proficiency or mastery criterion for that' task
Intervention should be systematically'planned to'include a
description of teacher provided cues and prompts, child
responses, and arranged consequences including'feedback,
reinforcement, and correction procedures. The instructional
plan should be adapted to childrens' stages of learning as they
move from acquisition to proficiency and generalization.

'Although such instruction may appear at first to be more
costly, it usually results in a substantial increase in child gains,
the primary purpose of early education. In a final analysis,
systematically designed and delivered instruction will contri-
bute substantially in justifying early intervention programs.

Parent Involvement. One of the most widely accepted
findings in early education is that parent participation greatly
enhances the acquisition and maintenance of child s,kills.
Consequently, there has been a substantial emphasis on
parent involvement in early education,programs :Sometimes,
however, program staff who work with parents have ended up
as a primary resource to parents, rather than serving as
partners with the parent to achieve agreed upon outcomes for
their children-Program staff can and should assist parents with
their skills, understanding, and emotional needs as they relate
to child outcomes. (There is, in fact, some evidence to support
the' position that parents are greatly helped when they are
given active tasks to help their handicapped children.) More
intensive parental needs, however, should be ieferred to
professionals whose primary purpose is the mental health and
emotional adjustment of their clients. Early education per-
sonnel will be more effective in achievingprogram goals if they
focus on parental involvement around program outcomes.

Child Progress Measurement. In assuring that early edu-
cation programs are effective and efficient, child progress
measurement isa crucial.component. Two types of measure
should be used to assure the effectiveness of teaching and to
document the progress children make: ongoing (daily) mea-
surement and periodic outcome measurement. Ongoing, di-
rect measuremeht should be used to assess whether children
are making adequate progress on their daily le'arning tasks, and
to determine when they have reached mastery criteria and are
ready to advance to another objective. If the ongoing mea-
sures indicate that a child is failing to make adequate progress,
it is possible to alter instruction immediately to increase the
rate of learning. Periodic outcome measures should be used to
determine and document the magnitude of child gains over
longer periods of time, at least yearly. When such measures are
given repeatedly from year to year, they provide a longi-
tudinal perspective of child progress. Outcome measurers
should include curriculum referenced assessment measures
to document child gains that relate directlyto program object-

Outcome
A

object-

ives. measures become a basic source of data to
demonstrate the positive benefits of an early education
program.

Personnel. Lack of well qualified personnel has been a cause
of ineffectiveness and inefficiency in many early childhood
programs. One way to increase the probability of recruiting
appropriately skilled personnel is to use a detailed 'perfor-
mance based job description that identifies tasks and com-
petencies in detail. To reduce turnover of qualifiedpersonnel
once they are hired, salaries and other job benefits should be
made competitive with other similar positions. Competent
personnel who are able to produce substantial gains with
children and to achieve other project outcomes are essential
to the demonstration of the benefits of an early education
program.

Interagency collaboration. Young handicapped children
and their families often require many different services, which
are typically provided by different agencies and professionals.
From a service delivery viewpoint these services need to be
coordinated, and, from a cost efficiency perspective they
should not be duplicated. Early education programs should
certainly utilize, and not recreate, services that are available
elsewhere.,,Yet, interagency interaction is sometimes more
competitive than cooperative. One promising-approach is
used by the National Association of State Directors of Special
Education. The Association suggests aminteragency problem
solving-process in which consumers and representatives of
different agencies identify service needs,,specify outcome
Criteria for services to meet those needS, and agree upon who
will provide each service, This outcome oriented approaCh
seems to greatlyincrease collaboration among agencies. Early.
education programs should utilize this or some comparable
approach in working with other agencies to achieve increased
effectiCieness of support services in a cost efficient franner.

Documenting Benefits and Costs. One of the steps in
advocating for support of early education programs is the
collection and organization of information about benefits and
costs. Benefit data should include outcome data related
directly to program objectives, for example the number of
children served, the progress they have made, and any other
child changes that may be targeted. Other specified outcomes
that reflect improved conditions should also be documented,.
for example, acquisition of child management skills by parents
and the provision of supplemental services by other agencies
or professionals.

Besides benefit data, cost information is also crucial. Per-s.
haps the most,frequent question ,administrators and legis-
lators ask when confronted with supporting a new program is,
"How much will it cost?" A summary of costs is a necessity, but
it is also important to describe costs by category of service'
provided, and to show how those costs are reasonable in
relation to the outcomes achieved.

It is not enough to collect and organize benefit and cost
data. It is also necessary to package the information in formats
that are clear and understandable to the receiving audiences.
The information in such packages need not be limited to data
collected in local programs..For example, data are available
from model projects from throughout the nation,and there are "
several publications that present well the case for early
education of the handicapped. A persuasive presentation of
the benefits of early education should include both well
articulated information from other sources and data which
provide credibility that such benefits are possible locally.

Conclusion.
funding for early education program almostcertainly faces a

national crisis. Humanitarian ideals of early intervention will'



not be enough to persuade decision makers to fund programs.
As a first step, Orly educiton must implement- the most
-effective -and cost- efficient prograrni possible, document_
;prOgraris benefits (including child gaini) and costs, and assure
-,that -such data ire -.aVailable to appropriate audienCes. In
;isddition, advocates must create broad public awareness
it and support for early Intervention programs. At the_same
time they must become the activists who present the case for

handicapped early education 116 administrators, school
boards, legislators,, and others who are in decision making
roles. Administrative and legislative decisions in favOr of a
program most often occur when the decision makers believe a
majority of their constituents support that program. It is the
responsibility of early education advocates to create a sup-
portive and vocal majority
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A MYTHOLOGY RELEVANT TO
`EARLY CHILDHOOD- SPECIAL EDUCATION

DIBILIA'S SOLACE
Deedie Thomas Sorensen,

-1111Nngs, Montana

Dibilia was a lovely );oung,mortal girl. One day her mother-
Sent her toa stream near the family home to fetch some water.
When she reached the stream, her glance fell on some bright
yellow flowers-blooming in a small clearing near the stream.
She set down the water um and hurried toward the clearing.As
'ihe reached theclearing, she stopped suddenly; -aught her
breath- and stared in wonderment. There, asleep in the.
clearing, lay the god Apollo. Dibilia, recognizing the deity,

'knew it was not prerogative of a mortal to cast eyes on a
. sleeping god. She turned and ran back to her urn by the stream.
:-Alis, even while sleeping the spell of Apollo was great. While
'.she never told anyone about encountering the slumbering
god; Dibilia remembered him fondly.

'Years passed and Dibilia grew to womanhood and married
the min of her father's choosing. in time she and her husband
had a son wh;m they called Disabilius. Sadly, Disabilius was
Wind. Dibilia was greatly distressed by her son's condition.

:After Mira personal deliberation, she reasoned that the boys
blindness was the wrath of Zeus, her Punishment for seeing hii
sleepingson:Securein her belief thatther actions as a girl were

:.responsible for her son's sightlessness, pi bil ia set out to" make
up" to her son for causing hii blindness ,She vowed to protect
"him from any further harm, frustration or disappointment. To

-do this, she-did eVerythingfor her son.,She waited on him
Ceaielessly. She never let him walk around alone as he might
bump into something and hurt himself. She made sure that he
was never exposed to Strangers who might-lay something
sensitiVeregarding his blindness. The duration of Dibilia's life
was saturated with the care of Disabilius.With each day of
Self-ordained servitude, she reminded herself of her trans--

.-vession, of long ago for which Zeus was exacting this retribu-
ti on.:In this she fou_nd solace, In, turn Disabilius became totally
dependent on his mother's are and in- time, frightened and
frustrated by his own helplesshess.

The human psyche has always been conterned with the
"whys" of things. "Why does the sun go down? Why is there
lightning, famine, pestilence?" If one knows why, we reason,

:the next time we an-alter the situation to either increase or
decrease the chanceof it happening again. In doing so, it gives
us security in the belief we, as humans, can somehow
manipulate happenings in our environment. Whn dealing

:.viith an event that has a major impact on one's own life, one
that is not likely to be repeated, we ask the same "why'
_questions, but tend to rely on private rationalizations.

When parents first become aware that their child has some
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form of handicapping condition, there is usually. a rathe
general pattern or continuum of feelings and reactions
through which they pass. Initially, there is a period of mourn-
ing, wherein the parents begin to adjust to the loss of what-
ever attributes orabilities would have made their child the
"perfect" child they expected. Next is a period in which guilt
and anger intermingle. Often there is a need to assign blame.
Whose fault is it that-the child is not perfect. Was it your
genes? your health? your age? your actions? that caused this?
If blame cannot be assigned externally, then the explanation
will become an internal issue. "What have I done to cause
this?" In the event, no acceptable etiological explanation is
present, parents may move towards-less pragmatic casual
factors. In either case, assumption and subsequent internall-
zation of blame results in guilt Parents may remain in this
phase indefinitely. Hopefully parents will move on toa stage of
acceptance. Accepting the child's abilities and his place-in
their lives. -

Acceptance is a milestone. However, passive acceptance of
the handicapped child and/or the disabling condition, while
helping the parents cope with their daily routine and personal
feelings, does little to promote the development of the child.
Ideally, once the parent accepts the child's disability, the

'parent then moves on to a period of adjustment. At this time,'
the parents begin to interact with a number of individuals and
agencies to facilitate the development of 's abilities.tr
Actions nowake on a longitudinal dime ion with parents

ild
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and available resources moving toward the goal of helping the
child become as independent and self sufficient as his abilities
allow. If the parent, for whatever reasons, does not develop an
orientation towards their child's developmental indepen-
dence, then the child will become a truly disabled child, not
because Of his-initial 'disability, but because of his lack of
opportunity to develop and use his abilities.

CurrentlY, 'child find' activities are concentrating,on the
identification of handicapped children before they reach
school age. Theoretically, onceidentified, the child and parent'
would have the advantage of early educational intervention.
Of equal importance is the psycho-social support of the
parents to help them develop attitudes and skills which foster
their ability to establish positive attitudes, realistic goals and
the means for helping their child develop his abilities.
Ultimately; the parents' interests and attitudes towards the
development of their child will significantly effect the number
and kinky of opportunitiesthat the child experiences.



A MESSAGE FROMi1ONTANA'S
SUPERMTENDENT OF PU 1.1C INSTRUCTICN,

. ED ARGENBRIGHT ,

We all realize the merits of -early identification and pro-
,gramming for preschool handicapped children. The Office of
Public instLuction recognizes this area of the student popula-
tion and fr.:niiinues to fund preschool programs through state
and federal dollars. Since the 1979 legislature repealed the
0-5- age mandates for serving handicapped children"child
count in this discretionary area has gone from 745 in 1979 to
1283 in 1980. This.certainly indicates that local district people
have a commitment to the preschool population.

With the continued cutback in state funds and the impend-
ing decreaie in federal funds, more and more decisions
concerning programming will have to be made at the local
level as to whether or not local funds will be made available to
serve preschool children. The Office of Public Instruction will
continue to provide as much technical assistanc'e as possible.

A continuation- of the State Implementation Grant for the
Handicapped Children's Early Education Program has been
submitted to Washington, D.C. in hopes of buying more time
to implement the plan. The Consortium on Early Childhood
Education is made up of many interagency people who have
expertise and.foresight in this area, and we will be looking to
them for direction and guidance.

I think preschool programming will be best served through
interagency collaboration the pooling of available resources
to serve this population. Special education is no longer the

' "rich uncle"; but while it was; it pushed many friends in related
agencies on the federal, state and local levels to one side. It is
our hope that those friendships can be restored and. that
efforts to serve the handicapped preschool child- can be
maintained at the current level through joint efforts with the
health-related fields, Developmental Disabilities, Head Start,
local day care programs, parents and other agencies and indi-
viduals involved with these youngsteri

Together we can continue to serve the preschooler. Should
We fragment and go our separate ways, there won't be enough
Money in any single program to do the.job.

The future is bright as long as we work together. I'm confi-
dent we will.
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\ DEFINING AND COUNTING
THE HANDICAPPED PRESCHOOLERS

IN WYOMING

Ken B. Developmental Dhabi sties Consultant,
Wyoming Departm*nt of Health and Sod,NI Services

In 1978, Wyoming started to plan for a change ir. the fund-
ing mechanism for the preschool programs. The plan was to
change from a center by center funding toa statewide system
that would assure more dqualized financial support for all the
developmental preschool programs. Central to the change in
funding was accurate data on the handicapped preschool
population. Wyoming was without accurate population fig-
ures on the handicapped preschoolers being served in the
state, since each of the twenty programs had its own defini-
tion.

Since the state lacked sufficient information to determine.
both the number and degree of disability of the handicapped
preschoolers, the next best alternativewas to assume that the
number of handicapped preschoolers in any given county was
in direct proportion to the population of the- county. This
assumption seemed correct, but told the planners nothing
about either the specific incident rates or the degrees of
disability of the children. -

The definition of a .0velopmental disability that the state
seleCted was a twenty-five percent or more delay in two or
more areas of development. The seven developmentalareas
selected were 1) gross motor, 2) fine. motor, 3) expressive
language, 4) receptive language, 5) conceptual ability, 6) self'
help, and 7) social emotional development.The definition was
workable and could be consistently appliedacross the state to
determine how many developmentally disibledpreschoolers
were in the'state. Since it would take a couple of years of using
the definitiorf to determine the actual incident rates, it was -
assumed that;using the above definition, there would be one
developmentally disabled preschooler per, thousand general
population. The funding formula was altered to coincide with
the established definition of a developmental disability and
the assumed incident rate of one per thousand.

Wyoming 'started collecting demographic and develop-
mental data during the 1979-80 academicyear. Wyoming now
has two years of the data collected, although the 1980-81 data
are not yet available, nor are they included in this discussion.
Nevertheless, the data are going to prove useful in planning,
especially given the, impact energy development will have
over the next several years.

The preliminary data show that the preschool 'programs
served seven hundred and sixty- handicapped preschoolers
last year. Of this number, about two hundred and sixty did not
meet the developmental disabilities definition. The remaining
five hundred preschoolers came fairly close to the estimated
one per thousand population, since Wyoming has just under
half of a million people.

It expected that as more effective screenings occur, more
haridjapped Children will be found. In fact, the preliminary
data 4tow that there has been an increase in Title I handi-
capped children served from last year (79-80), to this year (80-
81). The increase frbm about 650 to over 800 was primarily
due to more effective screening. That large of an increase in
one year tends to cast doubts on the validity of the assump-
tion of a one per thouiand incident rate. The preliminary data
show that in the energy impacted areas of,the state, the
incident rate sho-uld be 1.5 to 2.0 per thousand general
Population for children meeting the developmental disarm-

,
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sties definition, and higher if more mildly handicapped chil-
dren are incliided.

During the 1979-80 academic year, the Wyoming develop-
mental, preschools served over 700 handicapped -children:
The demographic data show that bOys outnumbered girls by
fOur to three. The children were predominantly White. There
were over 'seven white children served for every non-white
child served. Language problems predominated all other
developmental a!eas, with motor problems coming next.

Most of .the children that were served. were without an
identified major health problem. The largest single category of

health probldm-Was cerebral palsy with,15. The next largest
category was neurological impairments with 25,1ollowed by

'hard of, hearing with 20. Only 14 were identified as having
epilepsy. ,There were eleven in each of the blind and cleft
lip /palate categories. Micro and hydro cephalus each
accounted tor three, and spina bifida eight, Thtough on
administrative oversight, Down's syndrome was not added to
the list until the 1980-81 academic year. There were 136'
children listed .in the category,called ''other", many of these
children were prbbably Down's syndrome.

The data were fascinating to look over. Studies will continue
as each year's information becomes availahle Perhaps more
interesting and certainly more heartening were the data
showing hoW many children were improving as a result of the
preschool's intervention. Five out of six children were show-
ing significant gains as a result of the preschool programs'

. intervention efforts.
Wyoming has available data that are far more accurate than

were available two years ago. This data will enable Wyoming to
monitor the effect of energy and mineral development over
the next several years and, more importantly, plan effective
services for the handicapped preschoolers in the state.

IDAHO'S EARLY CHILDHOOD
SPECIAL EDUCATION PROGRAMS

Genelle Christensen, Consultant, Special Education,
State of Idaho Department of Education

Idaho public and. private agencies provide educational
programs for preSchool handicapped children, ages 3 and 4.
As of December 1, 1980, 186 handicapped children were
involved in Head Start programs, and 413 were receiving
services through Child Development Centers operated by the
Idaho Department of Health and Welfare. Seventy children
with vision or hearing impairments were served through the
itinerant and center based programs of Idaho State School fur
the Deaf and Blind.

Public schpols in Idaho are required to serve children of
legal school age, including children who are handicapped.
Legal school age includes children between the ages of six (6)
and twenty -one (21), or five (5) if the district provides kinder-

.

garten. State funding is not available through the public
schools for children below the age of five.

Federal funds (preschool incentive funds) have been avail-
able to the-Idaho Head Start and Child Development Center
programs to supplement basic funds. If proposed federal
block grants are put into effect, preschool incentive funds
would be channeled through the public schools.

If funds for the education of preschool handicapped chil-
dren continue to be limited, it appears that local cooperative

,efforts of parents and of private and public agencies will be
. 41g:twit to assure the continuation of important services.
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ENSURING SUCCESS
IN TEACHING AN INTEGRATED CLASS

Ann HaWks, Outreach Coordinator,
Albuquerque Special Preschool, Albuquerque, New Mexico

In 1978 the Albuquerque Special Preschool began a project
to integrate handicapped and non-handicapped preschoolers
and to ,cross-train .professionals from early childhood and
special education backgrounds to become proficient inte-
grated classrooni teachers. From the experiences of the last
three years, the professionals involved with the Integration
Project arrived at seven traits which would ensure success in
,teaching an integrated class. These traits apply to the teachers'
ability to work successfully with the children's parents as well
as with the children at school.

1. RealikticExpectations: It is essential that the integrated
classroom feather nave a sound understanding of normal
child behavior and development if realistic goals are to be set
for the developmentally different -children in the class. It is
equally important to consider each child as an individual with
unique strengths and weakneisas. The understanding of a
child's handicapping condition is only important as it affects
thchild'sdevelopment, and the attitudes of the child's peers,
parents and other involved professionals. The teacher must
develop realistic expectations of-each child's parents who also
have unique strengths and needs in order for the child to
achieve his/her full potential. Clarity and knowledge of the
roles and responsibilities of all the professionals working with
the child are necessary in detering professional conflicts and
promoting cooperation as a multidisciplinary team.

2. Positive Attitude: If children are to learn as would be
desirable in the integrated classroom and respect each other
as unique individual;; it is imperative thatthe teacher enjoy
learning and display. acceptance of each child. The teacher is a
powerful model in the Classroom and can definitely affect the
attitudes of the children toward one another. A positive
attitude toward working and communicating with each child's
patents is also an appreciable trait in order for teacher efforts
to be extended into the child's home life.

3. Sensitivity: The ability of the teacher to carry a sensitive
"blueprint" of each child's strengths, weaknesses, interests,
likes and dislikes b prerequisite for teaching an integrated
class if the teacher is to make the most of the many un-
expected happenings which are apt to occur. The teacher's
awareness of each child's general health, moods, motivation,
etc. is also important in considering whether or not to modify
expectations for a child in daily learning situations. It is

imperative that the teacher be sensitive to different values,
needs and attitudes of parents in order to work with them in
planning the child's program.
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-4. FlexibilitY: Children are continually changing to such an
extent that the teacher must be able to modify an activity,
routine, teaching technique, etc. to fit the needs of the

0 individual children in ariintegrated class. in order tdmake the
time at school .profitable for the child, the teacher must be

'willing to try new methods of working with the children,
continually exploring what works best for the children indi-
vidually and in a gimp. It may also be necessary for the teacher
to coordinate the children't daily schedule with the schedules
of the other support personnel, so that'therapeutic interven-
tion occurs at the best time for the child and the therapists.
Flexibility is also important to meet the differing needs and
schedules of the parents.

5. Creativity: "Fin,diriga meaningful role foreach child in an
integrateci'lass for the duration of the class day often makes
demands On a teacher's creativity. The teacher must be able to
create, order and sense,out of the multitude of encounters
each child makes, and be able to answer unexpected ques-
tions with replies which will be meaningful to the varied levels
of understandingof the children. Teachers m ust also be able to
modIfy;and at times inve'ac teaching techniques; materials
and Waling environments which will meet the unique needs
of each child and praMote positive interaction among chil-
dren. In essence; the integrated classroom teacher must
create success through his/her efforts with the children,
parents and other professionals.

6. Self- Awareness: It is essential that the teacher be aware
of his/her own strengths-and weaknesses as well as those of
the children. Only through continual' self-reassessment can
the teacher strengthen or compensate for Weaknesses, and
ensure that the time and energy spent by both thechildren
and the teacher be utilized in the most profitable way.

7..Professionalisan A teacher who enjoys learning and
working with children and their parents should also display a
commitment to the responsibilities of being a teacher and to
self-improvement as a professional. The integrated classrooth
teachermustcooperate'in working with the 'parents and mild-
disciplinary team, such that skill in working with other pro-
fessionali is also-4 desirable quality. Excessive stress in one's
personal life may result in a teacher's inability to distinguish
betWeen personal and professional needs, and may deplete
energy reserves needed in the classroom; therefore a stable,
satisfying personal life is very helpful to the individual under-
taking the Challenge of teaching an integiated class.

For more infOrmation on integrating handicapped and non-
handicapped children, please feel free 'to write the Albu-
querque Special Preschool, 3501 Campus Blvd. NE, Albu-
querqtfe, New Mexico 87106.

PROS:AND CONS
PROS AND CONS OF SPECIAL EUDCATION

CO-OP, PRESCHOOL PERSPECTIVE

Vicki Fritz, Preschool Services Coordinator,,
Yellowstone WelyCarbon County,

Special Services Cooperative

An interesting service model in special education is the
special services cooperative. Here in rural Montana this has
become the most viable option for compliance with the
special education mandates. The areas to be served are
enormous and the population is quite small as services are
shared,by many districts in a given area Most staff members
are itinerant and many travel as many as 300 miles in one
week.
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As preschool services coordinator for one such co-op, I am,
among those of us "on the road." There are many advantages
to this set up in our area as well as some, serious problems,,
which merit discussion.

Perhaps the most obvious advantage of the itinerant posi-
tions is the availability of services to isolated children who
might not otherwise receive services until enrollment in public
school. No districts in our areaere large enough to require a full
time preschool program. However, all of the districts have
had handicapped preschoolers served through the co-op.

All of the diStricts also need the preschool screening which is
provided.by the co-op. However, it is this sharing of services
which creates one of the greatest difficulties of the cooperaz
tive concept.

The problem is that no one district "owns" the preschobl.
Therefore it is diffic 'It for the program to remain highlyvisible
to local school bo rds and administrators. In many cases,
classes must be hel in places other than school. Space in the
school for prescho I class is often not considered a priority.
This fosters a fee ng in parents that the' program it not
supported by the I cal school and therefore is a questionable
service. Since pare tal acceptance and support are critical to
success of a presc I program the situation begins tocycle
and the program 1p es some effectiveness. It has been clea.. I
demonstrated

the
year :-that in districts which house the

preichool in the school building, there- is a much greater
degree of parental and public enthusiasm and support for
preschool services than in districts which can not do so.'

TRI-STATE TRIBES CHILD COUNT DATA

Susan R. Bailey, Regional Handicap Spedalist,
Office of Indian Child, Services, Billings, Montana.

Head Start has always had a national policy of open
enrollment for all eligible children, including- handicapped
children. As noted in the HeadStart Manual of 1967, "Head
Start, encourages the inclusion of mentally and physically
handicapped children in an integrated setting with other Head
Start children." The legislative: mandate passed in 1972
requiring Head Start programs to provide at least 10% of the
national, Head Start enrollment opportunities for handi-
capped children made,Head Start Programs begin,an affirma-
tive outreach and recruitment prograth to find handicapped
children and enroll them in Head Start. The Head Start
Economic Opportunity and Community Partnership Act of
1974, strengthened this apProach-by requiring that the 10%
enrollment mandate be by state.

The intent of this 10% mandate for our Head Start Programs
is to a) serve handicapped children in an integrated setting or
mainstream environment with other children, b) provide for
the special needs of the handicapped child and c) work closely
with other agencies and organizations serving handicapped
children and to provide the full range of services necessary to
meet the child's needs.
'With the onset of thii 10% mandate by each state, the

eleven Head Start programs on the Indian Reservations in
Montana, Idaho, and Wyoming strengthened their recruit-
ment activities. Tri-State Tribes, Office of Indian Child
Services, which serves the eleven Head Start Programs has just
completed their quarterly Child Count Data for the three state
area. Total enrollment for the area is 1,263, The total number
of children who.have been identified as handicapped is 197.
The percentage of the total number of handicapped children
enrolled in our'programs is 15%.
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CURRENT
EARLY CHILDHOOD

PROGRAMS

N

COEUR D'ALENE PUBLIC-SCHOOLS
SCHOOL DISTRICT NO. 271

. Early Intervention Program (E.I.P.)

Pat Pickens, Acting Director of Special Education

-The Early Intervention Program (E.I.P.) is located within the
Coeur d'Alene School District at the District Developmental
Center. It is specifically located within the centralized kinder-
garten complex,,a building which houses approximately 400
Children.' .

.V

the purpose of the E.I.P. is 1) to serve the educational needs
of identified handicapped children ranging from three tOive
years of age, 2) to provide parent training programs necessary
fot continuation of critical instructional programs within the
home, and;3) to faCilitate the mainstreaming process foryoung

,handicapped childrenso that they may be placed in the least
restrictive.' ducationai environment as soon as possible.

The foll wing service delivety criteria has beenestablished
kir thel:I. .: 1) High priority for the Early Intervention Progtam
Is:iive years old moderately handicapped children. Fourand
three yea(r olds will also be considered in that order. 2) FiVe
year Old kindergarten eligible children with mild disabilitieS`
are notgenerally eligible for. the Early Intervention 'Program,
but may be serviced by ancillary support within the normal
kindergarten setting. #) Three and four.year old chilcireand
five year old non-kindergarten eligible children with mild
disabilities may be eligible for the E.I.P. 4) Three to five year
old children with severe disabilities will be referred to a more
appropriate setting within the Coeur d'Alene Special Services
'Program. All eligibility will be determined by formal and
informal evaluations and assessments done by the Early
Intervention Program's Diagnostic Team.

Referrals.from parents or other agencies should be directed
to the District Developmental tenter Prinicipal, who will
Contact the Diagnostic Team for screening, evaluation and
placement where appropriate. When eligibility has been

positively determined by the Diagnostic Team, a Child Study

Team will meet to determine appropriate placement and
establish long range goals.

..

CHILDREN'S CENTER
REGION NO. 2, SHERIDAN WYOMING

Reta Onstott, Director

The goals of- our-region.42 Children's Center are 1) to
identify infants and young children who are developmentally
disabled and handicapped and are at risk for future learning,

social and self help problems, 2) to intervene as' early as
possible in order to prevent unnecessary skills being learned
and to.minimize their risk status, and 3) to increase their
potential and help them and their families to be self-fulfilled
and contributing 'citizens.

The Children's Center serves approximately 80-children in
our two county area. Half of these children are develop.
mentally delayed and half have speech and language delays.
These. children are mainstreamed into our three Day Care

Centers which have a total enrollMent of 250 children. The
.program, fully integrates the handicapped children into the
,regular classroom. Special 'services are provided on an ind-
ividual basis with specialists.

The Children's Center is a non-profit preschool program
which provides services to most of the children in center.
However, there are ou&aach program's for any child unable to
attend the centers. Children, birth td six years, are served from
an area of 380 miles. Six year olds are served in the event that
the Public Schools are unable to serve them. The services
provided are 1) Child Find for Johnson and Sheridan Counties;
(i.e.), screening -,for vision, hearing, speech, language and
development, 2) Evaluation and Diagnosis, 3) Special Educa?
tion, 4) Speech and Language Therapy, 5) Occupational
Therapy, 6) Infant Education; 7) Referral and Follow Up, 8)
Family Participation, and 9) Outreach services.

A special project for 1981 is to haveforty of our Day Care
staff receive their Child Development AssOciate Degrees. The
only CDA's presently in Wyoming are fOr staff working in Head
Start Programs. This is a pilot program for the State of Wyoming
for Day Care Centers. Presently all of our special teachers are
certified:

EASTERN MONTANA COLLEGE LABORATORY
PRESCHOOL TODDLER. PROGRAM

Christine Bakun, Coordinator,
Eastern Montana College Preschool

In September, 1980, Eastern expanded its preschool pro-
gram to include a dais for Toddlers, ages 18 to 36 months. Two
groups Of fourteen children are enrolled each group
attending class two mornings a week. Classes run for two
hours, ,from 9 to 11 am.
N As part of the Toddler Program, we are involved in the AMI
Program, which has been developed by the Yellowstone
County Social Services Department, to alsist families involved
in/or arehigh risk for abuse and neglect.

The goalsNof the AMI Program are to:
\\...,/ 1. Be supportive of the positive feelings and behaviors

\ existing in families.
\ 2. Provide models and alternative courses of action for
'parents who want them. .

3. Provide resources for crisis situations.
4. Provide quality classroom experiences.
Five families have been referred to the,program as a result of

previOus indentification in abuse-or neglect situations. The
Other nine families of this class have not been selected in any
special

The director of the AMI Progam reeives referrals from
other Social Workers. She and an assistant; a-Family Worker
visit the familnd form a written contract with them regard-
ing the goals and conditions of their participation in the
program. The Fa ily Worker serves as the main liaison
between the pare t and the Center Staff. She provides
attention and support to the parent, and interacts with the
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child. Home visits are made when necessary.
Transportation toand from he Center is provided by a

Yellowstone County HomAniaker. On Tuesdays, all parents
from the Toddler Prograrh attend a Parent Discussion Group,
where mutual concerns, problem-s and posiihle solutions are
discussed. The goats for these meetings, for the AMI parent,

-are:
1. To become 'aware that their problems, fears, and rear -'

tions to their child, while extreme, are similar to the problems,
fears and reactions of other parents.

2. Less extreme and safer reactions to stress can , be
developed.

3. Their child behaves very much like other children.
4. Their child's behavior is not evil or bad and isn't intended

to hurt the parent.
All our parents benefit from these discussions, which have

covered such specific topics as Discipline, Language Develop-
ment, Sibling Rivalry, and Self Concept. On Tuesdays, the AMI
children are in the Toddler.classroom.

On Thursdays, AM I parents stay in the classroom with their
'child. This allows staff and parents to visit, and develop a
feeling of friehdship and shared responsibility. Parents are
encouraged to try a variety of activities with their child, to open
communication and discover the child's strengths. It is ex-
pected that the parents will pick up the language and
discipline techniques modelled by the staff.

The Preschool staff consists of a Head Teacher, Foster
Grandmother, AssistantJeachere and an-Early Childhood stu-
dent. Our goals are the same for all children in the program.
We provide'a warm and supportive atmosphere to aid in the
sometimes difficult separation process. We help children
learn to interact with their peers in acceptable ways. We

-promote languagedevelopment, listening skills, coordination
and self help skills. We expose them to a'variety of materials in
art; science, pre-math and pre-reading areas._We also keep in
close touch with all parents, visiting when they deliver the
child andcheduling two formal conferences a year'.

Weekly staff meetings include the Center staff, Family
Worker, Social. Worker and Director. At this time we discuss
progress of both parent ana wild of AMI participants, and
general progress of all children.

TheAMI Program was funded for 80-81 through a mini-grant
from the, RegionaKenter on Child, Abuse. It is hoped that
continued funding will be available to continue this much
needed program.

DO'S AND DON'TS
FOR.EFFECTIVE DISCIPLINE

DON'T, hit a, child when you want him to stop hitting.

DO use your hands, arms and body to hold a hitting child. You
will be protecting as well as controlling the child.

DON'T yell at a child to stop his yelling.

DO speak in a firm voice, looking directly ihto your child's face.
Gently holding his arm or shoulder may calm a troubled

' child.

DO promote good self distipline by giving your child plenty of
affection: security, a sense of order, interesting things
to do.

Parent's Handbook
Lois A. Cadman, Ed. D.
H.M. Fullerton, Ed. D.
Edward ). Wylie, Ed. D.

s-.1'

MAPPING THE COGNITIVE DEVELOPMENT
OF. THE YOUNG CHILD

Thomas D. McFarland, PhD. and Stephen Ragan, 'PhD.,
Lewis - Clark State College, Lewiston, Idaho

The current usage of the term "cognitive mapping" deserves
serious consideration. Obviously, cognitive mapping does not
include the physiological study of the central nervous system.
The term provides an analogy a vision of the psychologist
and educator as cartographers seeking to complete a mosaic
map which is our present understanding of the child's cogni-
tive development. Flavell (1963) states:

Piaget has staked out a lot of virgin territory in the area of
cognitive growth. Air-is often the case with ntw explora-
tions, the cartography was not always accurate. But at
least _there are stakes there now, and. we cannot and
should not ignore them.,(p. 412).

Using Piaget as the Mercator of cognitive development, a
clearer understanding of the normal development.and indi-
vidual differences in children begins to emerge.

The problems encountered-in attempting-to describe the
develoPment of children make the mapping analogy even
more appropriate. Not only is it necessary to map the surface
structures the child's observable behaviors but the deep
structures must be inferred and explored. This understanding
of normal development must then be applied to the ,under-
standing of individual differences. The contribution of Piage-
tian theory-and research to this understanding of individual
differences in a controversial topic (Siegel and Brained/

.1978), as noted by special educator Beth Stephens (1977).

The search for a mapping of the pathways 61 early devei-
opment leads to the work & Jean Piaget... While he has
worked to outline the stages'of cognitive development
special educators have sought to incorporate his findings
into intervention programs (p. 237).

Since Piaget has chosen not to explore individual differ-
ences, controversy has evolved around the usefulness of his
theory for explanation and interventionrelatedlo these dif-
ferences. However, even critics such as Becker, Englemann,
and Thomas (1975) note that Piaget has a descriptively useful
system. An important,asiSect of this description systeM iithe
concept of stage.

Piaget describes changes in the young child from an organ-
ismic-developmental framework whiCh focuses on patterns of
elements or organization over time. Structures or schemas are
inferred. Unified structures of the whole are a criteria for
defining-a stage. Stages constitute an important develop-
mental pattern. Although the issue of the criteria for the
construct of a stage and period remains unresolved, several
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aspects of this construct are presently useful.
Both stages and sequences may be determined by assess-

. ment procedures. Assessment may be defined as the rhea-
surerrient of the child's concepts, skills, and individual differ-,
ences as viewed in relationship to the optimal path of devel-
opment and learning. Patterns and learning hierarchies 'are
indicated by the topological relationships of proximity, ordei,
enclosure, and continuity. These surface features may then be
utilized in the structural analysis pursuit of deep structures.
Methods of data redUction such as factor analysis; cluster
analysis, and multidimensional scaling are currently assisting
researchers in surface and deep structure descriptive studies.

Stage dependent research has involved a multitude of tasks,
methodologies, and formats fbr exploring stages of cognitive
development. Piaget's work includes a comprehensive, de-
tailed, and documented system fctdescribinudeep and
surface structures of children. Utilizing his tasks and clinical
method, the interdisciplinary 'early childhood professionals
may begin the exploration of cognitive pathways.

The specific period of interest in early childhood which has
recently received considerable exploration is the sensori-
motor period. The research. of Uzgiris and Hunt (1975)
provides a model for useful descriptive studies in the sensori-
motor period. They have pursued the description of six stages
of infancy through validating learning and cognitive task
hierarchies.. They utilized the following scales for assessing
infant development:

1. visual pursuit and permanence of objects
2. development of means for obtaining desired envi-

_

fonmental events
3. development of gestural imitation
4. 'development of vocal imitation
5. development of operational casuality
6. the construction of object relations in spacc.
7. development of schemes for relating to objects.

Although Paiget, himself, has written only a feW books and
articles which focus on this period and these stages, the
Uzgiris and Hunt approach to cognitive mapping is extremely
valuable. Utilizing original sources such as The Origins of
Intelligence in Children (Piagei,' 1936) and The Construction
of Reality in the Child (Piaget, 1937) as a source of inspiration,
they 'have developed a useful assessment instrument which
incorporates the above ordinal scales in the' exploration of
both normal development and individual differences. This
ordinal scales of psychological development provides a tool
for both the exploration of surface and deep structures.
Although they are purely a descriptive tool, they provide a
basis for research in the areas of explanation and intervention.

In theScience of Education and the Psychologyof the Child,
(Piaget, 1973) stresses the importance of an adequate under-
standing of the development of the child as a prerequisite to
related studies in education. The early childhood psychologist
and educator should become familiar with descriptive re-
search efforts and contribute to this imponant area of cogni-
tive mapping. Through the collection of analysis of data from
both cognitive and functional skills assessment, the develop-
ment of children will be clarified.

Note: This article is indebted to a chapter by McFarland, T.D. and
Grant, F.A. entitled "Contributions of Piagetian Theory and
Research to Understanding of Children with Learning Prob-
lems" to be published in Modgil and Mocigil's Crossfires and
Crosscurrents.

Lerner, Janet W., Learning Disabilities: Theories, Diagnosis and
Teaching Strategies, -3rd edition, Houghton Mifflin
Company, Boston, 1981..

Learning Disabilities: Theories, Diagnosis and Teaching Stra-
tegies is a text offering a compreherisive overview of learning
disabilities. It is Janet Lerner's third edition of her original text
entitled Children with Learning Disabilities: Theories, Diag-
nosis and Teaching Strategies which she first published in
1971. Ever since the release of her second edition in 1976,
there have been =many changes occurring in the field of
learning disabilities. As the author contends, the change in the
title of the third edition reflects one of these changes.
Referring to the ommjssion of "Children with (Learning
Disabilities)", the author acknowledges that the field of
learning disabilities is no longer concerned only with children,
but 'rather learning disabled adolsescents and adults are now
also included within the discipline's scope:

Designed to serve as an overview of learning disabilities, this
text is appropriate for broth regular and special education
teachers, school psychologists, adminftratofs, speech and
language clinicians, counselors, and other professionals pre-
paring to work with the learning disabled person. The text
provides relevant and necessary background information as
well a# a comprehensive overview of various theoretical
approaches in the field, diagnosis,and assessment procedures,
clinical teaching skills, and familiarity with teaching tech-
niques and materials.

The text is organized in -four different sections. Part One
provides an overview of the field of learning disabilities and
contains three chapters dealing with the transitional nature of
the field, the historical perspective, and the medical con-
tributions to the discipline.

Presented in Part Two is the key to effective program
implementation for the learning disabled, the diagnosis and
teaching process. Chapter 4 scrutinizes the diagnostic process
while Chapter 5 examines and discusses clinical teaching.

part.,Three reviews the theories and teaching strategies that
provide the foundation for assessment and teaching deci-
sions. The seven chapters included address each of the areas
of learning disabilities as specified in Public Law 94-142.
Accordingly, the following topics are examined with respect to
theories and teaching strategies: motor and perceptual deve-
lopment, listening comprehension-and oral expression, read-
ing skills and comprehension, written language, mathematic
calculations and reasoning, and finally, social and emotional
development.

Encompassed in Part Four are three chapters which discern
methods of service delivery for the learning disabled. Dis-
cussed in Chapter 13 are ways of delivering educational
services while Chapter 14 considers the young and preschool
child. The final chapter is concerned with the learning dis-
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abled adolescent.
The functional appendices offer useful information to those

working with the learning disabled student., Available ma-
terials are listed as well as tests, and addresses of publishers.
Other appendices address phonics and a glossary of terms.

Lerner has also developed an accompanying Study Guide
for the text. This was designed to help the student review the.
Content of the book and learn the concepts presented..

Offering an organized, comprehensive Gpdate in the field of
learning disabilities, this retfiewer recommends Learning Dis-
abilities: Theories, Diagnosis, and Teaching Strategies as
good reference book for the professional interested in ke0-
ing current in the field, as well as an introductory text for
students studying learning disabilities. .

' \\.1

Reviewer. Lynn Klaber, E.M.C., Billings, MT

Special Education for the Early Childhood Years, by Janet
Lerner, Carol Mardell-Czudnowski and Dorothea Goldenburg,.
Prentice-Hall,.Inc, Englewood Cliffs, New jersey.07632. 1981:

The authors have utilized their experiences in teaching
young handicapped children and in preparing teachers iii this
field to develop this book aimed toward what to teach and
how to teach preschool handicapped children. Findings,
information and practices from the field of special education
and early childhood education have been combined in this
excellent resource. r

. .
The child, the curriculum and the environment are ad-

dressed within an "expanding systems" format. .

Part one, The Child, discusses the nature of early childhood
special education, as welt as the characteristics, evaluation
and the assessment of the pre-school special child.

Part two, The Curriculum, provides an overview of cur ...

riculum design and specifics for each of the following.' motor,
perceptual, cognitive, communication and sou,al-affectne
skills.

Pa,rt three, The Environment, discusses the parent- pro-
fessional partnership, waysof. providing educational services

T\for young handicapped c ildren and existing legislation.
The appendixes include esting instrument, teaching mat-

erials, model programs, outliers' addresses, and a glossary.

Reviewer: Nancy Yonkee, VIEWS

IMPORTANCE OF SELF CONCEPT

Children with major weaknesses particularly need to feel
valued and to feel competent. All children need...to experience
success and tb see one's delight in their success.

Development delays often frustrate children and-cause the
child to have a poor self concept. These children may also have
experienced negative reactions from other people, which
adds .to their frustration. Due to a lack of successful exper-
iences, they may feel that they are not measuring up to
others. Parents may compound the problem through. over-
protection or unrealistic expectations. One can help turn,
these negative experiences around by helping special.,
children experience success through appropriate classroom
activities.*

'When You Care for Handicapped Children
Texas Department of Human Resources

i

RESOURCES
IN

PERSPECTIVE

COMPUTER ASSISTED INSTRUCTION
'FOR EXCEPTIONAL CHILDREN

Richard Swenson, PhD. and James Kingman
Center for Educational Research, 801 East Sixth Avenue,

Helena, Montana 59601

The advent Of the small inexpensive micro-computer has
made,it economically feasible for school districts to develop
Computer Assisted Instruction (CAI) applications for the
classroom. Although most large producers of micro-
computers have concentrated on comp titer games, business.
applications and educational programs for children and adult?
of normal intelligence, there is enormous potential for their
use in special education.

The first question to ask is whether it is feasible to use
computers in this way. As mentioned above, we feel it is

economically feasible. A classroom can be equipped for as
little as 5800. But will the children use it? Will they learn from
it? And, far from the least iniportant, will the teacher find it
useful and easy enough to use? A feasibility study currently
underway in a Helena special education classroom indicates
that the answer is a definite Yes! The 12 children in the
classroom have been using the computer 15 minutes per day
since October 1980 and have shown no evidence of boredom.
All have been able to use the machine (even the non-reading
students),,without difficulty and all have shown progress. Since
theproject was aimed sim ply at looking at feasibility, however,
we glade no rigbrous expetimental comparisons which would
allow us to say how much these CAI kids learned in com-
parison to children in a,traditional instruction control group.
Nevertheless, the indications are very favorable. The teacher,

`Diane Weiss, has found the system very easy to use in spite of a
healthy'skepticism on her part at the beginning of the project.
Moreover, she feels that her kids, have shown less of a
decrement iii skills during school vacations.

What is the essence of CAI and what are the advantages
both potential and current? First, we'd like to pointout that we
Flo ndt see CAI as replacing the teathei..,It has a specific-and
functional role in special education and tqatroldis see as one
more tool for the teacher to use. The pcidaryappUatil.c.n is drill
and practice programs. The comput9fi is infinitely patient, has
no biases, is emotionally neutral and can interact with the
student (unlike teaching machibers Such as System 80). It is
seen by students as being very positive. Even though the
computer generally provides feedback 'on incorrect answers,
several students have commented that they like the computer
because it'doesn't get ma,dat them." This is not a criticism of
teachers; it simply pointsdbut the obvious. They're human and
they get frustrated at the tedium of drill and practice and the'
large:amount of over-learning (extensive practice beyond the
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point that a child 'tan perform consistently correct during a
, given session) required for handicapped learners.

Some of the,advantages of a CAI-system are;
1. It cah provide an effective substitute to the teacher for

some of the time consuming individual practiCe sessions.
2. It can-select an appropriate level of difficulty at which to

begin eayh session with a given child and keep him at an
optimal level- of difficulty to maintain -challenge without 1

creatiiyg frustration.
3. The system can recordl rforhe session pemanCe of each

student and -maintain an individual historical performance'
record.
/4. It can analyze error patterns end automatically shift to a
remedial sequence of instruction./ 5. The computer appears to be quite intrinsically moth:
vating antis also very adaptable to the use of extrinsic, back-
up rewards such as social praise, tokens and, of course, access
to the ever-popular computer games.

To summarize, we envision CAI to be an important tool in
the future of special education. The potential of the computer
to individualize instruction, to record progress and to toil
patiently without complaint While a handicapped child learns
makes it an exciting development for the future. There are
important implications for home use (e.g., will it displace some
or most of the 20 -30 hours children spend watching television
in America?) and for vocational, opportunities (e.g., remote
data entry) as well. We invite readers of Views-to share their
thoughts on the future use of compiners in education. There
are many questions to be asked, concerns to be voicec[ and
implications for all of our lives4that need to be discussed and
debited.

NEW FUNDS' FOR
CHILDREN'S MENTAL:HEALTH

(Reprinted from WESTAR 11-2-80)

On October 7, 1980, President tarter signed into effect
Public Law 96-398, the Mental Health Systems Ad. The law
makes available S37 million to state and local mental health
centers, and public and private nonprofit organizations. Funds
are to be used to improve early identification and assessment
procedures, to provide supplementary, health services to
children receiving PL 94-142 funding,, to encourage inter-
agency cooperation, and to supplement operating costs of
mental health services. The law will take effect beginning fiscal
year1982, and signals the first federal monies earmarked for
preventive mental health.

THE TEST OF LANGUAGE
DEVELOPMENT (TOLD)

authors: Phylis L. Newcomer
Donald D. Hammill

copyright
date: 1977
publisher: Empiric Press
ange: ages 0-4 through 8-11

N
The Test of Language Development (TOLD) is a norm-

referenced ,standardized measure that assesses both recep-
tion and expression in three major components of oral
language: phonology, syntax, and semantics. The test is admin-
istered individually and may be used by teachers, speech and
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language clinicians, psychologists, or other professionals who
have carefully read the manual and follow the prescribed
directions. The TOLD requites approxiniately 35-40 minutes
to administer and is comprised, of seven subtests;, picture
vocabulary, oral vocabulary, grammatic understanding, sen-
lence imitation, grammatical completion, word discrimination
and word articulation. The results provide current levels of
performance in oral language and identify specific areas of
strengths and weaknesses.` Included in the test kit are a
manual, picture book, answer sheets, and a statistical manual
written by the authors.

1.

NEW SERIES OF BOOKS
RESULT /OF EVALUATION RESEARCH

New Perspectives in Evaluation is a new 5 book series soon
to be published by SAGE Publications, bringing those inter-
ested in evataation a set of creative methodological ap-
proaches to the study and practice of evaluation. Two books in
the series, Metaphors for Evaluation; Sources of New Methods
and New Techniques for Evaluation, are expected to be
available this" spring.

NEW TECHNIQUES FOR EVALUATION

Today's successful evaluator needs more tools than the
limited collection of traditional measurement and experi-
mental analysis skills. This volume provides evaluation prac-
titioners with an introduction to a range of new techniques for ,
use in their work, including:

Cost analysis methods (cost-benefit, cost-effectiveness,
cost- ,utility, and cost-feasibility analysis)

Exploratory data analysis,methods (for discovering unknown
relationships in evaluation data, rather than merely confirm-

,ing preexisting assumptions)
Criticism methods (especially useful in appraising evalu-

ation studies themselves)
Journalistic methods (for structuring investigations, inter-

preting archivardata, and interviewing hostile subjects)
These new techniques for evaluation are p, e.sented in

detail, using actual examples and illustrations, and supported
by follow-up references enablinglhe evaluator to continue
the study of these methods. Contained here are not theo-
retical or abstract discussions of esoteric methods, but sound
introductions to practical approaches currently being trieby
innovative evaluation practitioners. This book will equip
evaluators with fresh techniques for improving the quality and
expanding the range of their evaluation work.

Reprinted from February, 1981 Northwest RepOrt, Northwest
Regional Educational Laboratory, Portland, Oregon.
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TALL AND SHORT

This' is a good relaxing exercise activity and an enjoyable
size concept learning activity:

Have ,the;children move about the room to music with a
moderate tempo. EXPlain that When you name something tall,
they ire to Stretch up, making themselves as tali as possible.
When yoUname something small, crouch down on the floor as,
short as possible.

ExampleS:

trees bugs
'lamp post . ant
building ,' fish,

flower

mouse

door
giraffe

Kathie Walton,.
-11illiess, MT.

AIR-PRESSURE' EXPERIMENT

'PrOblem: What can air do?
Materials: Fairly lightweight book

Balloon for experiment and sufficient balloons for
each child.

Procedure: 1. Place balloon under book
2. Inflate the balloon

'Observation: The book is rising.
Conclusions: 1. Air,cah lift.

- 2. Air can push things
3. Air takes up space

Give each Child .a balloon-to take home to amaze their
parents with their newfound knowledge that air, though it has
no smell, feel, etc does indeed take up space.

Kathleen, Wal(on,
' Billings, MT

FINGER JELLO RECIPE.

4 paCkages of 3 oz. )ello biand, gelatin
'6 packages Knox gelatin
1 can condensed 'Eagle brand milk

Layers 1-3.5-7 Mix 1 package Jell% 1 package Knox
gelatin;-and 1 cup hot water. for each layer.

Layers 2-4-6 Combine 2 packages Knox gelatin, and 1%
cup"hot water (dissolve gelatin) ;-Add condensed milk.

Let each layer set for about 5 minutes in refrigerator before
adding next layer.

Mary lou Kinney
BOW,- Idaho

.CLOUD DOUGH .

Mix together. ,6 cups flour, 1 cup cooking oil, 1,,cup water
(as needed). Add a few' drops_ of food - coloring and flavor
extraction to the mixture and knead well. The result should be
oi ly and smooth. Store in a covered plastic container with extra
room left at the t0. Re- 'knead when using again:

This play &Ugh doe's not harden, offering an interesting
'departure froin the traditional flour-salt combination.The high
oil content results in a soft pliable mixture which is soothingto
the hands and to the spirit (especially on "hyper.slays when
used with -soft music' in the background). By adding the
coloring to the water first, the child can work the coloring
through; resulting in a marbled effect and finally a solid color.
Individual portions' for mixing are-easily arranged for inde-
pendent activity. Like all art media, this mixture should notbe
eaten, but in the event of "accidental" tasting, is less reactive
to the sistem than salt mixtures.

Deinya Makhen,
.11110111 MT

GOOD LISTENING

Guess what redoing? .

An interesting way to imitate experiments in pantothithe
to ask students to mime an activity as others try to Wen* the
activity.

PeelA banana and eat it
Open an umbrella as it suddenly begins to rain,
Make a sandwich: '
Dig in a garden and plant seeds.

-13-

Kathleen Walton,
Billings, MT

HOMEMADE"ICE CREAM

Every child should experiencecthe fun and excitement of
making homemade ice cream. The following recipe is for the
'Old-fashioned hand crank freezer.

Ingredients:
3 eggs 3 tablespoons vanilla
2 quarts milk Dash of salt
2 pints whipping cream

Cream together sugar and eggsfthordrighly. Add milk and
cream, stirring constantly. Addyanilla and dash of salt. Pour
mixture'into'the freezer can and chill for 30 minutes. The can
should not be more than % full to allow for expansion.

When chilled, place freezer can of ice cream mix in tub of ice
-main maker. Put top and crank in place. Alternately add 1 cup
crushed ice and 1/4 cup rock salt until Ice and salt mixture
comes to the lid of the freezer can (approiimately 8 lbs. of ice
and VA cups of rock salt). Let:Children take turns turning the
crank Slowly until the ice cream is so thick that the handle can
no longer be turned (about 30-40 minutes). Drain excess
water,from tub; remove dasher ft;:im the-can; plug the hole in
the can lid. Leave can of ice cream in tub of ice and salt. Cover
entire freezer with a towel or some heavy material and allow to
chill for 30 minutes or more. Fruit may be added duringthe last
20 minutes of cranking.

This is an excellent "special treat" for the end of the school
year outdoor picnic.
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Luncheon siseake4Paul Crellin, -Clinic, Billing Keynoter, D Btid,Frederidcs, Teaching Research,
Montarii "\ Monmouth, Oregon.

\\,,\ ,

THE SECOND'ANNUAL .MONTANA symroskum ON
EARLY EDUCATION AND THE EXCEPTIONAL CHILD

Brent Rast,,Preschoollpecial Education Teacher,
Montana Center for Handicapped.Children.

Over 200 professionals who recognize the need for early
intervention attended the Second Annual Montana Sym-
posium on Early Education and the Exceptional. Child held in
Billings, Montana, April 1-3, 1981. An incredible amount of
professional resource; were utilized for the sectional work-_
shOPs. Presenters representing Illinois, Kansas, Minnesota,
Mississippi, Montana, 'Washington, Oregon, Wyoming and-
Texas provided information concerning the young handi-
capped, child. Their expertise included a variety of model
,programs of service, related services for 'children, instruc-
tional raids and research methodology.

The symposium began with a keynote address by Dr. Bud
Fredericks, Associate Director of Teaching f(esearch at
Mon mbuth, Oregon. He presented a realistic view concerning
the bleak future of early education programs nationwide.
Dr.; Fredericks stated that pertinent data has not been col-
lected to convince the Federal government of the need to

it'st''s support of such:programs. He did emphasize this
data must be collected immediately in.order to save programs

k now in existence. Alternative means of service must also be
investigated. His presentation definitely set the thrust for the
symposium. Dr., Fredericks provided research data demon-
strating effective means of 'serving.young handicapped. chil-
dren in his subsequent presentations.

Dr. Merle Karnes, renowned author and educator from the
University of 'Illinois, was another keynote speaker. She
addressed a recent survey of infant programs considered to be
exemplaryand focused on the vital components necessary for
exemplary programs for the young handicapped child.

The other keynoter, Dr. Norris C. Haring, University of
Washington, a noted authority on severely/profoundly handi-
_apped, addressed the maks of teaching strategies for the
behaviorally disordered and methods of combatting the

-14-

labeling process.
Ms. Judy Johnson, Special Education Unit Director, for the

State of Montana, responded to questions submitted by
participants. She stressedthe states strong support for,early
special education Programs. Ms. Johnson expressed the
extreme difficulty at the state level, in determing what
services will be eliminated due to funding cuts. The Office of
Public Instruction did assist in the funding for the symposium,
a good exampletofithe state's support.

As a participant;_l thought the symposium was an over-
whelming success. The available expertise and the oppor,
tunity to exchange ideas and reinforce existing intervention
programs were invaluable to those in the field. .

SYMPOSIUM VIDEO TAPES AVAILABLE

Video tapes of the keynote addresses by Dr. Bud Fredericks,
Dr. Merle Karnes and Dr. Norris Haring and selected selec-
tionals will be available by early fall for viewing. These tapes
may be viewed on loan basis by any Montana schools or
agencies for mailing costs only. For further information regard-
ing these video tapes, contact Training Resources & Informa-
tion Center, 1219-8th Avenue, Helena, MT 59601,
(406) 449-5647.
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Sectional Presenter,Iteves Robertson, Jackson, ississippi.
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Symposium participants enjoying a keynOte address.
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From left to Fight: Mi. Ned,Ilird,Supervisor Special Education, District #2, Billings,
MOntana; Mi. :Judy' Johnson, SPeCial Education Unit Director, Office of Public
liras action, Si#te; of ,Montana; Di. 1RO,webx Foos, Director Elementary Specitil
Education, District #2, Billings, Montana.

I
Dr. Ronald' P. Sexton, Director,
Institute for Habilitative Services,
Eastern Montana College, Billings,
Montana.

-y

. .

Keynoter, Dr. 'Merle Karnes, Univer-
sity'of Illindis.

THE SECOND ANNUAL MONTANA SYMPOSIUM
ON EARLY EDUCATION AND THE EXCEPTIONAL CHILD

PROCEEDINGS' DOCUMENT,

A comprehensive document representing a collection of papers from experts in
the field of early, childhoOd special edueation presented during the,ISecond
Annual Montana Symposium on .Early, Education and the Exceptional Child is
scheduled for publication July, 1981 and will be available to the public for a nominal
fee.

Contributors include Dr. Bud Fredericks, Dr. Norris G. Haring, Dr. Merle Karnes
and other specialists in the field. Topics include: Assessment, Alternative Service
Delivery Models, Coping With Stress and Burnout, Teacher Competencies, Serving
Native American PreschoolerS and Programming for Preschool Children.

For futher information regarding the proceedings document, contact Project
Sunrise Outreach, Eastern Montana College, Billings, Montana 59101.
(406) 657-2250.
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May 8-9 MONTANA CONFERENCE ON GIFTED AND TALENTED. Contact:
Nancy Lukenbill, Montana Office of Public Instruction, Helena, MT,
800-332-3402 or 449-3116.

Outlaw Inn
Kalispell, MT

May 25-29 "A Decade of Change: From Rights to Realities", American Association Detroit, MI
for Menta Deficiency

May 11-13 ALTERNATIVE ASSESSMENT AND INTERVENTION - Strategies for University of
Infants aCHigh RisKand Their Families. Contact: Continuing Education Michigan
Division, University of Michigan, ISMRRD, 130 S. First Street, Ann Arbor, Ann 'Arbor, MI

MI 48104.

June 15-July 3 Summer Workshop on Teaching Severely Handicapped. Contact: Dr. Eastern Montana

. Alan Hilton, Institute for Habilitative Services, Eastern Montana College, College

BAlings, Montana, 657 -2351: ,
Billings, MT

June 17-20 , Rural Educators Conference & Seminars. Contact: Dr. Lie Spuhler, Western Montana
Offir,e of- Continuing Education, Western Montana College, Dillon, College .

4. Montana, 683-7537. Dillon, MT

. ,

June 22-July 7 ,Habilitatibn of the Young Handicapped Child. Department of Speech university of
Pathology/Audiolbgy. Contact: Morita Flynn, P.O. Box 3224, University Wyoming
Station, Laramie, Wyoming 82071, (307) 766-6145. Laramie, WY

,.

July 13-16 Rural Schools Regional Conference "Strategies in Alcohol and Drug Western Montana
Abuse". Contact: Dr. Lee Spuhler, Office of Continuing Education, College
Weste,rn Montana College, Dillon, Montana, 683-7537. Dillon, MT

July 14-18 International Conference on Autism "Hope Through Research and Boston Park'Plaza
Education". Contact: National Society for Autistic Children, 1234 Boston, MA
Massachusetts Avenue, N.W., Suite 1017, Washington, D.C. 200n5.

Sept. 12th Annual Montana Indian Education Conference. Contact: Bob Billings, Montana
Parsley,sOffice of Publicinstruction, Helena, Montana; 441 9=3036.

Sept. 24-25 Second Annual Montana ConferenCe on Developmental Disabilities. To be determined
Contact Mike Muszkiewicz, TRIC Office, Helena, Montana, 449-5647.

Oct. 15-16 : Coufidi or Exceptional Children Conference. Contact: Sherry Meadors, Sheraton Hotel
C.E.C. Co ference Committee Chairperson, Great Falls, Montana, Great Falls, MT

791-2270.
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